


History in every product.

The history of Bosch is one we 
are proud of. So, let’s start at 
the beginning and explore how 
Bosch became the industry-
leading home appliance 
manufacturer it is today.

Sometimes the oldest ideas 
are the best. So in 1886 Robert 
Bosch founded... well, Bosch. 
And even though we’ve been 
around for 125 years, our 
values are more modern than 
ever. Robert Bosch believed 
whoever stopped improving 
has stopped being good. This is 
just one of his many principles, 
which still shapes the corporate 
culture and lives on in the spirit 
and attitude of more than 
375,000 employees worldwide. 
It provides a foundation for 
which the successes of the past 
can be built upon into the future.



Innovating  for the future.

Our dissatisfaction with ourselves, our performance 
and our appliances drive us to always look for new 
technological solutions. Our goal is to create meaningful 
technology that improves not only our appliances, 
but also the quality of life for our customers. At the 
end of the day, we develop technology for life.

With over 77,000 registered patents, Bosch is one of 
the most innovative enterprises in the world.



Quality you can trust.
Two heads are better than one. 3,500 heads in our research 
and development team, that may just be good enough to ensure 
great quality.

If a single detail does not satisfy 
our requirements, we simply 
re-develop it. Over and over 
again, if it has to be. So the 
3,500 colleagues working in 
research and development have 
to be really persistent. Even if an 
idea finally becomes a product, 
we check every single screw, 
every button and every detail in 
numerous tests. 

If something isn’t at its 100%, 
we go back to the drawing 
board. Sounds tough, but that’s 
how we make sure only the best 
and most reliable solutions are 
leaving our factories. That is the 
staple of German engineering.



At Bosch, we put passion into the work we do and 
it shows in the numerous awards we have won 
throughout the years. We wouldn‘t be known as 
one of the leading suppliers of built-in appliances 
if we left a single detail to chance. Therefore, our 
designers ensure that individual modules can be 
combined flexibly and efficiently while still looking 
wonderful. And we’re not the only ones who think 
so. For years and years, our appliances have been 
at the pinnacle of international awards, such as 
the IF Product Design Award and the Best Interior 
Innovation Award.

And the award goes to…

It was not our main aim to win the beauty contest, but our products 
have gathered 610 design awards over the years up until 2016.

But what we value the most is the 
satisfaction of our customers, 
without whom we would not be 
creating beautiful products till today.

The Bosch Serie 8 oven has won 
the coveted German Design Award 
2015, with its combination of 
high-quality stainless steel panels 
and the integrated operating ring 
and glass design. What’s more, 
the Volcano Black model has also 
received the renowned Interior 
Innovation Award 2015.



United in global projects.
Today, Bosch Home, headquartered in 
Munich, has 80 subsidiaries in 48 countries 
and operates 41 factories in 13 countries.

This global network not 
only performs development 
work, but also boasts highly 
efficient manufacturing 
facilities. By setting up local 
production facilities and sales 
organisations, we have been 
able to meet the specific needs 
of customers in the various 
countries with optimum 
effectiveness.

We have also found success 
in partnering with a number 
of international companies on 
specific projects. By offering 
home appliances that excel in 
terms of quality, function and 
design, Bosch Home Appliances 
is your experienced partner. 
After all, quality engineered in 
Germany is in demand across 
the world.



Customer, satisfied.
There are 14 customer service locations in 
the Arabian region which provide you with 
premium home appliances and service 
availability around the clock, making your life 
at home with all the little challenges, better.





Transform the way  
you cook.

Notes:



Same perfect results. 
Cooked with less energy.
By cooking on just one shelf level, Hotair Eco gives perfect results 
and uses up to 30% less energy.*

Most people generally use just one shelf when they 
use their oven. A great example of this would be when 
cooking a lasagna or shepherd’s pie. This means 
energy is being used to provide optimum heat to all 
shelves when it may not be needed. Whilst it doesn’t 
impact the end result, we felt there must be a smarter 
way to cook. Our research led to the development 

*30% more economical (0.66 kWh) than the maximum value (0.99 kWh) allowed 
for energy efficiency class A (measured in accordance with EN 50304).

of the Hotair Eco cooking programme for all those 
times when you just cook on one shelf. It works by 
optimising the heat in the oven around the single 
shelf used, thereby reducing the energy required to 
generate the heat by up to 30%*. Also, it doesn’t affect 
the performance of the oven, so whatever you’re 
cooking, it comes out perfectly every time.



Colour options
Bosch built-in appliances come in a number of finishes 
to complement most kitchen styles. Brushed steel 
offers a bold, stunning statement, while premium 
black models feature glass fascias, steel handles 
and steel-finished control dials to deliver a modern, 
contemporary twist to old favourites. For those who 
prefer their black models in a more traditional form, 
Bosch also offers models with colour coordinated 
handles, controls and metal fascias.

SoftClose door
A hidden mechanism in the door hinge enables the 
controlled SoftClose action of the oven door, reducing 
noise and allowing it to close gently and safely.

Metal behind glass
The new generation of Bosch ovens bring style and 
elegance to the kitchen. The new concept U-form door 
has a horizontal section of steel behind the outer glass 
for a unique, chic look.

Sleek new lines
Our new ovens combine the highest quality stainless 
steel and glass for a sleek and resistant finish. The 
ergonomically designed all-steel straight bar handle 
integrates perfectly with the door. The matching 
control panels and horizontal lines allow you to 
mix and match different products vertically and 
horizontally for a completely coordinated look.

Control panel
Fully programme able, the controls are intuitive and 
simple to use. Select models also feature clear text 
on the LCD display screen.

Pop-out controls
Not only do these make the oven easy to operate, they 
also maintain a clean line when the oven is not in use, 
making its control panel easy to clean. Our top of the 
range models also have an illuminated red band.

Enamel coating
The grey enamel interior coating is easy to clean and 
the lighter colour improves visibility of your dishes 
while cooking.

Door constructions
Our range of single ovens is available in two different 
door constructions; drop-down and side opening, 
so you can ensure the best solution for your kitchen 
environment and personal requirements.

The new generation of Bosch 
ovens bring style and elegance  
to the kitchen.
Our ovens combine the highest quality stainless steel and glass 
for a sleek look. The matching control panels and horizontal lines 
allow you to mix and match with other cooking appliances for a totally 
coordinated look.



Pyrolytic self-cleaning system
The ultimate in self-cleaning, power and convenience. 
During the pyrolytic self-cleaning cycle, the oven is 
heated to around 480 C̊. At this temperature, any 
deposits are quickly reduced to a thin layer of ash, 
which can then be simply wiped away with a damp 
cloth to leave a completely clean oven.

EcoClean self-cleaning programme
This oven cleaning function is highly effective and 
simple to use. Simply turn the dial to select the clean 
function and then choose from the three different 
cleaning cycles depending on how dirty the EcoClean 
liners are: Level 1 = 45 minutes, Level 2 = 1 hour, 
Level 3 = 1 hour 15 minutes.

Automatic switch-off (electronic ovens)
For extra peace of mind, if left unattended, the 
electronic oven will switch off after a specific period of 
time. This additional safety feature is only available on 
electronic models. This can be over-ridden simply by 
periodically adjusting the temperature.

Temperature Range Automatic Switch-off After

Under 140 C̊ 7 hours

141 - 200 C̊ 6 hours

201 - 250 C̊ 3 hours

251 C̊+ 2 hours

Memory function
Store your favourite recipe instructions (e.g. heating 
mode + temperature + cooking duration), then simply 
press the memory button to repeat the sequence at 
any time.

Safer touch doors
Bosch oven doors are either double or triple glazed, 
depending on the model, and ensure the temperature 
of the door is always well within safety standards.

Control panel lock
With the oven off, simply press the lock key for 
4 seconds to disable all functions.

Telescopic rail with stop function
Available on one level of the oven*, these easy-to-use 
stable rails make it easier than ever to check on the 
progress of your food. The rails are fully extendible so 
that food is fully visible and accessible without having 
to reach into the oven. The stop function means you 
can never pull the rails out too far. A 3-level version 
of this is available as an optional accessory on many 
single and double ovens.

*Selected models

Simple, safe & stylish.
Our ovens are incredibly easy to use and maintain. Pyrolytic 
self-cleaning makes cleaning the oven a pleasure instead of a chore. 
They are extremely safe with double or triple glazed doors and a 
safety lock that disables all functions. For extra peace of mind, our 
electronic models also feature automatic switch-off.



PerfectBake 
Baking has never been easier. The PerfectBake sensor offers 
uniquely precise sensitivity, constantly measuring the moisture 
level of your dishes and automatically regulating the baking 
process. You’ll never have to set the heating mode, length of time 
or temperature ever again — the PerfectBake sensor has it all 
under control. Simply select the type of dish, such as ‘Cake’, and 
press ‘Start’. Your oven will do the rest. The result: Bread, cake 
and quiches baked to perfection.

PerfectRoast 
Turkey, lamb or Sunday roast – with the PerfectRoast meat probe, 
you’ll get perfect results every time. Just like a professional chef, 
but with total ease. Through several highly sensitive measuring 
points, the probe determines the core temperature of your roast 
to the exact degree and second, guaranteeing perfect roasting 
results. Another benefit: You can also use the meat probe in the 
microwave and steam oven mode.

Become a master chef  
at the touch of a button.
When you cook with a Serie 8 oven with PerfectBake and 
PerfectRoast functions, there is almost no limit to what you can do. 
The combination of these two sensor-controlled functions ensures 
that your oven always knows precisely how your dish is progressing. 
It sets the optimal heating mode, temperature and cooking time 
accordingly. Every dish, from roast beef to lemon pie, is cooked 
to perfection, so you no longer need to constantly check on their 
progress – unless you can’t help but admire the cutting-edge 
technology at work.

PerfectBakePerfectBake

PerfectRoastPerfectRoast



4D Hotair
Thanks to 4D Hotair, you can place your dishes on 
any shelf level from 1 to 4. The fan wheel changes its 
direction of rotation to distribute heat evenly across all 
levels. This also allows for baking on up to 4 levels in 
parallel; for perfect results – from the first batch to the 
last. 4D Hotair, the heating mode for perfect results.

Pizza function
Designed with the pizza-lover in mind, but equally useful 
for quiches and tarts, this innovative function delivers 
cooking power for a perfectly crisp, browned base while 
keeping the topping moist. Suitable also for frozen food, 
and in many cases no pre-heating is required.

Hydrobaking
Retains the natural moisture emitted during the 
cooking process to prevent your baking from drying 
out. Ideal for bread and pastries.

Plate warming
Food stays warm for longer if served up in pre-heated
ovenware. Plate warming allows you to pre-heat 
porcelain ovenware to between 30 C̊ and 65 C̊.

Low temperature cooking
Ideally suited for keeping high quality pan-fried meat 
at the desired level of rareness or otherwise for an 
extended period of time without it spoiling. Juices and 
textures are retained whilst you get on with preparing 
the rest of your dinner.

Intensive heat
Delivers immediate intense heat from below, which is 
particularly effective for foods with a crisp base such 
as flans. It makes it unnecessary to pre-heat the oven 
when baking cakes and quiches, and is also ideal for 
baking with tin, glass or porcelain moulds, which tend 
to reflect heat or are poor conductors of heat.

Bottom heat only
Only the bottom element is used to generate heat. 
This method is ideal for reheating or for when a crisp 
underside is required, such as bread bases and 
pastry cases. It can also be used for drying herbs and 
bain-marie cooking.

Auto Cook / Assist
Simply place the dish in the oven, and then choose 
the appropriate automatic programme from the menu. 
Specify how you want your dish cooked (e.g. rare, 
medium or well done), input the weight of the meat 
or fish and press start. Auto Cook then takes over 
and determines the cooking mode, temperature and 
duration to cook your dish to perfection. 

Fast heat
This time-saver pre-heats the oven approximately 
30% faster by using all the heating elements at once.

Keep warm
This convenient function keeps food items warm at 
temperatures between 66 C̊ and 100 C̊ at the touch of 
a button.

Hotair Eco — up to 30% more economical  
than energy efficiency class A
Optimised to cook efficiently and economically on 
one shelf level, therefore reducing your electricity 
consumption by up to 30%. Energy consumption isn’t
the only thing that is exemplary though, cooking 
results are unrivalled as well.

Cooking functions.
Multi-function cooking provides a solution for all your cooking 
requirements. With a choice of over 11 different cooking functions, 
from traditional heating systems to more specialised functions, such 
as Hydrobaking and Pizza setting, a Bosch oven will provide you with 
the flexibility to prepare a variety of meals for you and your family.

Defrost
Perfect for gently defrosting meat, poultry, bread, 
cream cakes and much more.

Conventional top and bottom heat
Employs both the upper and lower heating elements. 
The heat travels to the centre of the oven by natural 
convection, which is the best position to obtain the 
selected temperature. Most foods can be cooked 
using this system, but it is best suited to foods which 
require a dark crisp finish or long slow cooking.

Full-width variable grill
Enables you to grill large quantities with precise 
temperature control. For added efficiency, grilling is 
performed with the oven door closed.

Half-width variable grill
On selected ovens, you have the option to select 
just the centre section of the grill element as an 
economical way to grill smaller quantities of food.

Hotair grilling
An ideal cooking method for meat and poultry where 
a rotisserie effect is desired. The grill and fan operate 
alternately, which results in even, crisp food and can 
use up to 50% less energy than traditional roasting.



Healthy eating has never  
tasted this good.
Steam ovens.

Hotair
Ideal for meat roasts, moist cakes and for pre-heating 
plates and dishes.

Steaming not only preserves vitamins and minerals better than any other form of cooking, but also preserves 
natural flavours, meaning there is practically no need for seasoning.

Raw RawCooked CookedSteamed Steamed

Vitamin content (B2) Mineral content

Better for you
Steaming helps retain the vitamins and minerals in 
foods, which dissolve when immersed in water. In fact, 
compared to boiling, steam cooking retains almost 
50% more of the vitamin and mineral content.

Better-looking and tastier food
The gentle heat action of steaming not only preserves 
the flavour, colour and aroma of the food, but also 
maintains the form and texture. Food retains its 
natural juices and does not dry out.

Automatic programmes
Simply place the dish in the oven and then choose the 
appropriate automatic programme from the menu. 
There are up to 70 recipes to choose from depending 
on the model. Input the weight and the oven will 
automatically calculate the temperature and cooking 
duration required.

Descaling programme
The appliance will automatically inform you when 
descaling is needed, then simply select the descaling 
programme and follow the easy-to-understand 
instructions.

Steaming
Perfect for vegetables and fish, drying fruit, blanching, 
making hard - or soft-boiled eggs and sterilising jars, 
bottles or baby bottles (only after thorough cleaning). 
You can also reheat dishes with no risk of hard, 
dried-up results.

Combination cooking
Ideal for meat like tender roast beef, crispy leg of lamb 
and casseroles. Perfect for bread, baking and for yeast 
dough that rises beautifully. Optimal for defrosting 
frozen food without causing the loss of the shape
and by keeping food hot with no risk of hard,
dried-up results.

Regeneration
A unique feature to steam ovens which revitalises pre-
cooked food. The function allows you to reheat up to 
two items at a time, gently reheating the food without 
danger of hot spots or drying-out the food. This is also 
a great feature for revitalising breads.

Cleaning programme
Select the cleaning programme, add a small amount of 
detergent (washing-up liquid) to the bowl of water in the 
base of the appliance and press start. Detergent-laden 
steam then helps to soften grease deposits, making it 
easy for you to wipe the interior clean.

Flexible installation
Our range of steam ovens offer you total flexibility 
when it comes to installation. All models are suitable 
for installation in a standard 60 cm unit and can be 
built into a tall cupboard or built under a worktop. 
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Healthy eating has never tasted so good
Natural foods contain many essential vitamins and 
minerals. How we prepare food determines how 
many of these important vitamins and minerals are 
preserved. Steam cooking is accepted as the most 
gentle and, therefore, healthy heating mode available.

Hotair and steam — a recipe for success
We have combined the beneficial effects of steaming 
with the Hotair system so you can make food that is 
deliciously crisp on the outside while remaining juicy 
and healthy on the inside.



AutoPilot
Press the programme button, select the programme number and enter 
the weight. The oven will automatically calculate the power and time 
required to cook or defrost your dish to perfection.

3-stage programing
The 3-stage programing allows you to programme up to three power levels 
and cooking times consecutively at any single time.

Throw a party. 
Don’t think twice!
Combi microwave ovens.

Bosch microwaves offer the perfect blend of style and performance that 
says you are passionate about how your kitchen looks.The elegant styling 
gives your kitchen the sophisticated built-in appearance you want. The 
Bosch microwave offers automatic cooking, reheating and defrosting 
programmes at the touch of a button.

Digital display
The digital display clearly indicates the power level and cooking duration 
selected. Bosch microwaves also feature a 24-hour digital clock and timer 
control for up to 99 minutes.

Memory function
Store your favourite recipe instructions (e.g. heating mode + temperature 
+ cooking duration), then press the memory button to repeat the sequence 
at any time.



SensoFlow heating system
Provides fast water heating and precise temperature 
control for improved taste and energy efficiency.

Aroma pressure system
Ensures optimum compression and extraction of 
ground coffee for a perfect tasting cup of coffee.

Fully automatic rinse programme
Each cup of coffee is freshly brewed every time. Pipes 
are automatically rinsed after use and any residual 
water is pumped away. Fresh water guarantees fresh 
coffee flavour and aroma every time.

Let the conversation begin.
Coffee maker.

Cream centre
An external insulated milk container supplies milk into 
the cream centre only when it is needed, so that the 
milk stays fresher for longer, giving you perfect milk 
froth and making it easier to clean.

One touch function for milk drinks
Allows you to store the settings for your favourite 
milk drink (e.g. cappuccino, latte, white coffee, etc.) 
so that you only have to press one button for your 
regular drink.



Plate warming
Food stays warm for longer if served up in pre-heated ovenware. Bosch 
warming drawers allow you to pre-heat porcelain ovenware from 30 C̊ to 65 C̊.

Keep warm
Not only can you heat up your crockery with a Bosch warming drawer, but 
you can also keep food hot for up to an hour.

Defrost
Perfect for gently defrosting meat, poultry, bread, cream cakes and much 
more. Also ideal for defrosting non-sensitive foods.

Dough proving
The gentle heat of the warming drawer is the perfect environment for 
proving dough.

Hot to the table.
Warming drawers.



Innovative and patented valve technology regulates 
the gas output precisely and noticeably in from levels 
1 to 9. The power levels can be set in proportional 
steps such as the power setting of an electric cooktop. 

Finally, a fire that does exactly 
what you want.
Cooking has never been this precise and reliable thanks to 
FlameSelect. There’s no need anymore to check the height of the 
flame as FlameSelect will do it for you.

Additionally, the knobs are accentuated with printed 
numbers in order to clearly highlight the chosen power 
levels. Perfect your cooking results with the nine 
adjustable and reliable power levels.



Besides reducing cooking times and increasing your 
control, induction is a more intelligent heat source. 
Rather than using heating elements under the glass 
to heat the pan, induction actually heats the base of 

Twice as fast as gas.
Induction hobs can heat food and boil water nearly twice as fast as 
gas and three times faster than ceramic hobs*. And as they’re also 
more energy efficient, you’ll save money as well as time.

the pan. This means the hob glass around the cooking 
zone remains cool to touch. Any spillages are therefore 
more easily dealt with as they don’t burn on and can 
be simply wiped away.

* Based on time required to heat 2 litres of water at 15 C̊ to 90 C̊  
using Bosch hobs.



Bosch in every detail.

The features that set us apart.

Induction for speed,  
controllability and safety
Induction uses an electromagnetic field to 
instantly generate heat, giving you the control and 
responsiveness of gas, whilst being incredibly energy 
efficient. Heat is only applied where it is required in the 
pan. Changes in temperature happen instantaneously, 
which makes cooking with Bosch induction both faster 
and more precise than a gas or a ceramic hob, saving 
energy and time.

Cooking speed
Time required to heat 2 litres of water at 15 C̊ to 90 C̊.

 Bosch induction hob

 Gas hob

 Ceramic hob

3:39 Mins

7:01 Mins

9:54 Mins

Energy saving
Induction hobs are far more energy efficient than any 
other hob. Gas only uses about 50% of the energy 
consumed to heat the pan, whereas induction uses 75%, 
and only heats the exact area of the pan placed upon it.

Time saving
More than twice as fast as a standard ceramic hob and 
up to 45% faster than gas, Bosch induction is ideal for 
a busy lifestyle.

Power management
Bosch research shows that most households generally 
use only one or two zones together when preparing 
meals, which has allowed us to develop a model that 
can operate with a lower power connection. The 
available power is sufficient for two zones to operate 
simultaneously at higher power levels. However, the 
option of using more than two zones is available: The 
clever electronics automatically share the available 
power between the required zones depending on the 
power levels selected.

PerfectFry sensor
When it comes to frying the right temperature is 
crucial for a perfect meal. With PerfectFry, frying has 
never been easier. The PerfectFry sensor is integrated 
in the hob, all you have to do is choose your frying 
results on the control panel, for example, level 1 
is perfect for reducing sauces, level 3 is the ideal 
setting for frying fish, or level 5 for frying rare steaks. 
PerfectFry constantly measures and automatically 
perfects the temperature level, and when the desired 
temperature is reached, the hob gives back audio and 
visual feedback.

HEZ390041 – Induction pan set
This 4-piece pan set is designed especially for use 
with induction hobs and has been rigorously tested for 
optimum use with Bosch induction hobs, facilitating 
quick and even heat distribution. A handy litre scale 
is printed on the inside. The dishwasher proof set 
includes: 1.2 litres saucepan 16 cm, 1.7 litres pan with 
glass lid 16 cm, 4.2 litres pan with glass lid 22 cm and 
a 24 cm frying pan with non-stick coating.

* Professional installation recommended.

Freeze function
‘Freezes’ the control panel at its current settings to 
allow the surface to be wiped down (if something 
spills). Saves the user having to switch off the hob to 
clean it or risk disturbing the settings. Reverts back at 
the touch of the key or after approximately 20 seconds.

Boost function
Increases the power output of the selected cooking 
zone by approximately 50% by ‘borrowing’ power from 
another zone. Note that when boost is selected for 
a particular zone, the partner zone contributing the 
power cannot be used.

Automatic pan recognition
The hob recognises the size of the pan and only heats 
up the base of the pan and not the whole zone, saving 
time and energy. Ideally your pan will be the same 
diameter as the zone and, for safety reasons, 65% of the 
surface area of the zone should be covered in order for 
the pan to be ‘recognised’ and activate the zone.

Small utensil detection
If you leave a serving spoon on the induction zone 
when it is turned on, the hob will not recognise it 
as being suitable cookware. As an added safety 
mechanism, the hob will automatically switch off, 
giving you the peace of mind.

Pans that work with induction
Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base can be used 
with induction hobs. So, if a fridge magnet sticks to 
your pan, you know it is induction-ready. In general, 
special stainless steel, iron and enamel are all suitable.

DirectSelect
Select the required power level from keys laid out on 
the hob instead of having to press +/– keys repeatedly.



FlexInduction
FlexInduction hobs feature a rectangular zone 
covering the length of the hob consisting of four
20 cm x 9 cm induction coils. This is great for multiple 
pans, large pans, or for placing pans of varying sizes 
anywhere on the zone.

Large FlexInduction zone 
connected

FlexInduction zones 
disconnected

Ultimate flexibility with  
our new FlexInduction hobs.
One, two, three pots or even a large casserole: The new Bosch 
FlexInduction feature leaves it up to you. At the flick of a switch, you 
can combine two induction zones into a large induction surface on 
which you can cook the way you want.

Our elegant electric hobs will 
transform the look of your kitchen.
With their electronic touch controls and flexible cooking zones, they 
combine great looks with smart function and design. Dual ring cook 
zones save on energy, whilst extendable zones allow you to use 
specialist cookware, such as fish kettles.

Quick-therm ceramic hobs
With their electronic touch controls and flexible 
cooking zones, our ceramic hobs combine great looks 
with smart function and design. The smooth ceramic 
glass hob surface is tough and durable, as well as 
practical and easy to clean.

Dual zones
Available on select hobs, this energy-saving feature 
allows you to select a smaller cook zone for small 
pans, and a larger zone for larger pans.

Extendable zone
The cooking zone can be extended, giving you a much 
larger area to accommodate big saucepans, fish 
kettles and other special cooking dishes.

Emergency stop
Allows you to switch all cook zones off at the touch of 
a single button – ideal if the doorbell rings.

Automatic boil start
The cooking zone may be set to operate at full power 
for a period of time before reverting to a pre-set 
power level.

Automatic safety shut off
If the hob is left unattended for an extended period of 
time, the safety shut off facility ensures the hob turns 
itself off.

Even more energy efficient
Induction hobs are already more energy efficient than 
other hobs, but FlexInduction saves even more energy. 
Because it is made up of 4 separate zones, only the 
zones actually covered will activate, so for example, a 
small pan would only activate one zone.

Better heat distribution
A large pan placed on the FlexInduction zone will 
benefit from more even heat distribution. For 
example a fish kettle or griddle is the wrong shape 
for a standard circular zone. The FlexInduction zone 
ensures that every part of the pan is served by an 
induction zone, eliminating hot and cold spots, giving 
you perfect results every time.

Small item detection
A zone must be 30% covered to activate, so it is less 
likely that a small item such as a knife or spoon will 
activate the hob, making it even safer. Conversely, 
the fact that each individual induction zone is smaller 
within the FlexInduction zone, smaller diameter pans 
will still be activated.

Connect/Disconnect mode
With FlexInduction, you can control 2 pots separately 
on ‘Disconnect’ default mode. Alternatively, use the 
whole area on ‘Connect’ for a large casserole, fish kettle 
or several pans — there’s plenty of space and you can 
use it any way you like.

Timer
99-minute timer with acoustic tone, which 
automatically switches off the zone once the cooking 
time has come to an end.

2-stage residual heat display
Provides clear indication of when a zone is still hot 
after it has been turned off. There are two levels: ‘H’ – 
residual heat sufficient to finish off cooking or to keep 
items warm and ‘h’ – residual heat insufficient to cook, 
but zone is still hot enough for caution.

Safety lock
Featured as standard on all touch control models, it 
prevents the hob from being inadvertently operated.

Flexible choice
Choose from a variety of configurations to suit 
your cooking style, from 5 induction cooking zones, 
which can become 3 FlexInduction zones, and a twin 
FlexInduction hob.



Your kitchen will become  
your favourite room at home.
Bosch rangehoods ensure that odours, 
grease and steam are eliminated effectively.

Your kitchen isn’t just a place where you cook food. You spend time there 
with your friends and family, sharing recipes, laughing and hovering 
around the cooktop while playing the perfect host. That’s why, Bosch 
rangehoods offer optimum air extraction to effectively eliminate unwanted 
odours, grease and steam to ensure that nothing comes in between these 
perfect moments. 



Design
Worktop integrated halogen lighting ensures that the 
cooking area is clearly illuminated. The halogen bulbs 
are more efficient than standard lights. Some models 
feature SoftLight with a dimmer function.
Bosch also provides you with the Inclined & Flat 
Hoods, giving you the complete freedom in your 
kitchen design.

Performance
Ducted extraction 
Ducting out is the most effective method of extraction. 
Ducted extraction is suitable if the hood can be sited 
on an outside wall, or an outside wall can be reached 
via ducting.

Re-circulated air operation
If an outside wall cannot be reached, the rangehood 
can be set up for re-circulated air operation. Air 
is drawn into the appliance through the filters to 
neutralise odours and remove grease particles. The 
cleaned air is then returned to the kitchen. A carbon 
filter or re-circulating kit is necessary for re-circulation 
(optional accessory). 

The re-circulation operation of a rangehood is based 
on the principle of air exchange. Instead of extracting 
kitchen vapours to the outside, like a ducted system, 
taking in fresh air through the window, the vapours 
are filtered and purified during the re-circulation 
operation. The air is constantly renewed in a 
continuous cycle. An active carbon filter is always 
required for the purpose: Either as a standard active 
carbon filter or CleanAir module.

Whether you have an open-plan kitchen and living-room, or a small closed-off kitchen, Bosch rangehoods offer 
optimum air extraction for kitchens of all sizes.

Bosch in every detail.
The features that set us apart.

Re-circulating kit
Contains a carbon filter and any other necessary 
components to ensure that odour-free air is returned 
into the kitchen. To ensure that the hood performance 
is maintained, the carbon filter should be replaced on 
a regular basis.

CleanAir module
The large slatted surface of the special active carbon 
filter in the CleanAir module guarantees 95% odour 
reduction. That is every bit as good as the ducted 
system and up to 25% better than a conventional 
ducted system. The surface area of the special active 
carbon filter is the equivalent of around 50 football 
pitches.

Standard active carbon filter
You can also choose the re-circulated starter kit for 
re-circulation operation. It contains an active carbon 
filter, which eliminates unpleasant odours and is easy 
to install and replace.
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Built-in Cooking Appliances - Warming Drawer / Oven

Notes:

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Easy	to	clean	heated	ceramic	glass	base 
•	 Temperature	control	in	4	levels:	ca.	30°C	-	80°C		
 (glass surface temperature)
•	Cavity	volume:	20	l

Comfort: 
•	 Loading	up	to	25	kg 
•	 Max.	loading	espresso	cups:	64	PC	or	Max.	loading		
 plates: 12 PC 
•	 5	Functions:	dough	proving	thawing	of	delicate		
 foods keeping drinks and food warm pre-warming  
 of crockery gentle cooking 
•	 Telescopic	pull-out	drawer 
•	 cool	door 
•		 push&pull

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	150	cm 
•		 Connection	load	0.81	kW 
•		 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):	
 140 mm x 594 mm x 548 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):	140	mm	x		 	
 560 mm - 568 mm x 550 mm 
 

Serie | 8
BIC630NS1M
Warming drawer

•	 Heating	system	multifunction	(4	heating	modes:		
 Circulating Air, hot air grilling, Top/bottom heat,  
 Full width variable grill) 
•	 Temperature	range	50	°C	-	270	°C 
•	 mechanical	timer 
•	 Cavity	volume:	66	l 
•	 Interior	lighting 
•	 Enamelled	cavity	(brown) 
•	 Oven	cavity	with	removable	rack	supports 
•	 1	x	combination	grid,	1	x	universal	pan 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan 
•	 Removable	oven	door	for	easy-cleaning 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	2.8	KW 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 595 mm x 595 mm x 548 mm 
•	 Cable	with	plug	(1.00	m) 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014): 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	conventional		
 mode: 0.96 kwh 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	fan-forced		
 convection mode: 0.88 kwh 
•	 Number	of	cavities:	1 
•	 Heat	source:	electrical 

Serie | 2
HBN211E2M
Built-in single oven Stainless steel

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Oven	with	6	heating	methods:	Hot	air,	Top/bottom		
 heat, hot air grilling, Defrost setting, Hotair gentle,  
 Full width variable grill 
•	 Temperature	range	50	°C	-	275	°C 
•	 Cavity	volume:	66	l

Design: 
•	 Rotary	Control

Cleaning: 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 Bottom 
•	 Rapid	heating-up 
•	 Halogen	interior	lighting 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan 
•	 Bar	handle

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	enamel	baking	tray,	1	x	combination	grid,		
 1 x universal pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Child	lock 

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	100	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	3.3	KW 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014):	A 
 Energy consumption per cycle in conventional  
 mode: 0.98 kwh Energy consumption per cycle in  
 fan-forced convection mode: 0.79 kwh 
 Number of cavities: 1 
 Heat source: electrical 
 Cavity volume: 66 l

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 595 mm x 594 mm x 548 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 560 mm - 568 mm x 575 mm - 597 mm x 550 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing” 

Serie | 2
HBF113BR0M
Oven Stainless steel
55 cm dishwasher, taller height
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Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 90	cm	built-in	oven	with	3	heating	methods:	Top/	
 bottom heat, Full width grill, Bottom heat 
•	 Temperature	range	50	°C	-	250	°C 
•	 Cavity	volume:	85	l

Design: 
•	 Rotary	Control,	Touch	control 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door 
•	 Bottom 
•	 Rapid	heating-up 
•	 Elongated	halogen	light 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan 
•	 Bar	handle

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	combination	grid,	1	x	universal	pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Safety	switch

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	115	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	3.1	KW 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014): 

•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in		 	
 conventional mode: 1.04 kwh 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	fan-forced		
 convection mode: 1.09 kwh 
•	 Number	of	cavities:	1 
•	 Heat	source:	electrical

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 475 mm x 896 mm x 572 mm 
•	Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 860 mm - 864 mm x 477 mm - 480 mm x 560 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions		
 provided in the installation drawing 
 

Serie | 2
VBC011BR0M
Stainless steel 90 cm built-in oven 
  

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Cavity	volume:	92	l

Comfort: 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	enamel	baking	tray,	1	x	grid

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	115	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	0.13	KW 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014): 
 Energy consumption per cycle in conventional  
 mode: NO_FEATURE 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	fan-forced		
 convection mode: NO_FEATURE 
•	 Number	of	cavities:	1 
•	 Heat	source:	electrical 
•	 Cavity	volume:	92	l

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 594 mm x 896 mm x 570 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 860 mm - 864 mm x 600 mm - 604 mm x 560 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing” 

Serie | 2
VGD011BR0M 
Stainless steel 90 cm built-in gas oven

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 90	cm	built-in	oven	with	8	heating	methods:	Hot		
 Air Standard, Top/bottom heat, Circulating Air,  
 hot air grilling, Full width grill, Bottom heat,  
 Conventional heat gentle 
•	 Temperature	range	50	°C	-	250	°C 
•	 Cavity	volume:	85	l

Design: 
•	 Rotary	Control,	Touch	control 
•	 Extra	large	capacity	oven	with	grey	enamel

Cleaning: 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door

Comfort: 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 Bottom 
•	 Rapid	heating-up 
•	 Elongated	halogen	light 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan 
•	 Bar	handle

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	combination	grid,	1	x	universal	pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Child	lock 
•	 Safety	switch 
•	 door	contact	switch 
 

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	115	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	3.1	KW 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014): 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	conventional		
 mode: 1.04 kwh 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	fan-forced		
 convection mode: 1.09 kwh 
•	 Number	of	cavities:	1 
•	 Heat	source:	electrical 
•	 Cavity	volume:	85	l

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 475 mm x 896 mm x 572 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 860 mm - 864 mm x 477 mm - 480 mm x 560 mm 
•		 Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing” 

Serie | 4
VBC514CR0
Stainless steel 90 cm built-in oven 
  

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Cavity	volume:	102	l

Comfort: 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	enamel	baking	tray,	1	x	grid

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	115	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	3.1	KW 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014): 
 Energy consumption per cycle in conventional  
 mode: NO_FEATURE 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	fan-forced		
 convection mode: NO_FEATURE 
•	 Number	of	cavities:	1 
•	 Heat	source:	electrical 
•	 Cavity	volume:	102	l

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 594 mm x 896 mm x 570 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 860 mm - 864 mm x 600 mm - 604 mm x 560 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing” 

Serie | 4
VGD553FR0 
Stainless steel 90 cm built-in gas oven

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 90	cm	built-in	oven	with	8	heating	methods:	Hot		
 Air Standard, Top/bottom heat, Circulating Air,  
 hot air grilling, Full width grill, Bottom heat,  
 Conventional heat gentle 
•	 Temperature	range	50	°C	-	250	°C 
•	 Cavity	volume:	85	l

Design: 
•	 Rotary	Control,	Pop-out	controls,	Touch	control 
•	 Extra	large	capacity	oven	with	grey	enamel

Cleaning: 
•	 side	liners,	back	panel 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door

Comfort: 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 Bottom 
•	 Rapid	heating-up 
•	 Elongated	halogen	light 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan 
•	 Bar	handle

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	enamel	baking	tray,	1	x	combination	grid,	1	x		
 universal pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Child	lock 
•	 Safety	switch 
•	 door	contact	switch

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	115	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	3.1	KW 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014): 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in		 	
 conventional mode: 1.04 kwh 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	fan-forced		
 convection mode: 1.09 kwh 
•	 Number	of	cavities:	1 
•	 Heat	source:	electrical

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 475 mm x 896 mm x 572 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 860 mm - 864 mm x 477 mm - 480 mm x 560 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing 
 

Serie | 4
VBC554FS0
Stainless steel 90 cm built-in oven 
  

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 90	cm	built-in	oven	with	8	heating	methods:	Hot		
 Air Standard, Top/bottom heat, Circulating Air,  
 hot air grilling, Full width grill, Bottom heat,  
 Conventional heat gentle 
•	 Temperature	range	50	°C	-	250	°C 
•	 Cavity	volume:	112	l

Design: 
•	 Rotary	Control,	Pop-out	controls,	Touch	control

Cleaning: 
•	 Side	liners,	back	panel 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door

Comfort: 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 Bottom 
•	 Rapid	heating-up 
•	 Elongated	halogen	light 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan 
•	 Bar	handle

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	enamel	baking	tray,	1	x	combination	grid,	1	x		
 universal pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Child	lock 
•	 Safety	switch 
•	 Door	contact	switch

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	115	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	3.3	KW 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014): 
 Energy consumption per cycle in conventional  
 mode: 1.19 kwh 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	fan-forced		
 convection mode: 1.27 kwh 
•	 Number	of	cavities:	1 
•	 Heat	source:	electrical

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 594 mm x 896 mm x 570 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 860 mm - 864 mm x 600 mm - 604 mm x 560 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing” 
 

Serie | 4
VBD554FS0 
Stainless steel 90 cm built-in oven 
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Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Cavity	volume:	92	l

Comfort: 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	enamel	baking	tray,	1	x	grid

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	115	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	0.13	KW 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014): 
•	 Number	of	cavities:	1 
•	 Heat	source:	electrical 
•	 Cavity	volume:	92	l

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 594 mm x 896 mm x 570 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 860 mm - 864 mm x 600 mm - 604 mm x 560 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing” 
 

Serie | 4
VGD553FB0 
Stainless steel 90 cm built-in gas oven

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Oven	with	8	heating	methods:	Hot	air,	Top/bottom		
 heat, hot air grilling, Pizza setting, Bottom heat,  
 Defrost setting, Hotair gentle,   
 Full width variable grill 
•	 Temperature	range	50	°C	-	275	°C 
•	 Cavity	volume:	66	l

Design: 
•	 Rotary	Control,	Pop-out	controls

Cleaning: 
•	 Ecolyse	features:	back	panel 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 Bottom,	soft	closing 
•	 Rapid	heating-up 
•	 Halogen	interior	lighting 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan 
•	 Bar	handle

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	enamel	baking	tray,	1	x	combination	grid,		
 1 x universal pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Child	lock 
 Residual heat indicator

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	100	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	3.3	KW 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014):	A 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	conventional		
 mode: 0.98 kwh 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	fan-forced		
 convection mode: 0.79 kwh 
•	 Number	of	cavities:	1 
•	 Heat	source:	electrical

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 595 mm x 594 mm x 548 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 560 mm - 568 mm x 575 mm - 597 mm x 550 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions		
 provided in the installation drawing 
 

Serie | 4
HBJ538ES0M
Oven Stainless steel

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Oven	with	8	heating	methods:	Hot	air,	Top/bottom		
 heat, hot air grilling, Pizza setting, Bottom heat,  
 Defrost setting, Hotair gentle,   
 Full width variable grill 
•	 Temperature	range	50	°C	-	275	°C 
•	 Cavity	volume:	66	l

Design: 
•	 Rotary	Control,	Pop-out	controls

Cleaning: 
•	 Ecolyse	features:	back	panel 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door

Comfort: 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 Bottom,	soft	closing 
•	 Rapid	heating-up 
•	 Halogen	interior	lighting 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan 
•	 Bar	handle

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	enamel	baking	tray,	1	x	combination	grid,		
 1 x universal pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Child	lock 
 Residual heat indicator 

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	100	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	3.3	KW 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014):	A 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	conventional		
 mode: 0.98 kwh 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	fan-forced		
 convection mode: 0.79 kwh 
•	 Number	of	cavities:	1 
•	 Heat	source:	electrical

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 595 mm x 594 mm x 548 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 560 mm - 568 mm x 575 mm - 597 mm x 550 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing” 

Serie | 4
HBJ538EB0M,
Oven Black

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Oven	with	8	heating	methods:	Hot	air,	Top/bottom		
 heat, hot air grilling, Pizza setting, Bottom heat,  
 Defrost setting, Hotair gentle,   
 Full width variable grill 
•	 Temperature	range	50	°C	-	275	°C 
•	 Cavity	volume:	66	l

Design: 
•	 Rotary	Control,	Pop-out	controls

Cleaning: 
•	 Ecolyse	features:	ceiling,	side	liners,	back	panel 
•	 ecolyse	program 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door	 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 Bottom,	soft	closing 
•	 Rapid	heating-up 
•	 Halogen	interior	lighting 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan 
•	 Bar	handle

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	enamel	baking	tray,	1	x	combination	grid,		
 1 x universal pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Child	lock 
 Residual heat indicator 

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	100	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	3.3	KW 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014):	A 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	conventional		
 mode: 0.98 kwh 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	fan-forced		
 convection mode: 0.79 kwh 
•	 Number	of	cavities:	1 
•	 Heat	source:	electrical 

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 595 mm x 594 mm x 548 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 560 mm - 568 mm x 575 mm - 597 mm x 550 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing” 
   

Serie | 6
HBJ354YS0M
Oven Stainless steel

•	 3	Operating	methods:	Full-surface	grill/broiler,	Max		
 Rotisserie, Gas bottom heating 
•	 Grill	heating	element:	Electric	1.8	KW 
•	 Oven	burner	with	Knob	ignition 
•	 Thermoelectric	ignition	for	hob	and	oven 
•	 Cleaning	system:	Side 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door:	Triple	glass	door 
•	 Oven	light 
•	 Oven	capacity	60	l 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar) 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included	
 

Serie | 4
HGL10E150
Gas oven

•	 3	Operating	methods:	Max	Rotisserie,	Gas	bottom		
 heating, Full-surface grill/broiler 
•	 Grill	heating	element:	Gas	2.2	KW 
•	 Oven	burner	with	Knob	ignition 
•	 Thermoelectric	ignition	for	hob	and	oven 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door:	Triple	glass	door 
•	 Oven	light 
•	 Oven	capacity	60	l 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar) 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included”	
  

Serie | 4
HGL10G050M
Gas oven
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Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Oven	with	13	heating	methods: 
 4D hot air, Hot Air-Eco, Top/bottom heat,  
 Conventional heat ECO, hot air grilling, Full width  
 grill, Half width grill, Pizza setting, Bottom heat,  
 low emperature cooking, Defrost setting, pre- 
 heating, Hold warm 
•	 Temperature	range	50	°C	-	275	°C 
•	 Cavity	volume:	71	l

Design: 
•	 Rotary	swivel 
•	 Cavity	inner	surface:	Enamel	anthracite

Cleaning: 
•	 Ecolyse	features:	ceiling,	back	panel,	side	liners 
•	 ecolyse	program 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door
Comfort: 
•	 IC6_CBO_61 
•	 autom.	temperature	proposal,	
•	 actual	temperature	display,	
•	 heating-up	control,	
•	 automatic	programming	
•	 Sabbath	function 
•	 Bottom,	soft	closing,	soft	opening 
•	 Supporting	systems:	Programs 
•	 Number	of	automatic	programmes:	10	PC 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 Rapid	heating-up 
•	 Halogen	interior	lighting,	Switch	for	oven		
 illumination 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan 
•	 Stainless-steel	fan 
•	 Info	button 
•	 Bar	handle 
 Hook-in racks / rails 
•	 Cavity	with	shelf	support	rails,	Telescopic	slide-out

 Accessory: 
•	 2	x	combination	grid,	1	x	universal	pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Maximum	window	temperature	40°	C 
•	 Child	lock
•	 Safety	switch
•	 Residual	heat	indicator 
•	 start	button
•	 door	contact	switch

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	120	cm 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	3.6	KW 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 595 mm x 594 mm x 548 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 560 mm - 568 mm x 585 mm - 595 mm x 550 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing” 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014): 
 Energy consumption per cycle in conventional  
 mode: 0.87 kwh Energy consumption per cycle in  
 fan-forced convection mode: 0.69 kwh 
 Number of cavities: 1 Heat source: electrical

Serie | 8
HBG655BS1M
Oven Stainless steel

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Oven	with	13	heating	methods: 
 4D hot air, Hot Air-Eco, Top/bottom heat,  
 Conventional heat ECO, hot air grilling, Full width  
 grill, Half width grill, Pizza setting, Bottom heat,  
 low temperature cooking, Defrost setting, pre- 
 heating, Hold warm 
•	 Temperature	range		50	°C	-	275	°C 
•	 Cavity	volume:	71	l

Design: 
•	 Rotary	swivel 
•	 Cavity	inner	surface:	Enamel	anthracite

Cleaning: 
•	 Ecolyse	features:	ceiling,	back	panel,	side	liners 
•	 ecolyse	program 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door

Comfort: 
•	 IC6_CBO_62 
•	 autom.	temperature	proposal 
•	 actual	temperature	display 
•	 heating-up	control 
•	 Sabbath	function 
•	 Bottom,	soft	closing,	soft	opening 
•	 Supporting	systems:	Dish	categories 
•	 baking	sensor 
 multipoint temperature probe 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 Rapid	heating-up 
•	 Halogen	interior	lighting,	Switch	for	oven		
 illumination 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan 
•	 Stainless-steel	fan 
•	 Info	button 
•	 Bar	handle

Hook-in racks / rails 
•	 Cavity	with	shelf	support	rails,	1	level	telescopic		
 shelf, 3 level telescopic shelf rails full extension,  
 Detend function

Accessory: 
•	 2	x	combination	grid,	1	x	universal	pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Maximum	window	temperature	40°	C 
•	 Child	lock 
•	 Safety	switch 
•	 Residual	heat	indicator 
•	 start	button 
•	 Door	contact	switch

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	120	cm 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	3.6	KW 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 595 mm x 594 mm x 548 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 560 mm - 568 mm x 585 mm - 595 mm x 550 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing” 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014): 
 Energy consumption per cycle in conventional  
 mode: 0.87 kwh Energy consumption per cycle in  
 fan-forced convection mode: 0.69 kwh 
•	 Number	of	cavities:	1 
•	 Heat	source:	electrical 

Serie | 8
HBG656RS1M
Oven Stainless steel

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Oven	with	13	heating	methods:	4D	hot	air,	Hot		
 Air-Eco, Top/bottom heat, Conventional heat ECO,  
 hot air grilling, Full width grill, Half width grill, Pizza  
 setting, Bottom heat, low temperature cooking,  
 Defrost setting, pre-heating, Hold warm 
•	 Temperature	range	30	°C	-	300	°C 
•	 Cavity	volume:	71	l

Design: 
•	 Rotary	swivel

Cleaning: 
•	Pyrolitic	self-cleaning 
•	Full	glass	inner	door

Comfort: 
•	 IC6_CBO_62 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 soft	opening 
•	 baking	sensor	multipoint	temperature	probe 
•	 Rapid	heating-up 
•	 Halogen	interior	lighting,	Switch	for	oven		
 illumination 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan 
•	 Bar	handle 
•	 WLAN

Accessory: 
•	 2	x	combination	grid,	1	x	universal	pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 very	low	door	temperature 
•	 Child	lock 
•	 Safety	switch 
•	 Residual	heat	indicator 
•	 start	button 
•	 door	contact	switch

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	120	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	3.6	KW 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014):	A+ 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	conventional		
 mode: 0.87 kwh 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	fan-forced		
 convection mode: 0.69 kwh 
•	 Number	of	cavities:	1 
•	 Heat	source:	electrical

Dimensions: 
•	Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 595 mm x 594 mm x 548 mm 
•	Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 560 mm - 568 mm x 585 mm - 595 mm x 550 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing” 

Serie | 8
HBG6764S6M
Oven

Microwave and Heating System 
•	 Cavity	volume:	20	l

Design: 
•	 Stainless	steel	cavity

Comfort: 
•	 LED 
•	 electronic	clock 
•	 Rotary	Control,	Pop-out	controls,	Touch	control 
•	 User-friendly	electronics:	extremely 
  easy and comfortable operation 
•	 automatic	programming7 
•	 4	defrost	and	3	cooking	programmes	in								
 microwave function 
•	 memory	function	(1	setting) 
•	 LED	light 
•	 Turn	table	25.5	cm	Glass 
•	 side	opening	door,	hinge	left

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	Turntable

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Safety	switch 
  door contact switch 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	130	cm 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	1.27	KW 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	230	V 
•	 Can	be	built	in	a	60	cm	wall	cupboard																													
 (at least 30cm deep)

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):																																										
 382 mm x 594 mm x 317 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):	
 560 mm - 568 mm x 362 mm - 365 mm x 300 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing””  
   
   

Serie | 6
BFL524MS0M 
Built-in microwave oven

Microwave and Heating System 
•	 Grill	1200	W 
•	 Microwave	and	grill	for	seperate	use	and	in 
	 Kombination	nutzbar 
•	 Cavity	volume:	25	l

Design: 
•	 Stainless	steel	cavity

Comfort: 
•	 LED 
•	 electronic	clock 
•	 Rotary	Control,	Pop-out	controls,	Touch	control 
•	 User-friendly	electronics:	extremely 
 easy and comfortable operation 
•	 automatic	programming8 
•	 memory	function	(1	setting) 
•	 LED	light 
•	 Turn	table	31.5	cm	Glass 
•	 side	opening	door,	hinge	left

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	grid,	1	x	Turntable

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Safety	switch 
 door contact switch 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan 
 

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	130	cm 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	1.45	KW 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	230	V 
•	 Can	be	built	in	a	60	cm	wall	cupboard																									
 (at least 30cm deep)

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):																																									
 382 mm x 594 mm x 388 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):																																																		
 560 mm - 568 mm x 380 mm - 382 mm x 550 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing”

Serie | 6
BEL554MS0M
Built-in Microwave Oven

Built-in Cooking Appliances - Microwave Ovens



CookingCooking

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Built-in	microwave	with	2	heating	methods: 
 Microwave 
•	 Combination	of	Grill	and	Microwave	power											
 levels 360/180/90 W 
•	 Max.	Power:	900	W;	5	Microwave	power		
 settings (90 W,180 W,360 W,600 W,900 W)                               
 with Inverter (MW) 
•	 Cavity	volume:	21	l

Design: 
•	 Rotary	swivel,	Touch	control 
•	 Cavity	inner	surface:	Stainless	steel

Cleaning: 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door

Comfort: 
•	 IC6_CBO_61 
•	 automatic	programming 
•	 side	opening	door,	hinge	left 
•	 Supporting	systems:	Programs 
•	 Number	of	automatic	programmes:	10	PC 
•	 LED	light 
•	 Info	button

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	grid,	1	x	Glass	tray 
 
Environment and Safety: 
•	 start	button

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	150	cm 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	1.99	KW 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):																																									
 382 mm x 594 mm x 318 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):	
 560 mm - 568 mm x 362 mm - 382 mm x 300 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing” 

Serie | 8
BEL634GS1M 
Built-in Microwave

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Compact	oven	with	microwave	with	12	heating		
 methods:4D hot air, Hot Air-Eco, Top/bottom heat,  
 Conventional heat ECO, hot air grilling, Full width  
 grill, Half width grill, Pizza setting, Bottom heat,  
 low temperature cooking, pre-heating, Hold warm 
•	 Additional	heating	methods	with	microwave:		
 Microwave, Combi microwave variable 
•	 Temperature	range	30	°C	-	300	°C 
•	 Max.	Power:	900	W;	5	Microwave	power	settings		
 (90 W,180 W,360 W,600 W,900 W) with              
 Inverter (MW) 
•	 Cavity	volume:	45	l

Design: 
•	 Rotary	swivel 
•	 Cavity	inner	surface:	Enamel	anthracite

Cleaning: 
•	 Ecolyse	features:	ceiling,	side	liners,	back	panel 
•	 ecolyse	program 
•	 Microwave	top	door

Comfort: 
•	 IC6_CBO_62 
•	 autom.	temperature	proposal 
  actual temperature display 
 heating-up control 
  Sabbath function 
•	 Supporting	systems:	Dish	categories 
•	 Electronic	clock 

•	 Rapid	heating-up 
•	 LED	light,	Switch	for	oven	illumination 
•	 Integral	cooling	fan 
•	 Stainless-steel	fan 
•	 Info	button 
•	 Bar	handle

Hook-in racks / rails 
•	 Cavity	with	shelf	support	rails,	Telescopic	slide-out		
 Not available

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	combination	grid,	1	x	universal	pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Child	lock 
•	 Safety	switch 
•	 Residual	heat	indicator 
•	 start	button 
•	 door	contact	switch

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	150	cm 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	3.6	KW 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):	
 455 mm x 594 mm x 548 mm 
•	 Niche	dimension	(hxwxd):
 560 mm - 568 mm x 450 mm - 455 mm x 550 mm 
•	 “Please	reference	the	built-in	dimensions	provided		
 in the installation drawing” 
•	 Maximum	window	temperature	40°	C”

Serie | 8
CMG656BS1M 
Compact oven with microwave

Design: 
•	 Facette	front	and	rear,	side	profiles

Quickness: 
•	 Boost	function	for	all	zones 
•	 All

Comfort: 
•	 4	Induction	zones 
•	 3-steps 
•	 Direct	Select 
•	 Electronic	display 
•	 Timer	with	switch-off	function	for	all	zones 
•	 Alarm	clock 
•	 count-up	timer,	per	cooktop 
•	 yes 
•	 yes 
•	 yes

Power and size: 
•	 Electronic	regulation	17	power	levels 
•	 Connected	load:	7.4	kW

Environment+safety: 
•	 Digital	2	stage	residual	heat	indicator			
 per cooking zone 
•	 Automatic	pan	recognition	sensor 
•	 PowerManagement	Function 
•	 Safety	switch-off 
•	 Childproof	lock 
•	 Whipe	protection	function 
•	 Main	switch 
•	 Individual	tunable	energy	consumption	display

Measurements 
•	 Length	wire	connection:	110	cm 
•	 loose	insert	in	packaging

Optional accessories

Serie | 8
PXX875D34E
Induction hob with extractor, autarkic
80 cm Induktions - Ceramic hob

Design: 
•	 Facette	front	and	rear,	side	profiles 
•	 Can	be	combined	with	all	hobs	in	comfort	design 
•	 HighSpeed	ceramic	glass

Comfort: 
•	 2	HighSpeed	cooking	zones,	including: 
•	 1	dual	zone 
•	 knob 
•	 Surface-mounted	controls 
•	 Electronic	regulation	9	power	levels 
•	 Electric	cable,	without	plug

Environment+safety: 
•	 Power	on	indicator	light 
•	 Residual	heat	indicator	for	each	zone

Measurements 
•	 Min.	worktop	thickness:	20	mm 

Serie | 2
PKF375CA1M
30 cm, Domino ceramic

Design: 
•	 Frameless	design 
•	 HighSpeed	ceramic	glass 
 
Comfort: 
•	 4	HighSpeed	cooking	zones 
•	 Direct	Select 
•	 Electronic	regulation	17	power	levels 
•	 Electronic	display 
 
Environment+safety: 
•	 Digital	2	stage	residual	heat	indicator	per		
 cooking zone 
•	 Childproof	lock 
•	 Safety	switch-off 
•	 yes 
•	 Power	on	indicator	light 
•	 Main	switch

Measurements 
•	 Min.	worktop	thickness:	20	mm

Serie | 4
PKE611D17M
60 cm, Ceramic hob

Design: 
•	 Frameless	design

Comfort: 
•	 4	HighSpeed	cooking	zones,	including: 
•	 1	with	extendable	oval	zone 
•	 1	dual	zone 
•	 Zone	extension	activation	with	a	Touch	sensor 
•	 Direct	Select 
•	 Electronic	regulation	17	power	levels

Environment+safety: 
•	 Digital	2	stage	residual	heat	indicator			
 per cooking zone 
•	 Childproof	lock 
•	 Safety	switch-off 
•	 yes 
•	 Electronic	display 
•	 Power	on	indicator	light 
•	 Main	switch

Measurements 
•	 Min.	worktop	thickness:	20	mm	

Serie | 4
PKN811BA1M
80 cm, hob

Built-in Cooking Appliances - Microwave Ovens / Electric Hobs Built-in Cooking Appliances - Electric Hobs
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Design: 
•	 Frame	design

Comfort: 
•	 4	HighSpeed	cooking	zones,	including: 
•	 1	extendible	triple	zone 
•	 2	dual	zones 
•	 Zone	extension	activation	with	a	Touch	sensor 
•	 Direct	Select 
•	 Electronic	regulation	17	power	levels 
•	 Electronic	display 
•	 Timer	with	switch-off	function	for	all	zones 
•	 Alarm	clock 
•	 Wipe	protection	function

Environment+safety: 
•	 Digital	2	stage	residual	heat	indicator			
 per cooking zone 
•	 Childproof	lock 
•	 Safety	switch-off 
•	 yes 
•	 Power	on	indicator	light 
•	 Main	switch 
•	 Individual	tunable	energy	consumption	display

Quickness: 
•	 PowerBoost	function

Measurements 
•	 Min.	worktop	thickness:	20	mm 

Serie | 6
PKC845FP1M
80 cm, Ceramic hob

•	 Frameless	design 
•	 HighSpeed	ceramic	glass 
•	 4	HighSpeed	cooking	zones 
•	 Electronic	regulation	17	power	levels 
•	 Electronic	display 
•	 Timer	with	switch-off	function	for	all	zones 
•	 Alarm	clock 
•	 Wipe	protection	function

Environment+safety: 
•	 Digital	2	stage	residual	heat	indicator			
 per cooking zone 
•	 Childproof	lock 
•	 Safety	switch-off 
•	 Power	on	indicator	light 
•	 Main	switch 
•	 Individual	tunable	energy	consumption	display 
•	 Total	power	limited	to	2900	W	by		 	
 powermanagement function 
•	 Quick	start	function 
•	 Min.	worktop	thickness:	20	mm 

Serie | 6
PKE611F17Q
60 cm, Ceramic hob

Design: 
•	 Facette	front	and	rear,	side	profiles

Comfort: 
•	 2	HighSpeed	cooking	zones,	including: 
•	 1	dual	zone 
•	 Direct	Select 
•	 Electronic	regulation	17	power	levels 
•	 Electronic	display 
•	 Timer	with	switch-off	function	for	all	zones 
•	 Alarm	clock 
•	 yes

Environment+safety: 
•	 Main	switch 
•	 Power	on	indicator	light 
•	 Digital	2	stage	residual	heat	indicator			
 per cooking zone 
•	 Childproof	lock 
•	 Safety	switch-off 
•	 Individual	tunable	energy	consumption	display

Quickness: 
•	 PowerBoost	function 
 

Measurements 
•	 Appliance	dimensions:	(W/D)	306	mm	x	527	mm 
•	 Required	niche	size	for	installation		 	
 (HxWxD mm) : 38 x 270 x 490 - 500 
•	 Min.	worktop	thickness:	20	mm 
•	 Total	connected	load:	3500	W 

Serie | 6
PKF375FP1M
30 cm, Domino ceramic

Design: 
•	 Frame	design 
•	 HighSpeed	ceramic	glass

Comfort: 
•	 4	HighSpeed	cooking	zones,	including: 
•	 1	dual	zone 
•	 Zone	extension	activation	with	a	Touch	sensor 
•	 Electronic	regulation	17	power	levels 
•	 Electronic	display 
•	 Wipe	protection	function

Environment+safety: 
•	 Digital	2	stage	residual	heat	indicator			
 per cooking zone 
•	 Childproof	lock 
•	 Safety	switch-off 
•	 Power	on	indicator	light 
•	 Main	switch 
•	 Total	power	limited	to	5000	W	by		 	
 powermanagement function

Quickness: 
•	 Quick	start	function 
 
Measurements 
•	 Min.	worktop	thickness:	20	mm 

Serie | 6
PKF645K17Q
Frame design 60 cm, hob

Design: 
•	 HighSpeed	ceramic	glass

Comfort: 
•	 4	HighSpeed	cooking	zones,	including: 
•	 1	with	extendable	oval	zone 
•	 2	dual	zones 
•	 Front	control 
•	 Electronic	regulation	17	power	levels 
•	 Electronic	display 
•	 Timer	with	switch-off	function	for	all	zones 
•	 Alarm	clock 
•	 yes 
•	 Wipe	protection	function

Environment+safety: 
•	 Main	switch 
•	 Power	on	indicator	light 
•	 Digital	2	stage	residual	heat	indicator			
 per cooking zone 
•	 Childproof	lock 
•	 Safety	switch-off 
•	 Individual	tunable	energy	consumption	display 
•	 Total	power	limited	to	7000	W	by		 	
 powermanagement function

Professional equipment: 
•	 Direct	Select

Quickness: 
•	 Quick	start	function

Measurements 
•	 Appliance	dimensions:	(W/D)	916	mm	x	527	mm 
•	 Min.	worktop	thickness:	20	mm 

Serie | 6
PKN971FB1M
90 cm, Ceramic hob

Design: 
•	 Frameless	design

Comfort: 
•	 4	Induction	zones 
•	 Direct	Select 
•	 Electronic	display 
•	 Timer	with	switch-off	function	for	all	zones 
•	 Alarm	clock 
•	 Automatic	pan	recognition	sensor 
•	 PowerManagement	Function 
•	 Safety	switch-off 
•	 Childproof	lock 
•	 yes 
•	 yes 
•	 Connection	cable	1.1	M 
•	 loose	insert	in	packaging 
•	 Connected	load:	4.6	kW

Power and size: 
•	 Electronic	regulation	17	power	levels 
•	 Min.	worktop	thickness:	30	mm

Environment+safety: 
•	 Digital	2	stage	residual	heat	indicator	 	
  per cooking zone 
•	 Main	switch

Quickness: 
•	 Boost	function	for	all	zones 

Serie | 4
PUE611BB1E
Frameless design 60 cm Induktions - 
Ceramic hob



CookingCooking

Design: 
•	 Facette	front	and	rear,	side	profiles 
•	 Can	be	combined	with	all	hobs	in	comfort	design 
•	 Can	be	combined	with	60,	70,	80	and	90	cm	hobs

Comfort: 
•	 2-fold 
•	 Direct	Select 
•	 Timer	with	switch-off	function	for	all	zones 
•	 Alarm	clock 
•	 count-up	timer,	per	cooktop 
•	 yes 
•	 Automatic	pan	recognition	sensor 
•	 PowerManagement	Function 
•	 Safety	switch-off 
•	 Childproof	lock 
•	 yes 
•	 yes 
•	 Connection	cable	1.1	M 
•	 connected	directly 
•	 Connected	load:	3.7	kW

Power and size: 
•	 Min.	worktop	thickness:	30	mm 
 

Environment+safety: 
•	 Digital	2	stage	residual	heat	indicator			
 per cooking zone 
•	 Main	switch

Professional equipment: 
•	 Electronic	display 
•	 Electronic	regulation	17	power	levels

Quickness: 
•	 Boost	function	for	all	zones 

Serie | 6
PXX375FB1E
30 cm, Vario/Domino induction hob

Design: 
•	 Facette	front	and	rear,	side	profiles

Comfort: 
•	 4	Induction	zones 
•	 Direct	Select 
•	 3-steps 
•	 Electronic	display 
•	 Timer	with	switch-off	function	for	all	zones 
•	 Alarm	clock 
•	 count-up	timer,	per	cooktop 
•	 yes 
•	 yes 
•	 yes

Power and size: 
•	 Electronic	regulation	17	power	levels

Environment+safety: 
•	 Digital	2	stage	residual	heat	indicator	 	
 per cooking zone 
•	 Main	switch 
•	 Automatic	pan	recognition	sensor 
•	 PowerManagement	Function 
•	 Safety	switch-off 

•	 Childproof	lock 
•	 Whipe	protection	function 
•	 yes 
•	 Min.	worktop	thickness:	30	mm 
•	 Connection	cable	1.1	M 
•	 Connected	load:	7.4	kW 
•	 loose	insert	in	packaging

Professional equipment: 
•	 PerfectFry	sensor	with	5	temperature	settings

Quickness: 
•	 Boost	function	for	all	zones 
•	 All 

Serie | 8
PXX675DV1E
60 cm, Ceramic hob

Design: 
•	 Facette	front	and	rear,	side	profiles 
•	 Can	be	combined	with	all	hobs	in	comfort	design

Comfort: 
•	 5	Induction	cooking	zones 
•	 Direct	Select 
•	 3-steps 
•	 Electronic	display 
•	 Electronic	regulation	17	power	levels 
•	 Timer	with	switch-off	function	for	all	zones 
•	 Alarm	clock 
•	 count-up	timer,	per	cooktop 
•	 Automatic	pan	recognition	sensor 
•	 PowerManagement	Function 
•	 Safety	switch-off 
•	 Childproof	lock 
•	 Whipe	protection	function 
•	 yes 
•	 yes 
•	 yes 
•	 loose	insert	in	packaging 
•	 Connection	cable	1.1	M 
•	 Connected	load:	11.1	kW 
 

Power and size: 
•	 Cooking	zones:	1	x	Ø	400	mmx240	mm,	3.3	KW		
	 (max.	Power	levels	3.7	KW)	Induction	or	2	x	Ø	200		
	 mm,	2.2	KW	(max.	Powerlevels	3.7	KW)	Induction;		
	 1	x	Ø	300	mmx240	mm,	2.6	KW	(max.	Power	levels		
	 3.7	KW)	Induction;	1	x	Ø	400	mmx240	mm,	3.3	KW		
	 (max.	Power	levels	3.7	KW)	Induction	or	2	x	Ø	240		
	 mm,	2.2	KW	(max.	Power	levels	3.7	KW)	Induction 
•	 Min.	worktop	thickness:	30	mm

Environment+safety: 
•	 Digital	2	stage	residual	heat	indicator			
 per cooking zone 
•	 Main	switch

Professional equipment: 
•	 PerfectFry	sensor	with	5	temperature	settings

Quickness: 
•	 Boost	function	for	all	zones 

Serie | 8
PXX975DC1E
90 cm, Ceramic hob

Design: 
•	 Facette	front	and	rear,	side	profiles

Quickness: 
•	 Boost	function	for	all	zones 
•	 All

Comfort: 
•	 5	Induction	cooking	zones 
•	 Assist 
•	 3-steps 
•	 Direct	Select 
•	 Automatic	setting	transfer 
•	 Timer	with	switch-off	function	for	all	zones 
•	 Alarm	clock 
•	 count-up	timer,	per	cooktop 
•	 yes 
•	 yes 
•	 Home	Connect	(only	in	countries	where	Home		
 Connect service is available) 
•	 Hob-based	hood	control	(with	matching	hood)

Power and size: 
•	 Cooking	zones:	1	x	Ø	400	mmx240	mm,	3.3	KW		
	 (max.	Power	levels	3.7	KW)	Induction	or	2	x	Ø	240		
	 mm,	2.2	KW	(max.	Powerlevels	3.7	KW)	Induction;		
	 1	x	Ø	300	mmx240	mm,	2.6	KW	(max.	Power	levels		
	 3.7	KW)	Induction;	1	x	Ø	400	mmx240	mm,	3.3	KW		
	 (max.	Power	levels	3.7	KW)	Induction	or	2	x	Ø	200		

	 mm,	2.2	KW	(max.	Power	levels	3.7	KW)	Induction 
•	 Electronic	regulation	17	power	levels

Environment+safety: 
•	 Digital	2	stage	residual	heat	indicator			
 per cooking zone 
•	 Main	switch 
•	 Automatic	pan	recognition	sensor 
•	 PowerManagement	Function 
•	 Safety	switch-off 
•	 Childproof	lock 
•	 Whipe	protection	function 
•	 yes

Professional equipment: 
•	 PerfectFry	sensor	with	5	temperature	settings 
•	 Cooking	sensor	ready	(no	WSP) 
 
Measurements 
•	 Measurement:	(H/B/T)	51	x	916	x	527	mm 
•	 Required	niche	size	for	installation		 	
 (HxWxD mm) : 51 x 880 x 490 - 500 
•	 Min.	worktop	thickness:	30	mm 
•	 Connection	cable	1.1	M 
•	 Connected	load:	11.1	kW 
•	 loose	insert	in	packaging 

Serie | 8
PXX975KW1E
90 cm, Ceramic hob

Cooking Appliances - Induction Hobs / Gas HobsCooking Appliances - Electric Hobs / Induction Hobs

•	 4	gas	burners 
•	 1	rapid,	2	standard,	1	economy	burner 
•	 Front	left:	Rapid	burner	3	KW 
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	burner	1.7	KW 
•	 Rear	right:	Standard	burner	1.7	KW 
•	 Front	right:	Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob	 	
  via control knobs 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Steel	pan	supports 
•	 Connecting	cable	1	m	with	plug 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar) 
 

Serie | 2
PBP6C5B80M
60 cm Gas hob with integrated controls, 
brushed steel

•	 4	gas	burners 
•	 1	rapid,	2	standard,	1	economy	burner 
•	 Front	left:	Rapid	burner	3	KW 
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	burner	1.7	KW 
•	 Rear	right:	Standard	burner	1.7	KW 
•	 Front	right:	Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob		 	
 via control knobs 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Connecting	cable	1	m 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar) 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included	
 

Serie | 2
PBP6C5B60M
60 cm Gas hob with integrated controls, 
brushed steel



CookingCooking

•	 4	gas	burners 
•	 1	rapid,	2	standard,	1	economy	burner 
•	 Front	left:	Rapid	burner	3	KW 
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	burner	1.7	KW 
•	 Rear	right:	Standard	burner	1.7	KW 
•	 Front	right:	Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob		 	
 via control knobs 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Steel	pan	supports 
•	 Connecting	cable	1	m	with	plug 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar)”	
 

Serie | 2
POP6C6B80M
60 cm Gas hob with integrated controls, 
Hard Glass, black

Design: 
•	 Stainless	steel

Comfort: 
•	 Step	valve	9	steps 
•	 sword	knobs 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob 
•	 Cast	iron	pan	supports

Power and size: 
•	 4	PC 
•	 4gas 
•	 Left	rear:	Standard	burner	up	to	1.75	KW		
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Right	rear:	Rapid	burner	up	to	3	KW		 	
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Standard	burner	1.75	KW 
•	 Economy	burner	1	KW 
 
Environment+safety: 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar)

Measurements 
•	100	cm

Accossories 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included 

Serie | 6
PCP6A5B90M
60 cm, hob, Stainless steel

Design: 
•	 Stainless	steel	top	sheet 
•	 Cast	iron	pan	supports

Comfort: 
•	 sword	knobs 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob

Power and size: 
•	 5	PC 
•	 4gas+wok	(center) 
•	 Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 Left	rear:	Standard	burner	up	to	1.75	KW		
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Center	front:	WOK	burner	up	to	0.33	KW		
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Right	rear:	Rapid	burner	up	to	3	KW		 	
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Standard	burner	1.75	KW

Environment+safety: 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar) 
•	 Full	flame	safety

Measurements 
•	 Required	niche	size	for	installation		 	
 (HxWxD mm) : 45 x 560 x 480 - 492 
•	 Appliance	dimensions:	(W/D)	750	mm	x	520	mm 
•	 Min.	worktop	thickness:	30	mm 
•	 150	cm

Accossories 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included 

Serie | 4
PGQ7B5B90M
75 cm, hob, Stainless steel

Design: 
•	 Stainless	steel

Comfort: 
•	 cylindrical	knobs 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob 
•	 Cast	iron	pan	supports

Power and size: 
•	 5	PC 
•	 4gas+wok	(center) 
•	 Left	rear:	Standard	burner	up	to	1.75	KW		
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Right	rear:	Rapid	burner	up	to	3	KW		 	
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Center:	WOK	burner	up	to	4	KW	 	
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 Standard	burner	1.75	KW

Environment+safety: 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar)

Measurements 
•	 100	cm

Accossories 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included 

Serie | 6
PCQ9B5O90M
90 cm, hob, Stainless steel

Built-in Cooking Appliances - Gas Hobs

Design: 
•	 Stainless	steel

Comfort: 
•	 Step	valve	9	steps 
•	 sword	knobs 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob 
•	 Cast	iron	pan	supports

Power and size: 
•	 5	PC 
•	 4gas+wok	(center	DUAL) 
•	 Left	rear:	Standard	burner	up	to	1.75	KW		
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Right	rear:	Rapid	burner	up	to	3	KW		 	
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Center:	WOK	burner	up	to	5	KW	 	
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 Standard	burner	1.75	KW

Environment+safety: 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar)

Measurements 
•	100	cm

Accossories 
•	Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included 

Serie | 6
PCR9A5B90M
90 cm, hob, Stainless steel

Design: 
•	 Hard	Glass	Black 
•	 Cast	iron	separable	w	rub	feet 
•	 frameless

Comfort: 
•	 cylindrical	knobs 
•	 Easy	to	clean	Hard	Glass	surface. 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob

Power and size: 
•	 5	PC 
•	 dual-circuit	burner 
•	 4gas+wok	(center) 
•	 Left	rear:	Standard	burner	up	to	1.75	KW		
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Right	rear:	Rapid	burner	up	to	3	KW		 	
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Center:	WOK	burner	up	to	4	KW		 	
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 Standard	burner	1.75	KW

Environment+safety: 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar) 
•	 Full	flame	safety

Accossories 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included

Measurements 
•	 100	cm

Serie | 6
PPQ9B6O90M
90 cm, hob, Hard Glass, Black



CookingCooking

Design: 
•	 Hard	Glass	Black 
•	 frameless

Comfort: 
•	 Step	valve	9	steps 
•	 sword	knobs 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob 
•	 Cast	iron	separable	w	rub	feet

Power and size: 
•	 5	PC 
•	 dual-circuit	burner 
•	 4gas+wok	(left) 
•	 Right	rear:	Rapid	burner	up	to	3	KW		 	
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 WOK	burner	up	to	4	KW	(depending	on	gas	type) 
•	 Standard	burner	up	to	1.75	KW		 	
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Center	front:	Economy	burner	up	to	0.33	KW		
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Standard	burner	1.75	KW

Environment+safety: 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar)

Measurements 
•	 150	cm

Accossories 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included”

Serie | 6
PPS9A6B90M
90 cm, hob, Hard Glass, Black

Design: 
•	 Ceramic	glass

Comfort: 
•	 Step	valve	9	steps 
•	 Electronic	display 
•	 sword	knobs 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob 
•	 Cast	iron	pan	supports 
•	 Pan	supports	dishwasher	proof

Power and size: 
•	 2	PC 
•	 1	rapid,	1	standard	burner 
•	 High-speed	burner	up	to	2.8	KW		 	
 (depending on gas type) 
•	 Center	front:	Standard	burner	up	to	0.4	KW		
 (depending on gas type)

Environment+safety: 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 2-fold	residual	heat	indicator 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar)

Measurements 
•	 100	cm

Accossories 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included 

Serie | 8
PRB3A6D70M
30 cm, Vario/Domino gas hob w control, 
Ceramic glass

Features 
•	 600	mm	width 
•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 Push	button	controls	for	3	speeds 
•	 Twin	motor 
•	 Ducted	extraction	rate	according	to		 	
 DIN/EN 61591: max. 350 m³/h 
•	 Adjustable	glass	visor 
•	 Metal	grease	filter,	dishwasher	safe	

Technical Information 
•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN	60704-	
 2-13 at max. normal use exhaust air: 68 dB(A) re 1  
 pW (56 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Dimensions	exhaust	air	(HxWxD):		 	
 150 x 600 x 482 mm 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	(HxWxD):		 	
 150 x 600 x 482 mm 
•	 120	mm	diameter	pipe 
•	 Power	rating:	306	W 
•	 2	x	28	W	halogen	-	energy	saving	lamps

Serie | 4
DHU665CGB
Conventional hood, 60 cm

Features 
•	 900	mm	width 
•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 Push	button	controls	for	3	speeds 
•	 Twin	motor 
•	 Ducted	extraction	rate	according	to	DIN/EN	61591:		
 max. 350 m³/h 
•	 Adjustable	glass	visor 
•	 Metal	grease	filter,	dishwasher	safe

Technical Information 
•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN	60704-	
 2-13 at max. normal use exhaust air: 68 dB(A) re 1  
 pW (56 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 120	mm	diameter	pipe 
•	 Power	rating:	306	W 
•	 2	x	28	W	halogen	-	energy	saving	lamps 
•	 Average	Energy	Consumption:		 	
 NO_FEATURE kWh/year* 
•	 Blower	Efficiency	Class:	NO_FEATURE* 
•	 Grease	Filtering	Efficiency	Class:	NO_FEATURE* 
•	 Noise	min./max.	Normal	Level:		 	
 NO_FEATURE/68 dB* 
 

Serie | 4
DHU965CGB
Conventional hood, 90 cm

Built-in Cooking Appliances - Gas Hobs / HoodsBuilt-in Cooking Appliances - Gas Hobs / Hoods

•	 Appliance	colour:	Stainless	steel 
•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 3	speeds	control 
•	 Push	buttons	for	extractor	speeds	and	light 
•	 Metal	grease	filter,	dishwasher	safe 
•	 Dimensions	exhaust	air	(HxWxD):		 	
 790-1015 x 598 x 470 mm 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	(HxWxD):		 	
 790-1015 x 598 x 470 mm 
•	 Light	Intensity:	1000	lux 
•	 Colour	Temperature:	4000	K 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	D* 
•	 Lighting	Efficiency	Class:	A* 
•	 Grease	Filtering	Efficiency	Class:	C* 

Serie | 2
DWP64CC50M
Wall mounted hood Chimney hood,      
60 cm

Environment and safety: 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	D* 
•	 Blower	Efficiency	Class:	E* 
•	 Lighting	Efficiency	Class:	A* 
•	 Grease	Filtering	Efficiency	Class:	C* 
•	 Average	Energy	Consumption:	72.8	kWh/year*

Comfort: 
•	 Push	buttons	for	extractor	speeds	and	light 
•	 Metal	grease	filter,	dishwasher	safe

Operating and power: 
•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 3	speeds	control 
•	 Power	rating:	135	W

Measures: 
•	 150	mm	diameter	pipe 
•	 Ducted	extraction	rate	according	to		 	
 DIN/EN 61591max. 380 m³/h 
•	 Dimensions	exhaust	air	(HxWxD):		 	
 790-1015 x 898 x 470 mm 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	(HxWxD):		 	
 790-1015 x 898 x 470 mm 

•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN	60704-	
 2-13 at max. normal use exhaust air: 64 dB(A) re 1  
 pW (50 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Noise	min./max.	Normal	Level:	53/64	dB* 
•	 Light	Intensity:	1000	lux 
•	 Colour	Temperature:	4000	K”	
 

Serie | 2
DWP94CC50M
Wall mounted hood Chimney hood,  
90 cm
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•	 Box	common	design	-	Stainless	steel 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	D* 
•	 Average	Energy	Consumption:	53.2	kWh/year* 
•	 Blower	Efficiency	Class:	E* 
•	 Lighting	Efficiency	Class:	A* 
•	 Grease	Filtering	Efficiency	Class:	C* 
•	 Noise	min./max.	Normal	Level:	49/64	dB* 
•	 Chimney	hood 
•	 Appliance	colour:	Stainless	steel 
•	 90	cm	Chimney	hood 
•	 900	mm	width 
•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 For	recirculated	extraction	or	CleanAir	recirculation		
 kit (accessory) needed 
•	 Wall	mounted	hood 
•	 Push	buttons	for	extractor	speeds	and	light 
•	 3	speeds	via	Push	buttons 
•	 3	speeds	control 
•	 Twin	channel	high	performance	fan	motor 
•	 2	x	1,5W	LED 
•	 Light	Intensity:	90	lux 
•	 Colour	Temperature:	3500	K 
•	 Metal	grease	filter,	dishwasher	safe 
•	 Ducted	extraction	rate	according	to	DIN/EN		
 61591max. 330 m³/h 
•	 Maximum	extraction	rate	exhaust	air	330	m³/h		
 according to EN 61591 
•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN	60704-	

 2-13 at max. normal use exhaust air: 64 dB(A) re 1  
 pW (52 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Diameter	pipe	Ø	150	mm	(Ø	120	mm	enclosed) 
•	 Max.	extraction	rate:	330	m3/h 
•	 Extraction	rate	in	recirculation	mode: 
 Max. normal use: 190 m³/h 
•	 Noise	level	in	recirculation	mode: 
 Max. normal use: 66 dB(A) re 1 pW (54 dB(A) re 20  
 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Dimensions	exhaust	air	(HxWxD):		 	
 635-965 x 900 x 500 mm 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	(HxWxD):		 	
 635-1075 x 900 x 500 mm 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	with	CleanAir	module		
 (HxWxD):703 x 900 x 500 mm - mounting  
 with outer chimney 833-1163 x 900 x 500 mm -  
 mounting with telescopic chimney 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	with	cleanAir	module		
 (HxWxD); 703 x 900 x 500 mm - mounting  
 with outer chimney 833-1163 x 900 x 500 mm -  
 mounting with telescopic chimney 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	with	CleanAir	module		
 (HxWxD): 703 x 900 x 500 mm - mounting  
 with outer chimney 833-1163 x 900 x 500 mm -  
 mounting with telescopic chimney 
•	 Power	rating:	100	W 
•	 Electrical	cable	lenght	1.3	m

•	 Box	common	design	-	Stainless	steel 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	D* 
•	 Average	Energy	Consumption:	53.2	kWh/year* 
•	 Blower	Efficiency	Class:	E* 
•	 Lighting	Efficiency	Class:	A* 
•	 Grease	Filtering	Efficiency	Class:	C* 
•	 Noise	min./max.	Normal	Level:	49/64	dB* 
•	 Chimney	hood 
•	 Appliance	colour:	Stainless	steel 
•	 60	cm	Chimney	hood 
•	 600	mm	width 
•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 For	recirculated	extraction	or	CleanAir	recirculation		
 kit (accessory) needed 
•	 Wall	mounted	hood 
•	 Push	buttons	for	extractor	speeds	and	light 
•	 3	speeds	via	Push	buttons 
•	 3	speeds	control 
•	 Twin	channel	high	performance	fan	motor 
•	 2	x	1,5W	LED 
•	 Light	Intensity:	90	lux 
•	 Colour	Temperature:	3500	K 
•	 Metal	grease	filter,	dishwasher	safe 
•	 Ducted	extraction	rate	according	to	DIN/EN		
 61591max. 330 m³/h 
•	 Maximum	extraction	rate	exhaust	air	330	m³/h		
 according to EN 61591 

•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN	60704-	
 2-13 at max. normal use exhaust air: 64 dB(A) re 1  
 pW (52 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Diameter	pipe	Ø	150	mm	(Ø	120	mm	enclosed) 
•	 Max.	extraction	rate:	330	m3/h 
•	 Extraction	rate	in	recirculation	mode: 
 Max. normal use: 190 m³/h 
•	 Noise	level	in	recirculation	mode: 
 Max. normal use: 66 dB(A) re 1 pW (54 dB(A) re 20  
 µPa sound pressure)

Serie | 2
DWB94BC51B
Chimney hood, 90 cm

Serie | 2
DWB64BC51B
Chimney hood, 90 cm

•	 Chimney	hood 
•	 596	mm	width 
•	 black	with	glass	canopy 
•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 TouchControl	with	Electronic	display 
•	 Electronic	via	TouchControl	with	Electronic	display 
•	 3	speeds	control 
•	 2	x 
•	 Filter	cover	glass 
•	 Metal	grease	filter,	dishwasher	safe 
•	 Extraction	rate	according	to	DIN/EN	61591	ø		
 15 cm: max. Normal 530 m³/h Intensive  
 NO_FEATURE m³/h 
•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN	60704-	
 2-13 exhaust air: Max. normal use: 70 dB(A) re 1  
 pW (56 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
 Intensive: 70 dB(A) re 1 pW (NO_FEATURE dB(A) re  
 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Dimensions	exhaust	air	(HxWxD):		 	
 NO_FEATURE x 596 x 386 mm 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	(HxWxD):		 	
 NO_FEATURE x 596 x 386 mm 

•	 Power	rating:	216	W 
•	 Wall	mounted	hood 
•	 Recirculating	kit 
•	 Rim	extraction 
•	 Twin	channel	high	performance	fan	motor 
•	 Diameter	pipe	Ø	150	mm	(Ø	120	mm	enclosed)	
 

Serie | 4
DWK065G60M
Chimney hood, 60 cm Inclined glass 
brand design - black

•	 90	cm	Chimney	hood 
•	 896	mm	width 
•	 black	with	glass	canopy 
•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 Recirculating	kit 
•	 Wall	mounted	hood 
•	 TouchControl	with	Electronic	display 
•	 Electronic	via	TouchControl	with	Electronic	display 
•	 3	speeds	control 
•	 Filter	cover	glass 
•	 Metal	grease	filter,	dishwasher	safe 
•	 Extraction	rate	according	to	DIN/EN	61591	ø		
 15 cm: max. Normal 580 m³/h Intensive  
 NO_FEATURE m³/h 
•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN	60704-	
 2-13 exhaust air: Max. normal use: 70 dB(A) re 1  
 pW (56 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
 Intensive: 70 dB(A) re 1 pW (NO_FEATURE dB(A) re  
 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Dimensions	exhaust	air	(HxWxD):		 	
 750-1080 x 896 x 386 mm 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	(HxWxD):		 	
 860-1080 x 896 x 386 mm 
•	 Diameter	pipe	Ø	150	mm	(Ø	120	mm	enclosed) 
 

Serie | 4
DWK095G60M
Chimney hood Inclined glass brand 
design - black

Built-in Cooking Appliances - Chimney hood

•	 Box	brand	design	-	Stainless	steel 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	B* 
•	 Average	Energy	Consumption:	59.5	kWh/year* 
•	 Blower	Efficiency	Class:	A* 
•	 Lighting	Efficiency	Class:	A* 
•	 Grease	Filtering	Efficiency	Class:	B* 
•	 Noise	min./max.	Normal	Level:	52/65	dB* 
•	 Chimney	hood 
•	 Appliance	colour:	Stainless	steel 
•	 90	cm	Chimney	hood 
•	 900	mm	width 
•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 For	recirculated	extraction	or	CleanAir	recirculation		
 kit (accessory) needed 
•	 Wall	mounted	hood 
•	 TouchControl	for	extractor	speeds	and	light 
•	 3-stage	+	intensive	via	TouchControl 
•	 3-stage	+	intensive	control 
•	 Twin	channel	high	performance	fan	motor 
•	 2	x	1,5W	LED 
•	 Light	Intensity:	221	lux 
•	 Colour	Temperature:	3500	K 
•	 Metal	grease	filter,	dishwasher	safe 
•	 Ducted	extraction	rate	according	to	DIN/EN		
 61591max. 450 m³/h 
•	 Maximum	extraction	rate	exhaust	air	450	m³/h		
 according to EN 61591 
•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN	60704-	

 2-13 at max. normal use exhaust air: 65 dB(A) re 1  
 pW (53 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Diameter	pipe	Ø	150	mm	(Ø	120	mm	enclosed) 
•	 Max.	extraction	rate:	710	m3/h 
•	 Extraction	rate	in	recirculation	mode: 
 Max. normal use: 320 m³/h 
•	 Noise	level	in	recirculation	mode: 
 Max. normal use: 74 dB(A) re 1 pW (62 dB(A) re 20  
 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Dimensions	exhaust	air	(HxWxD):		 	
 635-965 x 900 x 500 mm 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	(HxWxD):	 	
 635-1075 x 900 x 500 mm 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	with	CleanAir	module		
 (HxWxD):703 x 900 x 500 mm - mounting  
 with outer chimney 833-1163 x 900 x 500 mm -  
 mounting with telescopic chimney 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	with	cleanAir	module		
 (HxWxD); 703 x 900 x 500 mm - mounting  
 with outer chimney 833-1163 x 900 x 500 mm -  
 mounting with telescopic chimney 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	with	CleanAir	module		
 (HxWxD):703 x 900 x 500 mm - mounting  
 with outer chimney 833-1163 x 900 x 500 mm -  
 mounting with telescopic chimney 
•	Power	rating:	255	W 
•	Electrical	cable	lenght	1.3	m 

Serie | 4
DWB97DM50B
Chimney hood, 90 cm

•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	B* 
•	 Average	Energy	Consumption:	66.2	kWh/year* 
•	 Blower	Efficiency	Class:	A* 
•	 Lighting	Efficiency	Class:	A* 
•	 Grease	Filtering	Efficiency	Class:	B* 
•	 Noise	min./max.	Normal	Level:	45/57	dB* 
•	 Island	chimney	hood 
•	 898	mm	width 
•	 Appliance	colour:	Stainless	steel 
•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 For	recirculated	extraction	or	CleanAir	recirculation		
 kit (accessory) needed 
•	 Ceiling	mounted	hood 
•	 TouchControl	for	extractor	speeds	and	light 
•	 Electronic 
•	 TouchControl	with	Electronic	display 
•	 3-stage	+	intensive	via	TouchControl 
•	 Electronic	via	TouchControl	with	Electronic	display 
•	 TouchControl	(3-stage	+	intensive)	with 
•	 3-stage	+	intensive	control 
•	 easy	to	clean	Inner	frame 
•	 Capacitor	energy	efficient 
•	 4	x	1,5W	LED 
•	 Light	Intensity:	425	lux 
•	 Colour	Temperature:	3500	K 
•	 Metal	grease	filter,	dishwasher	safe 
•	 Extraction	rate	according	to	DIN/EN	61591	ø		
 15 cm: max. Normal 430 m³/h Intensive 720 m³/h 
•	 Ducted	extraction	rate	according	to	DIN/EN		
 61591max. 430 m³/h 
•	 Maximum	extraction	rate	exhaust	air	430	m³/h		

 according to EN 61591 
•	 Extraction	rate	exhaust	air	according	to	EN	61591: 
 max. normal use 430 m³/h, intensive 720 m³/h 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	with	CleanAir	module		
 (HxWxD): 812-1044 x 898 x 600 mm 
•	 Additional	noise	insulation 
•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN	60704-	
 2-13 at max. normal use exhaust air: 57 dB(A) re 1  
 pW (45 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN	60704-	
 2-13 exhaust air: Max. normal use: 57 dB(A) re 1  
 pW (45 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
 Intensive: 68 dB(A) re 1 pW (56 dB(A) re 20 µPa  
 sound pressure) 
•	 Diameter	pipe	Ø	150	mm	(Ø	120	mm	enclosed) 
•	 with	one-way	flap 
•	 Max.	extraction	rate:	720	m3/h 
•	 Extraction	rate	in	recirculation	mode: 
 Max. normal use: 330 m³/h Intensive: 420 m³/h 
•	 Noise	levels	in	recirculation	mode: 
 Max. normal use: 72 dB(A) re 1 pW (60 dB(A) re 20  
 µPa sound pressure) Intensive: 76 dB(A) re 1 pW  
 (64 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Dimensions	exhaust	air	(HxWxD):	 	
 744-924 x 898 x 600 mm 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	(HxWxD):	 	
 744-1044 x 898 x 600 mm 
•	 Power	rating:	256	W 
•	 Electrical	cable	lenght	1.3	m 
•	 Voltage:	220	-	240	V”

Serie | 4
DIB97IM50M
Island chimney hood, 90 cm
Box brand design - Stainless steel



CookingCooking

•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	A* 
•	 Average	Energy	Consumption:	37.2	kWh/year* 
•	 Blower	Efficiency	Class:	A* 
•	 Lighting	Efficiency	Class:	A* 
•	 Grease	Filtering	Efficiency	Class:	B* 
•	 Noise	min./max.	Normal	Level:	44/57	dB* 
•	 Chimney	hood 
•	 90	cm 
•	 Appliance	colour:	black 
•	 clear	glass	black	printed 
•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 In	recirculation	operation	chimless	use	possible 
•	 For	recirculated	extraction	a	recirculating	kit	or	a		
 CleanAir recurculation kit (accessory) is needed 
•	 Wall	mounted	hood	Remote	Monitoring	and		
 Control (only in countries where Home Connect  
 service is available) 
•	 cooktop	(with	matching	cooktop) 
•	 Gas	spring	3 
•	 TouchControl	for	extractor	speeds	and	light 
•	 Electronic 
•	 TouchControl	with	Electronic	display 
•	 via	TouchControl 
•	 Electronic	via	TouchControl	with	2x7-segment,		
 Electronic display 
•	 TouchControl	(3-stage	+	2	intensive)	with 
•	 control 
•	 2	capture	areas:	front	side	and	bottom	side 
•	 easy	to	clean	Inner	frame 
•	 Operation	with	gas	cooktop	not	allowed 
•	 Light	dimmer	function 
•	 SoftLight,	Light	dimmer	function 
•	 BLDC	for	Ventilation 
•	 2	single	inlet	vertical,	BLDC	for	Ventilation 
•	 2	x	3W	LED 
•	 Light	Intensity:	460	lux 
•	 Colour	Temperature:	3500	K 
•	 Rim	extraction 
•	 grease-	and	charcoal	filter 
•	 Filter	cover	glass 
•	 Metal	grease	filter,	dishwasher	safe 
•	 Extraction	rate	according	to	DIN/EN	61591	ø		
 15 cm: max. Normal 420 m³/h Intensive 730 m³/h 
•	 Ducted	extraction	rate	according	to	DIN/EN		
 61591max. 420 m³/h 
•	 Maximum	extraction	rate	exhaust	air	420	m³/h		
 according to EN 61591 
•	 Extraction	rate	exhaust	air	according	to	EN	61591: 
 max. normal use 420 m³/h, intensive 730 m³/h 
•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN	60704-	
 2-13 at max. normal use exhaust air: 57 dB(A) re 1  
 pW (44 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN	60704-	
 2-13 exhaust air: 
 Max. normal use: 57 dB(A) re 1 pW (44 dB(A) re 20  
 µPa sound pressure) 

 Intensive: 57 dB(A) re 1 pW (56 dB(A) re 20 µPa  
 sound pressure) 
•	 Diameter	pipe	Ø	150	mm	(Ø	120	mm	enclosed) 
•	 Max.	extraction	rate:	730	m3/h 
•	 Extraction	rate	in	recirculation	mode: 
 Max. normal use: 290 m³/h Intensive: 520 m³/h 
•	 Noise	levels	in	recirculation	mode: 
 Max. normal use: 60 dB(A) re 1 pW (46 dB(A) re 20  
 µPa sound pressure) Intensive: 73 dB(A) re 1 pW  
 (60 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Power	rating:	146	W 
•	 Dimensions	exhaust	air	(HxWxD):		 	
 1019-1289 x 890 x 263 mm 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating,	chimney	(HxWxD):		
 1079-1349 x 890 x 263 mm 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	with	CleanAir	module		
 (HxWxD): 1209 x 890 x 263 mm - mounting  
 with outer chimney1279-1549 x 890 x 263 mm -  
 mounting with telescopic chimney 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating,	chimless	(HxWxD):		
 550 mm x 890 x 263 mm 
•	 7-segment	display	with	control	ring 
•	 Remote	Monitoring	and	Control	for	connected		
 home appliances and operation via smartphone  
 or tablet (only in countries where Home Connect  
 service is available) 
•	 The	Home	Connect	functionality	can	be	extended		
 by integrating numerous applications from external  
 cooperation partners (partnerships)

Serie | 8
DWF97RV60B
Chimney hood, 90 cm - black                 
with glass canopy

•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 3	speeds	control 
•	 Single	motor 
•	 Ducted	extraction	rate	according	to	DIN/EN		
 61591max. 305 m³/h 
•	 Pull-out	vapour	with	glass 
•	 Dimensions	exhaust	air	(HxWxD):		 	
 175-175 x 598 x 300 mm 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	(HxWxD):		 	
 175-175 x 598 x 300 mm 
•	 Handle	strip	white 
•	 Metal	grease	filter,	dishwasher	safe 
•	 Light	Intensity:	100	lux 
•	 Colour	Temperature:	3000	K 
•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN	60704-	
 2-13 at max. normal use exhaust air: 67 dB(A) re 1  
 pW (53 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Diameter	pipe	Ø	150	mm	(Ø	150	mm	enclosed) 
•	 Power	rating:	153	W 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	D* 
•	 Average	Energy	Consumption:	88.6	kWh/year* 
•	 Blower	Efficiency	Class:	NO_FEATURE* 
•	 Lighting	Efficiency	Class:	D* 
•	 Grease	Filtering	Efficiency	Class:	C* 
•	 Noise	min./max.	Normal	Level:	53/67	dB*”	
  

Serie | 2
DFT63CA50M 
Slimline hood, 60 cm

•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 3	speeds	control 
•	 Single	motor 
•	 Ducted	extraction	rate	according	to	DIN/EN		
 61591max. 305 m³/h 
•	 Pull-out	vapour	with	glass 
•	 Dimensions	exhaust	air	(HxWxD):		 	
 175-175 x 898 x 300 mm 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	(HxWxD):		 	
 175-175 x 898 x 300 mm 
•	 Handle	strip	white 
•	 NO_FEATURE,	dishwasher	safe 
•	 Light	Intensity:	100	lux 
•	 Colour	Temperature:	3000	K 
•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN	60704-	
 2-13 at max. normal use exhaust air: 67 dB(A) re 1  
 pW (53 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Diameter	pipe	Ø	150	mm	(Ø	150	mm	enclosed) 
•	 Power	rating:	153	W 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	D* 
•	 Average	Energy	Consumption:	88.6	kWh/year* 
•	 Blower	Efficiency	Class:	NO_FEATURE* 
•	 Lighting	Efficiency	Class:	D* 
•	 Grease	Filtering	Efficiency	Class:	C* 
•	 Noise	min./max.	Normal	Level:	53/67	dB* 

Serie | 2
DFT93CA50M 
Slimline hood, 90 cm

•	 Canopy	hood 
•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 For	installation	in	a	modified	cupboard,		
 above a hob 
•	 Slide	switch	for	extractor	speeds	and	light 
•	 3	speeds	control 
•	 Paper	grease	filter	with	saturation	indicator 
•	 2	x 
•	 Extraction	rate	according	to	DIN/EN	61591:	max.		
 Normal 160 m³/h Intensive NO_FEATURE m³/h 
•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN	60704-	
 2-13 exhaust air: Max. normal use: 50 dB(A) re 1  
 pW (36 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
 Intensive: NO_FEATURE dB(A) re 1 pW (NO_ 
 FEATURE dB(A) re 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Power	rating:	121	W 
•	 120	mm	diameter	pipe 
 
Optional accessories 
•	 Charcoal	odour	filter	DHZ7304 
•	 grease	filter	DHZ2100 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	D* 
•	 Average	Energy	Consumption:	66.7	kWh/year* 
•	 Blower	Efficiency	Class:	E* 

•	 Lighting	Efficiency	Class:	D* 
•	 Grease	Filtering	Efficiency	Class:	D* 
•	 Noise	min./max.	Normal	Level:	46/61	dB* 
•	 Light	Intensity:	78	lux 
•	 Colour	Temperature:	2700	K

Serie | 2
DLN53AA50B
Canopy hood, 49 cm

Power: 
•	 Environment	and	safety: 
•	 Downdraft	for	a	regular	or	flush		 	
 installation in worktops. 
•	 Extension	hight	401	mm 
•	 Appliance	colour:	Stainless	steel 
•	 Suitable	for	ducted	or	re-circulated	extraction 
•	 Charcoal	filter 
•	 Top 
•	 TouchControl	with	Electronic	display 
•	 4	speeds	plus	intensive	operation	control 
•	 15	min. 
•	 Twin	channel	high	performance	fan	motor 
•	 Lighting	via	1	x	10	W	LED-module 
•	 Light	Intensity:	200	lux 
•	 Colour	Temperature:	4000	K 
•	 Rim	extraction 
•	 Metal	grease	filter,	dishwasher	safe 
•	 Extraction	rate	according	to	DIN/EN	61591	ø		
 15 cm: max. Normal 450 m³/h Intensive 710 m³/h 
•	 Noise	level	according	to	EN	60704-3	und	EN		
 60704- 2-13 exhaust air:  Max.  normal use:  
 61 dB(A) re 1 pW (47 dB(A) re 20 µPa sound  
 pressure) Intensive: 70 dB(A) re 1 pW (56 dB(A) re  
 20 µPa sound pressure) 
•	 Power	rating:	285	W 
•	 Dimensions	recirculating	(HxWxD):	 	
 651 - 1052 x 912 x 352 mm 

•	 Dimensions	exhaust	air	(HxWxD):		 	
 651 - 1052 x 912 x 352 mm 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	C* 
•	 Average	Energy	Consumption:	110.1	kWh/year* 
•	 Blower	Efficiency	Class:	C* 
•	 Lighting	Efficiency	Class:	A* 
•	 Grease	Filtering	Efficiency	Class:	D* 
•	 Noise	min./max.	Normal	Level:	46/61	dB*”	
  

Serie | 8
DDA097G59B 
90 cm wide



CookingCooking

Flavour 
•	 Innovative	heating	system	“”senso	flow	system”” 
•	 One-touch	function	for	personalised	milk	mix		
 beverage, Cappuccino, Espresso Macchiato, Latte  
	 Macchiato,	white	coffee 
•	 aromaDouble	Shot	-	Extra	strong	coffee	without		
 compromise in aroma 
•	 Beverage	temperature	adjustable	individually:		
	 Coffee:	3	grades,	Hot	water:	4	grades 
•	 optional	Brita	water	filter:	Reduces	the	lime		
	 content	of	water	and	filters	substances	affecting		
 smell and taste

Convenience 
•	 TFT	display	with	interactive	menu 
•	 Save	8	favourite	beverages	with	individual	names		
 and adjustable mixing ratio of milk and espresso 
•	 20-250	ml 
•	 Coffee	outlet	yesheight-adjustable:	Even	15cm	high		
	 Latte	Macchiato	glasses	fit	underneath 
•	 Cappuccino:	Prepare	two	cups	simultaneously	for		
	 all	coffee	and	milk	specialities 
•	 Removable	2.4	litre	water	tank 
•	 Early	warning	when	bean	container	or	water	tank		
 are close to empty 
•	 Flexible	milk	solution:	Decide	for	yourself	if	you		
 prefer connecting the yes milk container or using  
 any other container, e.g. a milk carton 
•	 Short	user	manual	always	at	hand	inside	appliance

Performance 
•	 High-value	ceramic	grinding	unit	
	 “”silent	ceram	drive”” 
•	 yes:	The	grinding	unit	automatically	
 adjusts to bean variety 
•	 One-touch	coffee	milk	specialities	with	especially		
	 fine-pored	milk	froth	thanks	to	an	innovative

 milk frother 
•	 Yes	and	Yes	available	separately 
•	 Reduced	heating-up	time:	fastest	first	cup! 
•	 Water	pump	with	19	bar	pressure 
•	 Separate	container	for	pre-grounded	coffee 
•	 15.000	cup	warranty:	Consistently	high	appliance		
	 quality	from	the	first	cup	to	the	15,000th	(valid	for		
 non-commercial use within 24 months) 

Hygiene 
•	 Removable	brewing	unit:	Easy	and	hygienic		
 cleaning under running water 
•	 steam	blast:	Fully-automatic	steam	cleaning	of	the		
 milk system after every beverage 
•	 All	milk	nozzle	parts	are	easily	removable,		
 separable , easy to clean & dishwasher-proof 
•	 yes 
•	 Automatic	quick	rinse	programme	when	switched		
	 on	or	off 
•	 Removable	drip	dish	including	container	for	coffee		
 grounds 
•	 Fully	automatic	descaling	and	cleaning	program 
•	 Display	of	remaining	cups	before	Decalcification,		
	 Cleaning,	Change	of	water	filter

Miscellaneous 
•	 Containers	for	water,	milk	and	coffee	beans	are		
 easily accessible but hidden behind a door, so the  
 kitchen always looks clean 
•	 Bean	container	with	aroma	preserving	lid	for	up	to		
 500grams 
•	 Illumination	for	keys,	yes 
•	 Adjustable	grind	settings	(multilevel) 
•	 Different	display	languages	available 
•	 Child-proof	lock:	key	lock	preventing	unintended		
 brewing cycle 
•	 Wattage:	1600	W

Accessories 
•	 Isolated	milk	container	with	thermally	insulated		
 aluminium housing (0.7 l volume) 
•	 Included	accessories:	1	x	scoop,	1	x	test	strip,	1	x		
 connection hose for milk frother, 1 x milk container  
 (insulated), 9 x assembly screws 
•	 Separately	available	accessories:	cleaning	tablets		
	 (TZ60001),	descaling	tablets	(TCZ8002),	BRITA		
	 Intenza	water	filter	(TCZ7003),	care	set	for	fully-	
	 automatic	espresso	makers	(TCZ8004),	insulated		
	 milk	container	(TCZ8009N) 

Serie | 6
CTL636EB1 
Fully automatic espresso maker/fully 
automatic coffee machine black

Flavour 
•	 Innovative	heating	system	“”senso	flow	system”” 
•	 One-touch	function	for	Cappuccino,	Latte		
	 Macchiato,	white	coffee,	personalised	milk	mix		
 beverage, Espresso Macchiato 
•	 aromaDouble	Shot	-	Extra	strong	coffee	without		
 compromise in aroma 
•	 Beverage	temperature	adjustable	individually:		
	 Coffee:	3	grades,	Hot	water:	4	grades 
•	 optional	Brita	water	filter:	Reduces	the	lime		
	 content	of	water	and	filters	substances	affecting		
 smell and taste

Convenience 
•	 TFT	display	with	interactive	menu 
•	 Save	8	favourite	beverages	with	individual	names		
 and adjustable mixing ratio of milk and espresso 
•	 20-250	ml 
•	 Coffee	outlet	yesheight-adjustable:	Even	15cm	high		
	 Latte	Macchiato	glasses	fit	underneath 
•	 Cappuccino:	Prepare	two	cups	simultaneously	for		
	 all	coffee	and	milk	specialities 
•	 Removable	2.4	litre	water	tank 
•	 Early	warning	when	bean	container	or	water	tank		
 are close to empty 
•	 Flexible	milk	solution:	Decide	for	yourself	if	you		
 prefer connecting the yes milk container or using  
 any other container, e.g. a milk carton 
•	 Short	user	manual	always	at	hand	inside	appliance

Performance 
•	 High-value	ceramic	grinding	unit

	 “”silent	ceram	drive”” 
•	 yes:	The	grinding	unit	automatically	adjusts		to		
 bean variety 
•	 One-touch	coffee	milk	specialities	with	especially		
	 fine-pored	milk	froth	thanks	to	an	innovative									
 milk frother 
•	 Yes	and	Yes	available	separately 
•	 Reduced	heating-up	time:	fastest	first	cup! 
•	 Water	pump	with	19	bar	pressure 
•	 Separate	container	for	pre-grounded	coffee 
•	 15.000	cup	warranty:	Consistently	high	appliance		
	 quality	from	the	first	cup	to	the	15,000th	(valid	for		
 non-commercial use within 24 months) 

Hygiene 
•	 Removable	brewing	unit:	Easy	and	hygienic		
 cleaning under running water 
•	 steam	blast:	Fully-automatic	steam	cleaning	of	the		
 milk system after every beverage 
•	 All	milk	nozzle	parts	are	easily	removable,		
 separable , easy to clean & dishwasher-proof 
•	 yes 
•	 Automatic	quick	rinse	programme	when	switched		
	 on	or	off 
•	 Removable	drip	dish	including	container	for					
	 coffee	grounds 
•	 Fully	automatic	descaling	and	cleaning														
 program yes 
•	 Display	of	remaining	cups	before	Change	of	water		
	 filter,	Decalcification,	Cleaning

Miscellaneous 
•	 Containers	for	water,	milk	and	coffee	beans	are		
 easily accessible but hidden behind a door, so the  
 kitchen always looks clean 
•	 Bean	container	with	aroma	preserving	lid	for	up	to		
 500grams 
•	 Illumination	for	keys,	yes 
•	 Adjustable	grind	settings	(multilevel) 
•	 Different	display	languages	available 
•	 Child-proof	lock:	key	lock	preventing	unintended		
 brewing cycle 
•	 Wattage:	1600	W

Accessories 
•	 Isolated	milk	container	with	thermally	insulated		
 aluminium housing (0.7 l volume) 
•	 Included	accessories:	1	x	scoop,	1	x	test	strip,	1	x		
 connection hose for milk frother, 1 x milk container  
 (insulated), 9 x assembly screws 
•	 Separately	available	accessories:	cleaning	tablets		
	 (TZ60001),	descaling	tablets	(TCZ8002),	BRITA		
	 Intenza	water	filter	(TCZ7003),	care	set	for	fully-	
	 automatic	espresso	makers	(TCZ8004),	insulated		
	 milk	container	(TCZ8009N)”

Serie | 8
CTL636ES1
Fully automatic espresso maker/fully 
automatic coffee machine stainless steel

Built-in Coffee Machines

Flavour 
•	 Innovative	heating	system	“”senso	flow	system”” 
•	 One-touch	function	for	Espresso	Macchiato,	Latte		
	 Macchiato,	Cappuccino,	white	coffee,	personalised		
 milk mix beverage 
•	 aromaDouble	Shot	-	Extra	strong	coffee	without		
 compromise in aroma 
•	 Beverage	temperature	adjustable	individually:		
	 Coffee:	3	grades,	Hot	water:	4	grades 
•	 optional	Brita	water	filter:	Reduces	the	lime		
	 content	of	water	and	filters	substances	affecting		
 smell and taste

Convenience 
•	 TFT	display	with	interactive	menu 
•	 Save	8	favourite	beverages	with	individual	names		
 and adjustable mixing ratio of milk and espresso 
•	 20-250	ml 
•	 Coffee	outlet	yesheight-adjustable:	Even	15cm	high		
	 Latte	Macchiato	glasses	fit	underneath 
•	 Cappuccino:	Prepare	two	cups	simultaneously	for		
	 all	coffee	and	milk	specialities 
•	 Removable	2.4	litre	water	tank 
•	 Early	warning	when	bean	container	or	water	tank		
 are close to empty 
•	 Flexible	milk	solution:	Decide	for	yourself	if	you		
 prefer connecting the yes milk container or using  
 any other container, e.g. a milk carton 
•	 Short	user	manual	always	at	hand	inside	appliance

Performance 
•	 High-value	ceramic	grinding	unit																														
	 “”silent	ceram	drive”” 
•	 yes:	The	grinding	unit	automatically	adjusts																		
 to bean variety 
•	 One-touch	coffee	milk	specialities	with	especially		
	 fine-pored	milk	froth	thanks	to	an	innovative												
 milk frother 
•	 Yes	and	Yes	available	separately 
•	 Reduced	heating-up	time:	fastest	first	cup! 
•	 Water	pump	with	19	bar	pressure 
•	 Separate	container	for	pre-grounded	coffee 
•	 15.000	cup	warranty:	Consistently	high	appliance		
	 quality	from	the	first	cup	to	the	15,000th	(valid	for		
 non-commercial use within 24 months) 
•	 Discover	the	new	way	of	controlling	home		
 appliances: by app. The Home Connect app allows  
 you to access the appliance from anywhere - at  
 home using WiFi, when away from home using the  
 mobile phone network. 
•	 Remote	start:	Select	and	configure		 	
 beverages in the app, then remotely start the  
 beverage preparation 
•	 CoffeePlaylist:	Enter	multiple	beverage	wishes	in		
 the app at once, e.g. for visitors; the appliance will  
 then prepare them one after another 
•	 CoffeeWorld:	17	additional	international	coffee		
 specialties are available in the app - from Australian  
 Flat White to Vienna Melange to   
 Colombian Cortado 
•	 Coffee	recipes:	The	app	offers	a	variety	of	recipes		
	 involving	coffee,	which	can	be	transferred	to	the		
 appliance or a Home Connect capable oven - from  
 Espresso Crème brûlée to saddle of venison with  
	 coffee	crunches 

•	 Coffee	know-how:	The	app	includes		 	
	 interesting		knowledge	around	the	topic	coffee,		
 e.g. bean varieties, harvesting methods or roasting  
 techniques 
•	 User	manual:	A	digital	user	manual	is	ready	to	hand		
 at all times in the app 
•	 Customer	service:	In	case	of	technical	problems,		
 the Bosch customer service is able to access the  
 appliance virtually - if you want so 
•	 Security:	Security	is	of	top	priority	at	Home		
 Connect. The Home Connect app has been tested  
	 and	certified	by	TÜV	IT.	And	the	encrypted	data		
 transfer via Home Connect protocol protects  
 against unauthorised access. 
•	 The	availability	of	the	Home	Connect		 	
 functionality depends on the availability of  
 Home Connect services in your country. Home  
 Connect services are not available in every  
 country – for further information please check  
 www.home-connect.com

Hygiene 
•	 Removable	brewing	unit:	Easy	and	hygienic		
 cleaning under running water 
•	 steam	blast:	Fully-automatic	steam	cleaning	of	the		
 milk system after every beverage 
•	 All	milk	nozzle	parts	are	easily	removable,		
 separable , easy to clean & dishwasher-proof 
•	 yes 
•	 	Automatic	quick	rinse	programme	when	switched		
	 on	or	off 
•	 Removable	drip	dish	including	container	for		
	 coffee	grounds 
•	 Fully	automatic	descaling	and	cleaning		
 program yes 
•	 Display	of	remaining	cups	before	Decalcification,		
	 Cleaning,	Change	of	water	filter

Miscellaneous 
•	 Containers	for	water,	milk	and	coffee	beans	are		
 easily accessible but hidden behind a door, so the  
 kitchen always looks clean 
•	 Bean	container	with	aroma	preserving	lid	for	up	to		
 500grams 
•	 Illumination	for	keys,	yes 
•	 Adjustable	grind	settings	(multilevel) 
•	 Different	display	languages	available 
•	 Child-proof	lock:	key	lock	preventing	unintended		
 brewing cycle 
•	 Wattage:	1600	W

Accessories 
•	 Isolated	milk	container	with	thermally	insulated		
 aluminium housing (0.7 l volume) 
•	 Included	accessories:	1	x	scoop,	1	x	test	strip,	1	x		
 connection hose for milk frother, 1 x milk container  
 (insulated), 1 x assembly screws 
•	 Separately	available	accessories:	cleaning	tablets		
	 (TZ60001),	descaling	tablets	(TCZ8002),	BRITA		
	 Intenza	water	filter	(TCZ7003),	care	set	for	fully-	
	 automatic	espresso	makers	(TCZ8004),	insulated		
	 milk	container	(TCZ8009N)

Serie | 8
CTL636ES6
Fully automatic espresso maker/fully 
automatic coffee machine stainless steel



Built-in Dishwashers.



Dishwasher

Notes:
Programmes 
•	 Capacity:	14	place	settings	place	settings 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	239		
 kwh per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
	 cycles	using	cold	water	fill	and	the	consumption	of		
 the low power modes. Actual energy consumption  
 will depend on how the appliance is used. 
•	 Energy	Class:	5	Energy	Stars 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme		 	
 Eco 50: 0.854 kwh 
•	 Power	consumption	off-mode	/	left-on	mode:		
 0.5 W / 2 min 
•	 Water	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2520		
 litres per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
 cycles. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 Consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2520	litres		
 water per year / 239 kwh energy per year. Based on  
	 280	standard	cleaning	cycles	using	cold	water	fill		
 and the consumption of the low power modes. 
•	 The	information	relates	to	the	programme		Eco	50.		
 This programme is suitable to clean normally soiled  
	 tableware	and	is	the	most	efficient	programme	in		
 terms of combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time	in	programme	Eco	50:	195	min 
•	 Noise	level:	42	dB	(re	1	pW) 
•	 40	dB

General Specification 
•	 8	programmes:	Intensive	70	°C,	Auto	45-65	°C, 
	 Eco	50	°C,	Night	Program	50	°C,	Glass	40	°C,	Quick		
	 wash	65	°C,	Quick	wash	45	°C,	Pre-Rinse 
•	 5	Special	options:	Remote	Start,	VarioSpeedPlus,		
 Half Load, HygienePlus, Extra Dry 
•	 Home	Connect	enabled	via	WLAN 
•	 Machine	Care 
•	 5	cleaning	temperatures

Features 
•	 ActiveWater	hydraulic	system 
•	 DosageAssist 
•	 BLDC	motor	for	heat	and	drain	pump 
•	 AquaSensor,	Load	Sensor 

•	 Detergent	Automation 
•	 Heat	exchanger 
•	 Alternating	spray 
•	 Regenerative	electronics 
•	 Self-cleaning	filter	system	with	3-fold		 	
	 corrugated	filter

Baskets and Racks 
•	 black 
•	 Push	button	top	controls 
•	 TFT	Display	inside 
•	 Acoustic	end	of	cycle	indicator 
•	 Real	Time	Clock 
•	 LED	colour	on	indicators	red/- 
•	 Electronic	delay	timer:	1-24	hours 
•	 LED	salt	refill	indicator 
•	 LED	rinse	aid	refill	indicator 
•	 high	642	yes 
•	 Cutlery	drawer	2.1

Safety 
•	 Silver	XXL	baskets 
•	 Rackmatic	3-stage 
•	 6	foldable	plate	racks	in	top	basket 
•	 8	foldable	plate	racks	in	bottom	basket 
•	 2	lever	(long/short)	2 
•	 2	shelves	in	bottom	basket 
•	 Stemware	support

Technical Information 
•	 AquaStop	-	Prevent	Water	Leakage 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Servo-lock 
•	 Stainless	steel 
•	 Dimensions	of	the	product	(HxWxD):		 	
 81.5 x 59.8 x 55 cm

Serie | 8
SMV88TX46M
60 cm dishwasher, Fully integrated

•	 Capacity:	9	place	settings	place	settings 
•	 Energy	Class:	3	Energy	Stars 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	209		
 kwh per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
	 cycles	using	cold	water	fill	and	the	consumption	of		
 the low power modes. Actual energy consumption  
 will depend on how the appliance is used. 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme		 	
 Eco 50: 0.746 kwh 
•	 Power	consumption	off-mode	/	left-on	mode:		
 0.1 W / 0.1 W 
•	 Water	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2632		
 litres per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
 cycles. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 Consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2632	litres		
 water per year / 209 kwh energy per year. Based on  
	 280	standard	cleaning	cycles	using	cold	water	fill		
 and the consumption of the low power modes. 
•	 The	information	relates	to	the	programme		Eco	50.		
 This programme is suitable to clean normally soiled  
	 tableware	and	is	the	most	efficient	programme	in		
 terms of combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time	in	programme	Eco	50:	195	min 
•	 Duration	of	the	left-on	mode:	0	min 
•	 Noise	level:	48	dB	(re	1	pW) 
•	 Fully	integrated 
•	 Energy	consumption	when	connected	to	hot	water		
 in programme Eco 50: 0.6 kwh 
•	 7-16	l 
•	 5	programmes:	Intensiv	70°C,	Auto	45-65	°C,	Eco		
	 50	°C,	Schnell	45	°C,	Vorspülen 
•	 1	special	option:	Half	Load 
•	 4	cleaning	temperatures 
•	 ActiveWater	hydraulic	system 
•	 DosageAssist 
•	 BLDC	motor	for	heat	and	drain	pump 
•	 AquaSensor,	Load	Sensor 
•	 Detergent	Automation 
•	 Heat	exchanger 
•	 Alternating	spray 
•	 Regenerative	electronics 
•	 Self-cleaning	filter	system	with	3-fold		 	

	 corrugated	filter 
•	 Stainless	steel 
•	 Push	button	top	controls 
•	 Acoustic	end	of	cycle	indicator 
•	 LED	colour	on	indicators	red/- 
•	 3,	6,	9-hour	automatic	timer 
•	 LED	salt	refill	indicator 
•	 LED	rinse	aid	refill	indicator 
•	 Silver	XXL	baskets 
•	 Vario	basket	system 
•	 Height	adjustable	top	basket 
•	 2	foldable	plate	racks	in	bottom	basket 
•	 Cutlery	rack	in	top	basket 
•	 NO_FEATURE 
•	 AquaStop	-	Prevent	Water	Leakage 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Servo-lock 
•	 Glass	care	system 
•	 Front-adjustable	rear	foot 
•	 Inclusive	Steam	protection	plate 
•	 Dimensions	of	the	product	(HxWxD):		 	
 81.5 x 44.8 x 55 cm 

Serie | 2
SPV25CX10M
Silence Plus 45 cm dishwasher 
Fully integrated

Built-In Dishwashers



•	 12	place	settings 
•	 Energy	Class:	4	Energy	Stars 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	237		
 kwh per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
	 cycles	using	cold	water	fill	and	the	consumption	of		
 the low power modes. Actual energy consumption  
 will depend on how the appliance is used. 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme		 	
 Eco 50: 0.846 kwh 
•	 Water	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2772		
 litres per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
 cycles. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 Consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2772	litres		
 water per year / 237 kwh energy per year. Based on  
	 280	standard	cleaning	cycles	using	cold	water	fill		
 and the consumption of the low power modes. 
•	 Drying	efficiency	class	NO_FEATURE	on	a	scale		
	 from	G	(least	efficient)	to	A	(most	efficient) 
•	 The	information	relates	to	the	programme		Eco	50.		
 This programme is suitable to clean normally soiled  
	 tableware	and	is	the	most	efficient	programme	in		
 terms of combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time	in	programme	Eco	50:	210	min 
•	 Duration	of	the	left-on	mode:	NO_FEATURE 
•	 Noise	level:	48	dB	(re	1	pW) 
•	 Fully	integrated 
•	5	programmes: 
	 Intensive	70	°C,	Eco	50	°C,	Quick	wash	65	°C,		
	 Quick	wash	45	°C,	Pre-Rinse 
•	 4	cleaning	temperatures 
•	 ActiveWater	hydraulic	system 
•	 DosageAssist 
•	 Load	Sensor 
•	 BLDC	motor	for	heat	and	drain	pump 
•	 Stainless	steel/Polinox 
•	 Detergent	Automation 
•	 Alternating	spray 
•	 Regenerative	electronics 

•	 Self-cleaning	filter	system	with	3-fold		 	
	 corrugated	filter 
•	 Push	button	top	controls 
•	 Acoustic	end	of	cycle	indicator 
•	 LED	colour	on	indicators	red/- 
•	 3,	6,	9-hour	automatic	timer 
•	 LED	salt	refill	indicator 
•	 LED	rinse	aid	refill	indicator 
•	 Vario	basket	system 
•	 Silver	XXL	baskets 
•	 Rackmatic	3-stage 
•	 2	foldable	plate	racks	in	bottom	basket 
•	 Cutlery	basket	in	bottom	basket 
•	 2	x	cup	shelves 
•	 AquaStop	-	Prevent	Water	Leakage 
•	 Servo-lock 
•	 Glass	care	system 
•	 Front-adjustable	rear	foot 
•	 Inclusive	Steam	protection	plate 
•	 Dimensions	of	the	product	(HxWxD):		 	
 81.5 x 59.8 x 55 cm 

Serie | 4
SMV50E00GC
60 cm dishwasher, Fully integrated

•	 12	place	settings 
•	 Energy	Class:	4	Energy	Stars 
•	 Noise	level:	48	dB	(re	1	pW) 
•	 5	programmes: 
	 Intensive	70	°C,	Auto	45-65	°C,	Eco	50	°C,	Quick		
	 wash	45	°C,	Pre-Rinse 
•	 Special	option:	VarioSpeed,	HygienePlus 
•	 4	cleaning	temperatures 
•	 ActiveWater	hydraulic	system 
•	 DosageAssist 
•	 BLDC	motor	for	heat	and	drain	pump 
•	 AquaSensor,	Load	Sensor 
•	 Detergent	Automation 
•	 Alternating	spray 
•	 Regenerative	electronics 
•	 Self-cleaning	filter	system	with	3-fold		 	
	 corrugated	filter 
•	 Stainless	steel/Polinox 
•	 Time	remaining	indicator	front 
•	 LED	colour	on	indicators	red/red 
•	 Electronic	delay	timer:	1-24	hours 
•	 LED	salt	refill	indicator 
•	 LED	rinse	aid	refill	indicator 
•	 Retractable	rotary	knob 
•	 VarioFlex	basket	system 
•	 Silver	XXL	baskets 
•	 Rackmatic	3-stage 
•	 2	foldable	plate	racks	in	top	basket 
•	 4	foldable	plate	racks	in	bottom	basket 
•	 Variable	cutlery	basket	in	bottom	basket 
•	 AquaStop	-	Prevent	Water	Leakage 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Servo-lock 
•	 Glass	care	system 
•	 Front-adjustable	rear	foot 
•	 Inclusive	Steam	protection	plate 
•	 Dimensions	of	the	product	(HxWxD):		 	
 81.5 x 59.8 x 57.3 cm 

Serie | 4
SMI53D05GC
60 cm dishwasher
Integrated - Stainless steel

•	 Capacity:	12+1	place	settings	place	settings 
•	 Energy	Class:	5	Energy	Stars 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	251		
 kwh per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
	 cycles	using	cold	water	fill	and	the	consumption	of		
 the low power modes. Actual energy consumption  
 will depend on how the appliance is used. 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme		 	
 Eco 50: 0.896 kwh 
•	 Power	consumption	off-mode	/	left-on	mode:		
•	 Water	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2604		
 litres per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
 cycles. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 Consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2604	litres		
 water per year / 251 kwh energy per year. Based on  
	 280	standard	cleaning	cycles	using	cold	water	fill		
 and the consumption of the low power modes. 
•	 Drying	efficiency	class	NO_FEATURE	on	a	scale		
	 from	G	(least	efficient)	to	A	(most	efficient) 
•	 The	information	relates	to	the	programme		Eco	50.		
 This programme is suitable to clean normally soiled  
	 tableware	and	is	the	most	efficient	programme	in		
 terms of combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time	in	programme	Eco	50:	210	min 
•	 Noise	level:	44	dB	(re	1	pW) 
•	 Fully	integrated 
•	 7-18	l 
•	 6	programmes:	Intensive	70	°C,	Auto	45-65	°C, 
	 Eco	50	°C,	Glass	40	°C,	Quick	wash	65	°C,		
	 Pre-Rinse	0	°C 
•	 4	special	options:	 
•	 5	cleaning	temperatures 
•	 ActiveWater	hydraulic	system 
•	 DosageAssist 
•	 BLDC	motor	for	heat	and	drain	pump 
•	 AquaSensor,	Load	Sensor 
•	 Detergent	Automation 
•	 Heat	exchanger 

•	 Alternating	spray 
•	 Regenerative	electronics 
•	 Self-cleaning	filter	system	with	3-fold		 	
	 corrugated	filter 
•	 Stainless	steel 
•	 Push	button	top	controls 
•	 Time	remaining	indicator	internal 
•	 Acoustic	end	of	cycle	indicator 
•	 InfoLight	red 
•	 LED	colour	on	indicators	red/red 
•	 Electronic	delay	timer:	1-24	hours 
•	 LED	salt	refill	indicator 
•	 LED	rinse	aid	refill	indicator 
•	 Silver	XXL	baskets 
•	 Rackmatic	3-stage 
•	 2	foldable	plate	racks	in	top	basket 
•	 4	foldable	plate	racks	in	bottom	basket 
•	 2	lever	(long/short) 
•	 shelves	in	bottom	basket 
•	 AquaStop	-	Prevent	Water	Leakage 
•	 Servo-lock 
•	 Front-adjustable	rear	foot 
•	 Inclusive	Steam	protection	plate 
•	 Dimensions	of	the	product	(HxWxD):		 	
 81.5 x 59.8 x 55 cm 

Serie | 4
SMV46NX10M
60 cm dishwasher Fully integrated

•	 Capacity:	12+1	place	settings	place	settings 
•	 Energy	Class:	5	Energy	Stars 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	251		
 kwhper year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
	 cycles	using	cold	water	fill	and	the	consumption	of		
 the low power modes. Actual energy consumption  
 will depend on how the appliance is used. 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme		 	
 Eco 50: 0.896 kwh 
•	 Water	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2604		
 litres per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
 cycles. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 Consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2604	litres		
 water per year / 251 kwh energy per year. Based on  
	 280	standard	cleaning	cycles	using	cold	water	fill		
 and the consumption of the low power modes. 
•	 Drying	efficiency	class	NO_FEATURE	on	a	scale		
	 from	G	(least	efficient)	to	A	(most	efficient) 
•	 The	information	relates	to	the	programme		Eco	50.		
 This programme is suitable to clean normally soiled  
	 tableware	and	is	the	most	efficient	programme	in		
 terms of combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time	in	programme	Eco	50:	210	min 
•	 Duration	of	the	left-on	mode:	NO_FEATURE 
•	 Noise	level:	44	dB	(re	1	pW) 
•	 Integrated 
•	 Energy	consumption	when	connected	to	hot	water		
 in programme Eco 50: NO_FEATURE 
•	 7-18	l 
•	 8	programmes:	Intensive	70	°C,	Auto	45-65	°C,		
	 Eco	50	°C,	Night	Program	50	°C,	Glass	40	°C,		
 Quick wash 
•	 4	special	options:	Intensive	Zone,	VarioSpeedPlus,		
 Half Load, HygienePlus 
•	 Machine	Care 
•	 6	cleaning	temperatures 
•	 ActiveWater	hydraulic	system 
•	 DosageAssist 
•	 BLDC	motor	for	heat	and	drain	pump 
•	 AquaSensor,	Load	Sensor 
•	 Detergent	Automation 
•	 Heat	exchanger 
•	 Alternating	spray 

•	 Regenerative	electronics 
•	 Self-cleaning	filter	system	with	3-fold		 	
	 corrugated	filter 
•	 Stainless	steel 
•	 Time	remaining	indicator	front 
•	 Programme	flow	display 
•	 LED	colour	on	indicators 
•	 Electronic	delay	timer:	1-24	hours 
•	 LED	salt	refill	indicator 
•	 LED	rinse	aid	refill	indicator 
•	 yes 
•	 Silver	XXL	baskets 
•	 Rackmatic	3-stage 
•	 2	foldable	plate	racks	in	top	basket 
•	 4	foldable	plate	racks	in	bottom	basket 
•	 2	lever	(long/short) 
•	 shelves	in	bottom	basket 
•	 AquaStop	-	Prevent	Water	Leakage 
•	 Childproof	control	lock 
•	 Servo-lock 
•	 Front-adjustable	rear	foot 
•	 Inclusive	Steam	protection	plate 
•	 Dimensions	of	the	product	(HxWxD):		 	
 81.5 x 59.8 x 57.3 cm

Serie | 6
SMI68NS10M
60 cm dishwasher
Integrated - Stainless steel

DishwasherDishwasher



Notes: Built-in Refrigerators.



Notes:

Cooling

Built-In Fridge / Freezers

Main Features 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	No 
•	 Total	capacity:	227	litres 
•	 Easy	clean	interior 
•	 Mechanical	control 
•	 Automatic	defrost	in	fridge	section

Fridge Section 
•	 Total	capacity:	227	litres 
•	 6	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	5	are	height		
 adjustable 
•	 Vegetable	container	with	wavy	bottom 
•	 4	large	door	shelves 
•	 LED	interior	light	LED

Technical Information 
•	 Door	right	hinged,	reversible 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-ST 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 36 dB dB(A) re 1 pW 
•	 Dimensions:	H	122.1	cm	x	L	54.1	cm	x	D	54.2	cm 
•	 Niche	Dimension	H	X	W	x	D:		 	
 122.5 cm cm x 56 cm x 55 cm

Accessories 
•	 1	x	egg	tray

Serie | 2
KIR24V20GB
Built-in/under fridge

•	 Flat	hinge 
•	 Easy	Installation

Performance and consumption 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	No 
•	 Total	capacity:	321	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 37 dB dB(A) re 1 pW 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T

Design 
•	 LED	interior	light	LED

Comfort and Safety 
•	 7	segment	electronic	control 
•	 Constant	temperature	by	intelligent	sensor		
 technology 
•	 Automatic	defrost	in	fridge	section 
•	 Supercool	function	with	automatic	deactivation 
•	 Acoustic	warning	system

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:321	litres 
•	 with	carbon	filter 
•	 7	safety	glass	shelves	(6	height	adjustable),	of		
 which Base plates, 2 glass plates extendible 
•	 Bottle	rack 
•	 6	door	bins,	there	of	1x	dairy	compartment 
 
Freshness System 
•	 1cont.	hydrofresh	w	tel.	rails	on	telescopic	rails		
 with humidity control - keeps fruit and vegetables  
 up to 2 x longer fresh! 
•	 Vegetable	container	on	telescopic	rails

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	177.2	cm	x	L	55.8	cm	x	D	54.5	cm 
•	 Niche	Dimension	H	X	W	x	D:		 	
 177.5 cm cm x 56 cm x 55 cm

Technical Information 
•	 Door	right	hinged,	reversible 
•	 Connection	load:	90	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V 
•	 Transportation	handles

Accessories 
•	 2	x	egg	tray 
•	 bottle	holder

Highlights 
•	 1cont.	hydrofresh	w	tel.	rails	-	keeps	fruit	and		
 vegetables up to 2 x longer fresh! 
•	 Vario	shelf	-	individually	variable	for	ideal	
  use of space 
•	 Easy	access	shelf	-	easy	access	and		 	
 everything in sight 
•	 touch	control	-	enduring	elegance	-		 	
 pefectly under control!

Country Specific Options 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance. 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	321	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	321	l

Serie | 6
KIR81AF30M
SmartCool Built-in/under fridge

Performance and consumption 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	No 
•	 Total	capacity:	294	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 40 dB dB(A) re 1 pW 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-ST

Design 
•	 Easy	clean	interior

Comfort and Safety 
•	 LED	electronic	control 
•	 Automatic	defrost	in	fridge	section

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:222	litres 
•	 5	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	4	are	height		
 adjustable 
•	 5	large	door	shelves

Freshness System 
•	 Vegetable	container	with	wavy	bottom

Freezer Section 
•	 Freezer	capacity:	72	litres 

•	 Freezing	capacity:	6	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	13	Hours 
•	 3	transparent	freezer	drawers 
•	 Freezing	calendar

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	X	W	x	D:		 	 	
 177.2 cm x 54.1 cm x 54.5 cm 
•	 Niche	Dimension	H	X	W	x	D:		 	
 177.5 cm cm x 56.2 cm x 55 cm

Technical Information 
•	 Door	right	hinged,	reversible

Country Specific Options 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance. 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	294	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	222	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	72	l	(-18°C	and	below) 

Serie | 2
KIV38X22GB
Built-in fridge freezer, bottom freezer 
Sliding hinge



Built-in Washing Machines.

Cooling

Performance and consumption 
•	 Total	capacity:	274	litres 
•	 Fridge	section:	210	litres 
•	 Freezer	capacity:	64	litres 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	26	Hours 
•	 Freezing	capacity:	3	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 38 dB dB(A) re 1 pW 
•	 fully	integrat.	with	special	hinged	door

Design 
•	 Integrated,	Sliding	hinge 
•	 Sliding	hinge 
•	 Easy	clean	interior

Comfort and Safety 
•	 LED	electronic	control 
•	 Constant	temperature	by	intelligent		 	
 sensor technology 
•	 1	compressor/1	cold	circuit 
•	 Automatic	deactivation 
•	 Automatic	defrost	in	fridge	section

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:210	litres 
•	 5	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	4	are		 	
 height adjustable 
•	 1	large	door	shelves 
•	 LED	interior	light	LED

Freshness System 
•	 Vegetable	container	with	wavy	bottom

Freezer Section 
•	 Freezer	capacity:	64	litres 
•	 Freezing	capacity:	3	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	26	Hours 
•	 2	transparent	freezer	drawers,	incl.1 
•	 Freezing	calendar

Technical Information 
•	Door	right	hinged,	reversible 
•	Connection	load:	90	W 
•	Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Dimensions 
•	 Niche	Dimension	H	X	W	x	D:		 	
 177.5 cm cm x 56 cm x 55 cm 
•	 Dimensions:	H	177.2	cm	x	L	54.1	cm	x	D	54.5	cm

Accessories 
•	 2	x	cold	accumulator,	2	x	egg	tray,	1	x	ice	cube	tray 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	274	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	210	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	64	l	(-18°C	and	below) 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance.

Main Features 
•	 0.381	kwh/24	h	energy	consumption 
•	 Ventilation	in	plinth,	no	cut-out	in	the		 	
 worksurface necessary 
•	 Variable	plinth	adaption 
•	 Height	adjustable	feet,	back	feet	can	be		
 adjusted from front

Comfort and Safety 
•	 Mechanical	control 
•	 1	compressor/1	cold	circuit 
•	 Automatic	defrost	in	fridge	section

Fridge Section 
•	 2	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	1	are	height		
 adjustable 
•	 Big	pull	out	tray 
•	 2	vegetable	containers	with	lid 
•	 1	large	door	shelves 
•	 Bottle	holder	in	x-deep	door	tray 
•	 1	fridge	light	1x15	Watt 
 

Technical Information 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	A++	kWh/yr:	140 
•	 Total	capacity:	131	litres 
•	 Door	right	hinged,	reversible 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-ST 
•	 Niche	Dimension	H	X	W	x	D:	 	
 82 cm cm x 60 cm x 55 cm 
•	 Dimensions:	H	82	cm	x	L	59.8	cm	x	D	54.8	cm 
•	 Connection	load:	90	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Accessories 
•	1	x	egg	tray,	1	x	ice	cube	tray

Performance and consumption 
•	Comfort	and	Safeness

Serie | 4
KIV87VS30M
Built-in fridge freezer, bottom freezer 
Sliding hinge

Serie | 6
KUL15A60M
Build-under refrigerator Flat hinge



Washing Machine

Built-In Washing Machine/Washer Dryer

Notes:
Main features 
•	 electricityconsumption	wash	and	dry	5.5	kwh,		
 waterconsumption wash and dry 99 l in label-/ 
 normprogramme 
•	 Capacity:	7	kg	washing	-	4	kg	drying 
•	 Non-stop	wash	and	dry	programme	4	kg 
•	 Spin	speed	selection	1400	to	600	rpm 
•	 Noise	level	washing	(dB):	57 
•	 Noise	level	spinning	(dB):	74

Programmes 
•	 Special	programme:	Fluff-removal	cycle

Options 
•	 Short-stroke	buttons:	Start,	Spin	speed	reduction,		
 Modify, Menu, Drying und 24 h Start time delay

Convenience and Safety 
•	 Display	for	programme	progress	indication,		
 remaining time and 24 h end time delay 
•	 Fully	electronic	control	dial	for	all	wash-	and		
 special programs 
•	 Timed	programmes 
•	 Aquatronic	wash	system 
•	 multiple-stage 
•	 Foam	detection	system 
•	 Unbalanced	load	detection 
•	 Buzzer	to	indicate	the	end	of	cycle 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Porthole	with	glass	cover 
•	 side	opening	door,	hinge	left 
•	 Metal	door	closing	hook 
•	 Magnetic	porthole	lock

Technical information 
•	 adjustable	base	hight:	16.5	cm 
•	 adjustable	base	depth:	6	cm 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	82	x	59.5	x	58.4	cm 

Serie | 6
WKD28351GC
Automatic washer dryer, fully 
integrated

Main features 
•	 Capacity:	8	kg 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	4	Energy	Stars

Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	Extra	Rinse	/	Starching,		
 Drain / Spin, quick wash/mixture, Super 15 min /  
	 Super	30	min,	Woollen	/	Hand	Wash	30°C,	30°C

Options 
•	 varioPerfect:	time	or	energy	optimized	programs		
 with perfect wash performance 
•	 Touch	control	buttons:	Start	/	Reload	/	Pause,	Spin		
 speed reduction/Yes

Convenience and Safety 
•	 Reload	function:	Be	flexible	in	adding	laundry	items	 
 even after start of the wash cycle. 
•	 Large	display	for	programme	progress	indication,		
 spin speed, remaining time, 24 h end time delay  
 and load recommendation 
•	 Ferrite-BLDC 
•	 EcoSilence	drive	with	10	year	warranty 
•	 Multiple	water	protection 
•	 infinitely	variable 
•	 Foam	detection	system 
•	 Unbalanced	load	detection 
•	 Buzzer	to	indicate	the	end	of	cycle 
•	 30	cm-porthole,	white	with	130°	opening	door 
•	 Door	hinging	interchangeable 
•	 Metal	door	closing	hook

Technical information 
•	 adjustable	base	hight:	15	cm 
•	 adjustable	base	depth:	6.5	cm 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	81.8	x	59.6	x	54.4	cm 
 

Serie | 6
WIW24560GC
Automatic washer dryer, fully 
integrated



Notes:

Product specification and installation guide. 
For Built-in products.



Notes:

Installation Guide

Built-In Ovens Technical Diagrams.
All the dimensions are in millimeters.

measurements in mm

min. 550 35

560+8

140

594

130

548

590+4

BIC630NS1M,
Warming Drawer Stainless Steel

min. 35Space for oven
outlet or socket

measurements in mm

min. 560

590
30 30

300 100
860-864

896 549
23

594

850

577

VGD553FR0,
Stainless steel 90 cm built-in gas oven

min. 35Space for oven
outlet or socket

measurements in mm

min. 560

590
30 30

300 100
860-864

896 549
23

594

850

577

VGD553FB0,
Stainless steel 90 cm built-in gas oven

* 20 mm for metal fascias
measurements in mm

max. 597)
(min. 575

min. 550

Space for oven
connection
socket 320x115 

max. 50
520
max.

20

594

595

115
590

60

548

560+8

*19

180
405

570

HBJ538ES0M,
Oven Stainless steel
55 cm dishwasher, taller height

* 20 mm for metal fascias
measurements in mm

max. 597)
(min. 575

min. 550

Space for oven
connection
socket 320x115 

max. 50
520
max.

20

594

595

115
590

60

548

560+8

*19

180
405

570

HBJ538EB0M,
Oven Black 55 cm dishwasher, taller height

Space for oven 
outlet or socket 

measurements in mm

min. 560
min. 
35

471-473
30 30

300 100
860-864

700-860

896 554
23

475
848

466

VBC554FS0,
Stainless steel 90 cm built-in oven 

min. 35Space for oven
outlet or socket

measurements in mm

min. 560

590
30 30

300 100
860-864

896 549
23

594

850

577

VBD554FS0,
Stainless steel 90 cm built-in oven 

* 20 mm for metal fascias
measurements in mm

max. 597)
(min. 575

min. 550

Space for oven
connection
socket 320x115 

max. 50
520
max.

20

594

595

115
590

60

548

560+8

*19

180
405

570

HBF113BR0M,
Oven Stainless steel 55 cm dishwasher, 
taller height

Space for oven 
outlet or socket 

measurements in mm

min. 560
min. 
35

471-473
30 30

300 100
860-864

700-860

896 554
23

475
848

466

VBC514CR0,
Stainless steel 90 cm built-in oven 

HBN211E2M
Brushed Steel Built-in Single Oven

*20 mm for metal fascias

Measurements in mm

Space for oven 
connection socket
320x115

595

595 548

max. 59

min.
550 560+8

600+4

60

max. 20

*19

180
145

max. 
520

570

405
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* 20 mm for metal fascias
measurements in mm

max. 597)
(min. 575

min. 550

Space for oven
connection
socket 320x115 

max. 50
520
max.

20

594

595

115
590

60

548

560+8

*19

180
405

570

HBJ354YS0M,
Oven Stainless steel

Dimensions in mm

If two Domino modular units are 
installed right next to a recessed cooktop, 
two installation kits (HEZ394301) are required.

490-500+2

min.
60-50

L
606
816
916

X
1182
1392
1492

min. 600

527
306

L
306

X
min.
50

PKF375CA1M,
30 cm, Domino ceramic

min. 
50

 
 
 

*min. 90

***min. 

* Minimum clearance from 
the cooktop cutout to the wall

** Recessed depth
*** With oven installed below

possibly more; see oven
measurement requirements

measurements in mm

20

min. 50

min. 600

780+2

**48

795517

500+2

PKC845FP1M,
80 cm, Ceramic hob

min. 
50

*min. 90

***min. 

* Minimum clearance from 
the cooktop cutout to the wall

** Recessed depth
*** With oven installed below

possibly more; see oven
measurement requirements

measurements in mm

20

min. 50

min. 600

560+2

**45

592522

490-500+2

PKE611F17Q,
60 cm, Ceramic hob

Dimensions in mm

If two or more Domino 
modular units are installed right
next to each other, one or more
installation kits are required (2 elements 
1 installation kit, 3 elements 2 installation kits,
etc.).   

490-500+2

min.
60-50

L
306
396

X
882
972

min. 600 

527
306

L
306

X
min.
50

PKF375FP1M,
30 cm, Domino ceramic

min. 
50

*min. 90

***min. 

* Minimum clearance from 
the cooktop cutout to the wall

** Recessed depth
*** With oven installed below

possibly more; see oven
measurement requirements

measurements in mm

20

min. 50

min. 600

560+2

**39

592522

490-500+2

PKE611D17M,
60 cm, Ceramic hob

min. 
50

*min. 90

***min. 

* Minimum clearance from 
the cooktop cutout to the wall

** Recessed depth
*** With oven installed below

possibly more; see oven
measurement requirements

measurements in mm

20

min. 60

min. 600

750+2

**45
802522

490+2

PKN811BA1M,
80 cm, hob

measurements in mm

Space for 
oven 
outlet

min. 560

max. 52

550

597

588

4

550

592
580

22

    593-    
595   

554-564

30030

30

    490-    
500   

HGL10E150
Stainless Steel Gas Built-in Oven

measurements in mm

Space for 
oven 
outlet

min. 560

max. 52

550

597

588

4

550

592
580

22

    593-    
595   

554-564

30030

30

    490-    
500   

HGL10G050M
Stainless Steel Gas Oven

measurements in mm

min. 550

19.5

Space for appliance 
connection 320 x 115

max. 
 45

405

595

35

560+8535

595 548

6035

577

585+10

HBG655BS1M 
Stainless Steel, Oven 

* 20 mm for metal fronts

min. 550

measurements in mm

Rear panel
open 35

560+8
600

380+2

382

594

554297

346

*19

35

BFL524MS0M 
Built-in microwave oven

* 20 mm for metal fronts

min. 550

measurements in mm

Rear panel
open 35

560+8

600

380+2

382

594

554369

360

*19

35

BEL554MS0M 
Built-in microwave oven

measurements in mm

min. 550

19.5

Space for appliance 
connection 320 x 115

max. 
 45

405

595

35

560+8535

595 548

6035

577

585+10

HBG656RS1M 
Stainless Steel, Oven 

measurements in mm

Space for 
appliance 
hook-up
320 x 115

19.5

max. 
45

min. 
550min. 600+4

min.
20

560+8

180

405

535

577

595

594 548

HBG6764S6M 
Stainless Steel, Oven 

BEL634GS1M
Built-in Microwave Stainless Steel

Dimensioni in mm

min. 
560+8

min. 18min. 300

Parete posteriore
aperta

19,5

362-365

600

594

382

318

min. 550

max. 

measurements in mm

Space for 
appliance connection
320 x 115

Ventilation space 
in the base min. 50 cm2

 45

19.5
405

455

35

560+8407

595 548

6035

442

450+5

CMG656BS1M,
Compact Oven with Microwave Stainless Steel

*

measurements in mm

Area for the air recirculation 
module or the duct.
Exact position depends 
on the countertop depth. 

Minimum clearance from the 
cooktop cutout to the wall

** Recessed depth

*min. 40

min. 20

min. 600

min. 800

min.
50

min. 50

-0

-0

**198

816527

780+2
490-500+2

PXX875D34E,
Induction hob with extractor, autarkic
80 cm Induktions - Ceramic hob

PKF645K17Q
Frame Design Brushed Steel,
60 cm Ceramic Hob

min.
50

* Minimum distance from 
 the hob cut-out to the wall
** Recessed depth
*** With fitted oven underneath, 
 possibly more; see space 
 requirements for the oven

*min. 90

***min.
20

measurements in mm

min. 50

min. 600

560+2

**48

583513

490-500+2

PKN601DV1M
60 cm, hob

*  Minimum clearance from the 
 cooktop cutout to the wall
** Recessed depth

*** With oven installed below possibly more,
 see oven measurement requirements

6.5+0.5

*min. 90

***min. 30

min. 50

min. 50
Maximum 1 
chamfer

measurements in mm

R 10

R 5

min.
600

512 572

**51

576±1

560+2

51
6±

1 50
0+

2

PKN971FB1M
90 cm, Ceramic hob

min. 
50

* Minimum clearance from the 
 cooktop cutout to the wall
** Recessed depth
*** With oven installed below
 see oven requirements
 

*min. 90

***min. 
20

measurements in mm

min. 50

min. 600

880+2

**44

916527

500+2

PKV975DV1M

min. 
50

* Minimum clearance from the 
 cooktop cutout to the wall
** Recessed depth
*** With oven installed below
 see oven requirements
 

*min. 90

***min. 
20

measurements in mm

min. 50

min. 600

880+2

**44

916527

500+2

PUE611BB1E
Frameless design 60 cm Induktions
Ceramic hob

min. 
50

* Minimum clearance from the 
 cooktop cutout to the wall
** Recessed depth
*** With oven installed below min. 30,
 possibly more; see oven measurement 
 requirements

*min. 40

***min. 20

measurements in mm

min. 50

min. 600

**51

592522

490-500+2
-0

560+2
-0
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PXX375FB1E
Brushed Steel, Comfort Profile

min.
50

* Minimum distance from 
 the hob cut-out to the wall
** Recessed depth
*** With fitted oven underneath min. 30,
 possibly more; see space requirements
 for the oven

*min. 40

***min. 20

measurements in mm

min. 50

min. 600

880+2

**51

916

23
29

527

827

490-500+2

PXX975KW1E
90 cm, Ceramic hob

min. 
50

* Minimum clearance from 
 the cooktop cutout to the wall
** Recessed depth
*** With oven installed below min. 30,
 possibly more; see oven
 measurement requirements

*min. 40

***min. 20

measurements in mm

min. 50

min. 600

880+2

**51

916

23
29

527

827

490-500+2

POP6C6B80M
60 cm Gas hob with integrated controls, Hard 
Glass, black

* min. 
 100

***min.* Minimum clearance from  
the cooktop cutout to the wall

** Location of gas connections in cutout
*** With oven installed below possibly more; 

see oven measurement requirements 
measurements in mm

30

min. 50

min. 600

45

590

55

58520

17

17-27

560+2
-0

-0480-490+2

**

PCQ9B5O90M
90 cm, hob, Stainless steel

* min. 
 150

***min.* Minimum clearance from  
the cooktop cutout to the wall

** Location of gas connections in cutout
*** With oven installed below possibly more; 

see oven measurement requirements 
measurements in mm

30

min. 50

min. 600
    490-500    +2   

-0

    850    +2   
-0

45 915

61

53520

27

43-53**

PPQ9B6O90M
90 cm, hob, Hard Glass, Black

*min.
150

***min.* Minimum clearance from  
the cooktop cutout to the wall

** Location of gas connections in cutout
*** With oven installed below possibly more; 

see oven measurement requirements 
measurements in mm

30

min. 50

min. 600

45 915

61

58520

31

43-53**

850+2

490-500+2
-0

-0

PBP6C5B80M
60 cm Gas hob with integrated controls,     
brushed steel

 

* min. 
 100

***min.* Minimum clearance from  
the cooktop cutout to the wall

** Location of gas connections in cutout
*** With oven installed below possibly more; 

see oven measurement requirements 
measurements in mm

30

min. 50

min. 600

45

580

53

56510

17

17-27

560+2
-0

-0480-490+2

**

PXX675DV1E
60 cm, Ceramic hob

min. 
50

*min. 40

***min. 20* Minimum clearance from the 
cooktop cutout to the wall

** Recessed depth
*** With oven installed below

possibly more; see oven
measurement requirements

measurements in mm

min. 50

min. 600

560+2

**51

606527

490-500+2

PXX975DC1E
Brushed	Steel,	Comfort	Profile,	90	cm
Ceramic Hob

PPS9A6B90M
90 cm, hob, Hard Glass, Black

DHU965CGB
Conventional hood, 90 cm

DWB64BC51B DWB94BC51B
Chimney hood, 90 cm

min.
50

* Minimum distance from 
 the hob cut-out to the wall
** Recessed depth
*** With fitted oven underneath min. 30,
 possibly more; see space requirements
 for the oven

*min. 40

***min. 20

measurements in mm

min. 50

min. 600

880+2

**51

916

23
29

527

827

490-500+2 *min.
150

***min.* Minimum clearance from  
the cooktop cutout to the wall

** Location of gas connections in cutout
*** With oven installed below possibly more; 

see oven measurement requirements 
measurements in mm

30

min. 50

min. 600

45
915

61

58520

27

43-53**

850+2

490-500+2
-0

-0

44,5

dia. 100/120

measurements in mm

898

234
47

35

16
16

208

26

measurements in mm

(1)  Exhaust air
(2)  Circulating air
(3)  Air outlet – Mount slits for
 exhaust air downwards

min. 120 (1)
min. 10 (2)

580

505

257

247

600

53

(3)
635-965 (1)

635-1075 (2)

260250

500

measurements in mm

(1)  Exhaust air
(2)  Circulating air
(3)  Air outlet – Mount slits for
 exhaust air downwards

min. 120 (1)

min. 10 (2)

580

505

257

247

900

53

(3)
635-965 (1)

635-1075 (2)

260250

500

 *   min .   
  100 

 ***min. 
* Minimum clearance from 

recessed cooktop cutout to the wall
** Location of gas connection (in cutout)
*** With oven installed below possibly more; 

see oven measurement requirements
measurements in mm

30  

min. 50

min. 600

 
 

 
 

 
 

    270    +2   

43

44

45

    490-500    +2   

**

62

59
527

306

PBP6C5B60M
Gas Hob with Integrated Controls, 60 cm 
Brushed Steel

**

*min.
100

***min.
* Minimum clearance from 

the cooktop cutout to the wall
** Location of gas connection in cutout
*** With oven installed below

possibly more; see oven
measurement requirements

measurements
in mm

30

min. 50

min. 600

560+2

480-490+2
-0

-0

45

582

56

53520

26

19-29

*min. 150

***min.
* Minimum clearance from  

the cooktop cutout to the wall
** Location of gas connections in cutout
*** With oven installed below possibly more; 

see oven measurement requirements 
measurements in mm

30

min. 55

min. 600

45

750

56

53520

26

19-29

480-490+2
-0

560+2
-0

**

PCP6A5B90M
Gas Hob, 60 cm Brushed Steel

PGQ7B5B90M
75 cm, hob, Stainless steel

* min. 
 150

***min.* Minimum clearance from  
the cooktop cutout to the wall

** Location of gas connections in cutout
*** With oven installed below possibly more; 

see oven measurement requirements 
measurements in mm

30

min. 50

min. 600
    490-500    +2   

-0

    850    +2   
-0

45 915

61

53520

27

43-53**

PCR9A5B90M
Gas Hob, 90 cm Brushed Steel

*min.
100

***min.
* Minimum clearance from 

recessed cooktop cutout to the wall
** Location of gas connection (in cutout)
*** With oven installed below possibly more; 

see oven measurement requirements
measurements in mm

30

min. 50

min. 600

270+2

43-53

57

45

490-500+2

**

62

45
527

306

44.5

dia. 100/120

measurements in mm

598

234
47

35

16
16

208

26

PRB3A6D70M
Gas Hob, 30 cm Ceramic

DHU665CGB
Conventional hood, 60 cm

DWP64CC50M
Pyramidal Design Chimney Hood, 60 cm
Brushed Steel  

DWP94CC50M
Wall mounted hood Chimney hood,  
90 cm

measurements
in mm

Exhaust air
min. 660 

max. 1015 

Circulating air
min. 790

max. 1015

176

250

390

207

210
180

470 598/898

35

400

measurements
in mm

Exhaust air
min. 660 

max. 1015 

Circulating air
min. 790

max. 1015

176

250

390

207

210
180

470 598/898

35

400

DWK065G60M
Inclined Design Chimney Hood, 60 cm Black

measurements in mm

(1) exhaust 
air

(2) circulating air
(3) air outlet - install exhaust air slit

facing down

 
 
 

 

min. 240 (1)

min. 20 (2)

164

211
862-1080(1)

770-1080(2)

350

213

166

(3)

596

367

400

386

121

DWK095G60M
Inclined Design Chimney Hood Black

DWB97DM50B
Chimney hood, 90 cm

DIB97IM50M
Island chimney hood, 90 cm
Box brand design - Stainless steel

measurements in mm

(1) exhaust 
air

(2) circulating air
(3) air outlet - install exhaust air slit

facing down

 
 
 

 

min. 240 (1)

min. 20 (2)

164

211
862-1080(1)

770-1080(2)

350

213

166

(3)

896

367400

386

121

measurements in mm

(1)  Exhaust air
(2)  Circulating air
(3)  Air outlet – Mount slits for
 exhaust air downwards

min. 120 (1)

min. 10 (2)

580

505

257

247

900

53

(3)
635-965 (1)

635-1075 (2)

260250

500

(1)
(2)

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

*

measurements in mm
Air outlet – Mount slits for exhaust
air downwards

744-1044

744-924
Exhaust air

Circulating air

from the grate
surface

min. 245

min. 550 Electric
Recommendation 650
min. 650 Gas*

min. 155 
min. 35 

Circulating air
Exhaust air

351

359

256

264

600 898

53

 446

(3)
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DWF97RV60B
Flat Design Chimney Hood, 90 cm 
Black with Glass Canopy

DLN53AA50B
Canopy hood, 49 cm

CTL636EB1 
Fully automatic espresso maker/fully automatic 
coffee machine black

DDA097G59B 
90 cm wide

DFT63CA50M 
Slimline hood, 60 cm

min. 70(1)

min. 130(2)

min. 130(1)

min. 70(2)
min. 1019(1)

max. 1289(1)

min. 1079(2)

measurements in mm

(1) exhaust 
air

(2) circulating air
(3) air outlet – install exhaust air slits

facing down

max. 1349(2)

890

263

550

430

460 190
260

256

470
187(3)

measurements in mm

22.5

ø 120

22.5

300

234

257

99

208

min. 400

measurements in mm

Bean and water reservoir 
are removed to the front. 
Recommended installation 
height 95‒145 cm.

455

594

558
356

19

449

560+8450+2

35

min. 650.5
max. 1051.5

min. 20
max. 175

2.5

measurements in mm

793.3

Maximum of 5 single 
burners
Maximum output
Single burner: 5 kW

Detail A

2.5

Detail A

The motor unit is centered and
can be turned to all four sides 
and mounted on the front or rear side. 

95

120

401

648

912
802

328

297

195 60

332

measurements in mm

534

120

177208

675
493

270

measurements in mm

ø 150

24

65
175135

40

10-30
0-152

20

498
24 18

18224
260

280 598

min. 550

measurements in mm

Bean and water containers are 
removed from the front. 
Recommended installation height 95-145 cm.

455

594

558
356

19

449

560+8450

35

+2

CTL636ES1
Fully-automatic	Coffee	Maker	Stainless	Steel
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Bean and water reservoir 
are removed to the front. 
Recommended installation 
height 95‒145 cm.
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CTL636ES6
Fully automatic espresso maker/fully 
automatic	coffee	machine	stainless	steel

Built-In Dishwashers Technical Diagrams.
All the dimensions are in millimeters.
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60 cm dishwasher, Fully integrated
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Silence Plus 45 cm dishwasher 
Fully integrated
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Dishwasher Built-In, 60 cm White
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SMI53D05GC
Dishwasher Built-In, 60 cm White

SMV46NX10M
60 cm dishwasher Fully integrated

SMI68NS10M
60 cm dishwasher
Integrated - Stainless steel
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Built-in Refrigerator Technical Diagrams.
All the dimensions are in millimeters.

Venting through base
min. 200 cm2

measurements in mm

Air outlet min. 200 cm2
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KIR24V20GB
Built-in/under fridge

max. 
2200

measurements in mm

Venting
through base
min. 200 cm2

Air outlet 
min. 200 cm2

560 recommended
min. 550

min.
560

1772+8

KIR81AF30M
SmartCool Built-in/under Fridge

Ventilation space in the base
min. 200 cm2

Air outlet
min. 200 cm2

min. 50

 min.
 550

min.
560

Measurements in mm

KIV38X22GB
Built-in Fridge Freezer, Bottom Freezer 
Sliding Hinge

max. 
2200

measurements in mm

Venting
through base
min. 200 cm2

Air outlet 
min. 200 cm2

560 recommended
min. 550

min. 
560

    1772    +8   

KIV87VS30M
Built-in Fridge Freezer, Bottom Freezer
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More capacity,
more convenience.
Bosch XXL Refrigerator.



Cutting-edge technology  
that cuts energy costs too.
At Bosch, we take energy efficiency very 
seriously and we work hard to make our 
cooling products some of the most energy-
efficient performers in the industry.

Save energy with the Bosch fridge or freezer
Unlike your washing machine or dishwasher, your 
fridge or freezer is on 24 hours a day, so it is especially 
important that the appliance does not waste energy. 
Our cooling products are among the most energy-
efficient performers in the industry, minimising 
environmental damage and saving you money. 

Longer-lasting is good for the environment
Thanks to the advanced technology incorporated into each and every 
Bosch refrigeration appliance, food stays fresher for longer. That means 
less food ends up in the rubbish bin. Plus, more food can be bought in bulk, 
which means fewer shopping trips and less waste of natural resources.

Look out for this Bosch energy efficiency symbol as it is there to help you 
identify our most energy-efficient models.



Auto defrost
Automatically defrosts the fridge 
at regular intervals without the 
need to switch off the appliance or 
remove the food stored.

Freezer compartment with 
individual freezing elements
Bosch freezer compartments allow 
food to be stored below -18 C̊ so 
that it can be stored for longer. All 
standard (non-frost-free) Bosch 
freezer drawers feature individual 
freezing elements which ensure an 
even temperature throughout the 
freezer, as well as efficient freezing 
in every drawer.

BigBox
This extra large freezer drawer 
means you can store bulky frozen 
goods or stack freezer containers.

LED Light
Brilliant, even light to help you see 
inside the whole fridge interior 
more clearly, ensuring that you 
use your fridge space as efficiently 
as possible. Elegantly integrated 
into the top or side of the fridge 
compartment, the light is unlikely 
to be blocked by food, giving you 
constant illumination every time you 
open the fridge door.

Extendable GlassShelf
Our shelves glide in and out 
effortlessly, enabling you to reach 
your food from the back and front 
of the fridge. Available on all 
fridge freezers.

For food that stays fresh for longer.
The features that set us apart.

VitaFresh
With it’s temperature and humidity 
control sliders, VitaFresh can 
keep your food fresh for 2x longer, 
making your life more easy and 
healthy.

Separate cooling systems
Separate evaporators for the fridge 
and freezer sections not only 
prevent the transfer of smell, but 
also allow the fridge and freezer 
temperatures to be controlled 
separately.

Active Cooling
The temperature within a 
conventional fridge can be 
uneven, since warmer air rises. 
Bosch Active Cooling solves this 
problem by blowing cold air into 
all areas of the fridge by fan or rear 
wall venting. Electronic sensors 
maintain a constant temperature 
throughout the compartment to 
+/-10 C̊. Your food is protected 
against bacterial growth, and is 
kept fresh for longer.

Electronic temperature control
Accurate temperature control 
is essential to maximise the 
freshness of your food. Our 
premium fridge freezers feature 
accurate electronic control and 
temperature display for both fridge 
and freezer sections.

MultiAirflow Cooling
The MultiAirflow Cooling function 
greatly improves circulation of 
air around the fridge, regulating 
temperature and humidity levels 
and eradicating condensation 
build-up, so that your food stays 
fresher for longer.

SuperCool
Putting new food into your fridge 
causes the internal temperature 
to increase, so your fridge has to 
work harder to cool down and the 
food already stored in there can get 
warmer. The SuperCool function 
will prepare your fridge by rapidly 
reducing the temperature, keeping 
the contents cool, and quickly 
cooling the new groceries down 
to 2 C̊.

SuperFreeze
Adding new food to the freezer 
raises the internal temperature, 
and the freezer has to work harder 
to avoid food already in there from 
warming up, and possibly even 
part-defrosting. The SuperFreeze 
function rapidly lowers the 
temperature in the freezer, 
ensuring that the food is frozen 
quickly, while the surrounding 
frozen food stays frozen. So 
even when the door is open for 
longer periods, the contents are 
protected.

AirFresh Filter
The AirFresh Filter ensures that 
odours in the fridge are reduced, 
and the transfer of food smells is 
minimised.

Ice cold service
Help yourself whenever you want 
with the ice/water dispenser for 
drinking water, crushed ice and ice 
cubes. Use the Quick Ice function 
when in a hurry. Add to that the 
water filter and exceptionally bright 
LED light to give you a fantastic 
experience.

NoFrost
Available on select models, this 
innovative system eliminates the 
formation of ice on food and the 
freezer interior, meaning you never 
have to worry about defrosting again. 
Intelligent electronics ensure that 
the defrost operation is only initiated 
when the appliance actually needs it.
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Say goodbye to Fridgearitis.  
Say hello to a Bosch Bottom
Freezer Refrigerator.
Ergonomically-designed Bottom Freezer Refrigerators to keep 
backaches away.

Bosch refrigeration products are packed with innovative features and storage solutions that keep your food fresh 
for longer. And now, our refrigerators with bottom freezers will also ensure that backaches, because of constant 
bending, will be a thing of the past. Ergonomically-designed specifically with your active lifestyle as a modern 
homemaker in mind, these refrigerators will ensure that you bend less.



Perfect storage solutions
In 1933, Bosch introduced the first domestic fridge. 
Today, our refrigerators are as innovative as ever. 
As well as being pioneers in product design, our 
commitment to the environment led us to design 
appliances that not only save money, but also care for 
the environment.

With state-of-the-art features such as SuperFreeze, 
chiller-safe and EasySlide crisper drawers, Bosch 
refrigerators provide the perfect storage solutions.

Lettuce 

Day 14

Peaches

Day 20

Strawberries 

Day 5

With VitaFresh

With VitaFresh

With VitaFresh

Without VitaFresh

Without VitaFresh

Without VitaFresh

Freshness systems for perfect, 
crisp, fresh food.

We know how important it is to eat healthy, so our freshness 
systems help ensure you benefit from all the vitamins and minerals 
in the food you buy. Bosch state-of-the-art cooling technology 
brings you a range of freshness systems for every lifestyle.

VitaFresh
With it’s temperature and humidity control sliders, 
VitaFresh can keep your food fresh for 2x longer, 
making your life easier and healthier.

CrisperBox vegetable drawer
Our fantastic new CrisperBox vegetable drawer offers 
an additional 37% more storage space for your fruits 
and vegetables. The manual humidity adjustment 
lever also stores them in the ideal environment so that 
your food stays fresh for longer. And for easy access, 
we have installed a slide out system so you can easily 
access what’s there, even at the back of the drawer.

BottleRack
Provides space for up to three bottles and safely clicks 
into the frame of glass shelves.

Non-spill safety glass shelves 
The shelves within the fridge are made from 
toughened safety glass, providing a strong, stable 
storage shelf within the fridge. The plastic border 
ensures that small spillages do not filter down into 
the shelves below. For maximum convenience, 
some shelves are height-adjustable, allowing you to 
maximise the interior storage space.

Easy-slide crisper drawers 
The easy-slide fruit and vegetable crisper drawers 
work effortlessly on specially designed runners. The 
larger capacity means you can store even more meat, 
fish, fruits and vegetables. 

Dairy compartment
The dairy compartment comes with a lid that protects 
the contents from taste and odour transfer.

In-door ice pack storage
Bosch	KGN	bottom-mount	fridge	freezers	include	a	
neat storage compartment in the door, which is ideal 
for ice packs, pastry sheets, or other small items.

Dishwasher-safe 
Most of the interior fittings of our fridges can be 
washed occasionally in a dishwasher for an extra 
thorough clean.

Transparent drawers 
Durable see-through drawers provide an at-a-glance 
view of the contents, which keeps the time the door is 
open to a minimum and saves energy consumption.

Reversible hinging 
Bosch refrigerators offer the added versatility of 
reversible hinging. This means you can change the 
opening side of both your freezer and refrigerator. 



Cooling

Cooling Appliances Tall fridge Bottom Freezers

Notes:
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	No 
•	 Total	capacity:	348	litres 
•	 Fridge	section:	348	litres 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 39 dB dB(A) re 1 pW 
•	 freestanding	>=	60cm	width

Design 
•	 White 
•	 White 
•	 vertical	bar	handle 
•	 Easy	access	door	handle

Comfort and Safety 
•	 LED	electronic	control 
•	 Automatic	defrost	in	fridge	section 
•	 1	compressor/1	cold	circuit 
•	 Supercool	function	with	automatic	deactivation

Fridge Section 
•	 Active	cooling	via	integrated	fan 
•	 6	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	4	are	height		
 adjustable 
•	 Vegetable	container 
•	 5	Door	shelves,	therefor 

•	 2	door	shelf	large,	3	door	shelf	small 
•	 LED	interior	light	LED 
•	 LED	interior	light	in	fridge	section

Technical Information 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 Dimensions:	H	186	cm	x	L	60	cm	x	D	65	cm 
•	 Connection	load:	90	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Performance and consumption 
•	 Comfort	and	Safeness”	 	

Serie | 2
KSV36NW30M
Tall fridge

Performance and consumption 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	No 
•	 Total	capacity:	348	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
39 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	Stainless	steel	look,	side	panels			
 Metallic chrome 
•	 alu	vertical	bar	handle 
•	 LED	interior	light	LED

Comfort and Safety 
•	 LED	electronic	control 
•	 Constant	temperature	by	intelligent	sensor		
 technology 
•	 Supercool	function	with	automatic	deactivation

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:348	litres 
•	 Active	cooling	via	integrated	fan 
•	 AirFreshfilter 
•	 Automatic	defrost	in	fridge	section 
•	 7	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	5	are	height		
 adjustable, 
•	 Bottle	rack 
•	 5	door	bins,	there	of	1x	dairy	compartment

Freshness System 
•	 1	vege.cont.w.int.humi.control	for	fruit	and		
 vegetables with humidity slider 
 

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	186	cm	x	L	60	cm	x	D	65	cm

Technical Information 
•	 Door	left	hinged,	reversible 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 door	opening	angle	90° 
•	 Transportation	handles 
•	 Connection	load:	90	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T

Accessories 
•	 3	x	egg	tray

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	348	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	348	l 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance. 
•	 To	achieve	the	declared	energy	consumption,		
 the attached distanceholders have to be used. As  
 a result, the appliance depth increases by about  
 3.5 cm. The appliance used without the distance  
 holder is fully functional, but has a slightly higher  
 energy consumption.

Serie | 4
KSV36VL3PG
Door color Stainless steel look 
Tall fridge

Performance and consumption 
•	 Total	capacity:	250	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 43 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	Stainless	steel	look,	side	panels	Grey 
•	 integrated	horizontal	handle 
•	 Interior	with	metal	applications

Comfort and Safety 
•	 Freezer	Simple	electronic,	Fridge	manually		
 adjustable 
•	 Freezer-door	open	alarm

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:182	litres 
•	 Multi	Airflow-System 
•	 3	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	3	are	height		
 adjustable 
•		 	large	door	shelves

Freshness System 
•	 1	vege.cont.w.int.humi.control	with	humidity		
 control - keeps fruit and vegetables fresh!

Freezer Section 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 Freezing	capacity:	3	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	16	Hours 

•	 2	door	trays	in	the	freezing	compartment 
•	 Ice	cube	tray,	Ice	cube	tray

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	155.6	cm	x	L	55	cm	x	D	60.5	cm

Technical Information 
•	 reversible 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 Climate	Class	T 
•	 Connection	load:	150	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Accessories 
•	 2	x	egg	tray 
 Highlights 
•	 LED	interior	light	-	longlasting,	efficient	and	perfect		
 illumination! 
•	 Telescopic	rails	-	more	convenient	acces	to		
 freshness! 
•	 NoFrost

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	250	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	182	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	68	l	(-18°C	and	below) 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance. 

Serie | 2
KDN25NL20M
NoFrost, Top freezer 
Door color Stainless steel look



Cooling Cooling

Performance and consumption 
•	 Total	capacity:	272	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 43 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	Stainless	steel	look,	side	panels	Grey 
•	 integrated	horizontal	handle 
•	 Interior	with	metal	applications

Comfort and Safety 
•	 Freezer	Simple	electronic,	Fridge	manually		
 adjustable 
•	 Freezer-door	open	alarm

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:204	litres 
•	 Multi	Airflow-System 
•	 3	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	3	are	height		
 adjustable 
•	 3	large	door	shelves

Freshness System 
•	 1	vege.cont.w.int.humi.control	with	humidity		
 control - keeps fruit and vegetables fresh!

Freezer Section 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 Freezing	capacity:	3	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	16	Hours 

•	 2	door	trays	in	the	freezing	compartment 
•	 Ice	cube	tray,	Ice	cube	tray

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	165.6	cm	x	L	55	cm	x	D	60.5	cm

Technical Information 
•	 reversible 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 Climate	Class	T 
•	 Connection	load:	150	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Accessories 
•	 2	x	egg	tray 
 Highlights 
•	 LED	interior	light	-	longlasting,	efficient	and	perfect		
 illumination! 
•	 Telescopic	rails	-	more	convenient	acces	to		
 freshness! 
•	 NoFrost

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	272	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	204	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	68	l	(-18°C	and	below) 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance.

Serie | 2
KDN28NL20M
NoFrost, Top freezer 
Door color Stainless steel look

Performance and consumption 
•	 Total	capacity:	350	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 43 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	Stainless	steel	look,	side	panels	Grey 
•	 integrated	horizontal	handle 
•	 Interior	with	metal	applications

Comfort and Safety 
•	 Freezer	Simple	electronic,	Fridge	manually		
 adjustable 
•	 Freezer-door	open	alarm

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:256	litres 
•	 Multi	Airflow-System 
•	 3	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	3	are	height		
 adjustable 
•	 3	large	door	shelves

Freshness System 
•	 1	vege.cont.w.int.humi.control	with	humidity		
 control - keeps fruit and vegetables fresh!

Freezer Section 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 Freezing	capacity:	5	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	16	Hours 
•	 2	door	trays	in	the	freezing	compartment 
•	 Ice	cube	tray,	Ice	cube	tray

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	169.8	cm	x	L	59.5	cm	x	D	66.5	cm

Technical Information 
•	 reversible 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 Climate	Class	T 
•	 Connection	load:	180	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Accessories 
•	 2	x	egg	tray 
 Highlights 
•	 LED	interior	light	-	longlasting,	efficient	and	perfect		
 illumination! 
•	 Telescopic	rails	-	more	convenient	acces	to		
 freshness! 
•	 NoFrost

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	350	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	256	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	94	l	(-18°C	and	below) 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance. 

Serie | 2
KDN30NL20M
NoFrost, Top freezer 
Door color Stainless steel look

Performance and consumption 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	3	Energy	Stars 
•	 Total	capacity:	401	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 43 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	inox	EasyClean,	side	panels	Metallic	chrome 
•	 stainless	steel	vertical	bar	handle 
•	 LED	interior	light	in	fridge	section

Comfort and Safety 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 Freezer	LED	electronic	control,	Fridge	manually		
 adjustable 
•	 Automatic	deactivation

Fridge Section 
•	 Multi	Airflow-System 
•	 4	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	2	are	height		
 adjustable, 
•	 4	large	door	shelves

Freshness System 
•	 1	vege.cont.w.int.humi.control	with	humidity		
 control - keeps fruit and vegetables fresh! 
•	 Chiller	-	keeps	fish	and	meat	up	to	2	x	longer	fresh

Freezer Section 
•	 Freezer	capacity:	99	litres 
•	 Freezing	capacity:	8	kg	in	24	hours 

•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	14	Hours 
•	 Quick	Freezer 
•	 Easy	twist	ice	box,	Easy	twist	ice	box 
•	 1	plastic	shelf

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	186	cm	x	L	70	cm	x	D	65	cm

Technical Information 
•	 Door	right	hinged,	reversible 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T 
•	 Connection	load:	150	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Accessories 
•	 3	x	egg	tray

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	401	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	302	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	99	l	(-18°C	and	below) 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance. 
•	 To	achieve	the	declared	energy	consumption,		
 the attached distanceholders have to be used. As  
 a result, the appliance depth increases by about  
 3.5 cm. The appliance used without the distance  
 holder is fully functional, but has a slightly higher  
 energy consumption.

Serie | 4
KDN46VI20M
NoFrost, Top freezer
Door color inox EasyClean

Performance and consumption 
•	 Total	capacity:	526	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 43 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	Stainless	steel	look,	side	panels			
 Metallic chrome 
•	 alu	vertical	bar	handle 
•	 LED	Illumination

Comfort and Safety 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 LED	electronic	control 
•	 Separate	temperature	control	for	cooling	and		
 freezing section 
•	 Supercool	function	with	automatic	deactivation 
•	 Fast	freeze	function 
•	 Acoustic	warning	system,	Fridge-door	open	alarm,		
 Freezer-door open alarm 
•	 Visual	and	acoustical	temperature	alarm

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:384	litres 
•	 Multi	Airflow-System 
•	 3	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	2	are	height		
 adjustable 
•	 2	large	door	shelves

Freshness System 
•	 1	vege.cont.w.int.humi.control	with	humidity		
 control - keeps fruit and vegetables fresh! 
 Freezer Section 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 Freezing	capacity:	10	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	12	Hours 
•	 Easy	twist	ice	box,	Easy	twist	ice	box 
•	 2	door	trays	in	the	freezing	compartment

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	175.6	cm	x	L	79	cm	x	D	68.1	cm

Technical Information 
•	 Door	right	hinged 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T 
•	 Connection	load:	120	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Accessories 
•	 2	x	egg	tray

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	526	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	384	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	142	l	(-18°C	and	below) 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance.

Serie | 4
KDN65VI20M
NoFrost, Top freezer 
Door color Stainless steel look 

Performance and consumption 
•	 Total	capacity:	597	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 43 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	Stainless	steel	look,	side	panels			
 Metallic chrome 
•	 alu	vertical	bar	handle 
•	 LED	Illumination 
•	 Interior	with	metal	applications

Comfort and Safety 
•	 Separate	temperature	control	for	cooling	and		
 freezing section 
•	 Supercool	function	with	automatic	deactivation 
•	 Fast	freeze	function 
•	 Freezer-door	open	alarm,	Fridge-door	open	alarm,		
 Acoustic warning system 
•	 Visual	and	acoustical	temperature	alarm

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:422	litres 
•	 Multi	Airflow-System 
•	 3	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	2	are	height		
 adjustable 
•	 2	large	door	shelves

Freshness System 
•	 1	vege.cont.w.int.humi.control	with	humidity		
 control - keeps fruit and vegetables fresh!

Freezer Section 
•	 NoFrost 

•	 Freezing	capacity:	10	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	12	Hours 
•	 Easy	twist	ice	box,	Easy	twist	ice	box 
•	 2	door	trays	in	the	freezing	compartment

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	180.6	cm	x	L	86	cm	x	D	68.1	cm

Technical Information 
•	 Door	right	hinged 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T 
•	 Connection	load:	120	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Accessories 
•	 2	x	egg	tray 
 Highlights 
•	 LED	interior	light	-	longlasting,	efficient	and	perfect		
 illumination! 
•	 Telescopic	rails	-	more	convenient	acces	to		
 freshness! 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 Easy	twist	ice	box,	Easy	twist	ice	box

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	597	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	422	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	175	l	(-18°C	and	below) 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance.

Serie | 4
KDN75VI20M
NoFrost, Top freezer 
Door color Stainless steel look

Performance and consumption 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	3	Energy	Stars 
•	 Total	capacity:	329	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 42 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	Stainless	steel	look,	side	panels			
 Metallic chrome 
•	 integrated	vertical	handle 
•	 LED	with	Soft	Start	in	fridge	section

Comfort and Safety 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 LED	electronic	control 
•	 Automatic	deactivation

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:219	litres 
•	 Multi	Airflow-System 
•	 4	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	3	are	height		
 adjustable 
•	 4	door	bins

Freshness System 
•	 MultiBox:	transparent	drawer	with	wave	bottom,		
 ideal for the storage of fruits and vegetables

Freezer Section 
•	 Freezer	capacity:	110	litres 
•	 Freezing	capacity:	11	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	15	Hours 

•	 NO_FEATURE 
•	 3	transparent	freezer	drawers 
•	 Freezing	calendar

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	186	cm	x	L	60	cm	x	D	66	cm

Technical Information 
•	Door	right	hinged,	reversible 
•	Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	Climate	Class	SN-T 
•	Connection	load:	100	W 
•	Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Accessories 
•	 NO_VALUE

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	329	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	219	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	110	l	(-18°C	and	below) 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance. 
•	 To	achieve	the	declared	energy	consumption,		
 the attached distanceholders have to be used. As  
 a result, the appliance depth increases by about  
 3.5 cm. The appliance used without the distance  
 holder is fully functional, but has a slightly higher  
 energy consumption.

Serie | 2
KGN36NL30M
NoFrost, Bottom freezer 
Door color Stainless steel look

Cooling Appliances Top Freezers / Bottom FreezersCooling Appliances Top Freezers



CoolingCooling

Cooling Appliances Bottom Freezers Cooling Appliances Bottom Freezers

Main Features 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	3	Energy	Stars 
•	 Total	capacity:	505	litres 
•	 Door	Stainless	steel	look,	side	panels			
 Metallic chrome 
•	 vertical	bar	handle 
•	 1	fridge	light	in	fridge	section 
•	 Two	Cooling	Systems 
•	 Supercool	function	with	automatic	deactivation 
•	 Automatic	deactivation

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:385	litres 
•	 Multi	Airflow-System 
•	 AirFreshFilter	w.	AntiBacteria 
•	 Chiller	on	EasySlide	telescopic	rails	-	keeps	fish		
 and meat up to 2x longer fresh! 
•	 4	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	3	are	height		
 adjustable 
•	 4	door	bins

Freezer Section 
•	 Freezer	capacity:	120	litres 
•	 Freezing	capacity:	8	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	19	Hours 
•	 2	freezer	drawers,	incl.	1	Big	Box 
•	 Freezing	calendar

Technical Information 
•	 Door	right	hinged,	reversible 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 43 dB dB(A) re 1 pW 
•	 Dimensions:	H	185	cm	x	L	70	cm	x	D	77	cm 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T 
•	 Connection	load:	160	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Accessories 
•	 2	x	egg	tray,	2	x	ice	cube	tray 

Serie | 4
KGN57VL20M
NoFrost, Bottom freezer 
Door color Stainless steel look 

Performance and consumption 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	3	Energy	Stars	 
•	 Total	capacity:	559	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 42 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	inox	EasyClean,	side	panels	Metallic	chrome 
•	 vertical	bar	handle 
•	 LED	with	Soft	Start	in	fridge	section

Comfort and Safety 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 Twin	LED	electronic	control 
•	 Supercool	function	with	automatic	deactivation 
•	 Automatic	deactivation 
•	 Optical	and	accoustic	door	open	warning	system 
•	 Economy	setting

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:417	litres 
•	 Multi	Airflow-System 
•	 AirFreshfilter 
•	 4	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	3	glass	plates		
 extendible 
•	 4	door	bins 
•	 Pull-out	tray	with	Breakfast	box

Freshness System 
•	 VitaFresh:	keeps	fresh	food	crisp	for	longer 
Freezer Section 
•	 Freezer	capacity:	142	litres 
•	 Freezing	capacity:	14	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	20	Hours 
•	 2	freezer	drawers,	incl.	1	Big	Box 
•	 Twist	Ice	Box	removable	-	easy	refilling	and	always		
 fresh ice! 
•	 Freezing	calendar

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	193	cm	x	L	70	cm	x	D	80	cm

Technical Information 
•	 Door	right	hinged,	reversible 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T 
•	 Connection	load:	100	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Accessories 
•	 3	x	egg	tray,	1	x	ice	cube	tray	with	lid,	1	x	bottle		
 holder in door tray

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	559	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	417	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	142	l	(-18°C	and	below) 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-	
 hour test. Actual consumption depends on usage/ 
 position of the appliance.” 

Serie | 4
KGN56VI31M
NoFrost, Bottom freezer 
Door color inox EasyClean 
 

Performance and consumption 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	No 
•	 Total	capacity:	578	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 42 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	inox	EasyClean,	side	panels	Metallic	chrome 
•	 alu	vertical	bar	handle 
•	 LED	interior	light	in	fridge	section

Comfort and Safety 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 Twin	LED	electronic	control 
•	 Supercool	function	with	automatic	deactivation 
•	 Automatic	deactivation 
•	 Optical	and	accoustic	door	open	warning	system 
•	 Child	lock,	Fresh	mode,	Economy	setting,		
 Holiday mode

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:422	litres 
•	 Multi	Airflow-System 
•	 AirFreshfilter 
•	 3	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	2	are	height		
 adjustable

Freshness System 
•	 VitaFresh	plus:	keeps	food	fresh	for	up	to		
 twice as long 
 
Freezer Section 
•	 Freezer	capacity:	156	litres 
•	 Freezing	capacity:	10	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	22	Hours 
•	 2	freezer	drawers,	incl.	1	Big	Box 
•	 Freezing	calendar

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	186	cm	x	L	75	cm	x	D	80	cm

Technical Information 
•	 Door	right	hinged,	reversible 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T 
•	 Connection	load:	100	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Accessories 
•	 3	x	egg	tray,	2	x	ice	cube	tray	with	lid,	1	x	bottle		
 holder in door tray

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	578	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	422	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	156	l	(-18°C	and	below) 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance. 

Serie | 6
KGN76DI30M
NoFrost, Bottom freezer 
Door color inox EasyClean

Performance and consumption 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	4	Energy	Stars 
•	 Total	capacity:	578	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 42 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	inox	EasyClean,	side	panels	Metallic	chrome 
•	 alu	vertical	bar	handle 
•	 LED	with	Soft	Start	in	fridge	section

Comfort and Safety 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 In-door	LCD	control 
•	 Supercool	function	with	automatic	deactivation 
•	 Automatic	deactivation 
•	 Optical	and	accoustic	door	open	warning	system 
•	 Fresh	mode,	Holiday	mode,	Economy	setting,		
 Child lock

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:422	litres 
•	 Multi	Airflow-System 
•	 AirFreshfilter 
•	 4	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	3	are		 	
 height adjustable 
•	 7	door	bins,	there	of	2x	dairy	compartment 
•	 Pull-out	tray	with	Breakfast	box 
 
Freshness System 
•	 VitaFresh	plus:	keeps	food	fresh	for	up	to		
 twice as long

Freezer Section 
•	 Freezer	capacity:	156	litres 
•	 2	freezer	drawers,	incl.	1	Big	Box 
•	 Freezing	calendar

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	186	cm	x	L	75	cm	x	D	80	cm

Technical Information 
•	 Door	right	hinged,	reversible 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T 
•	 Connection	load:	100	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V 

Accessories 
•	 NO_VALUE

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	578	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	422	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	156	l	(-18°C	and	below) 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance.

Serie | 6
KGN76AI30M
NoFrost, Bottom freezer 
Door color inox EasyClean



Cooling

Performance and consumption 
•	 Total	capacity:	608	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 43 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	inox	EasyClean,	side	panels	Grey 
•	 alu	vertical	bar	handle 
•	 LED	interior	light	LED

Comfort and Safety 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 Exterior	digital	with	digital	display	-	at	a	glance		
 perfectly under control! 
•	 Separate	temperature	control	for	cooling	and		
 freezing section 
•	 Supercool	function	with	automatic	deactivation 
•	 Automatic	deactivation 
•	 Acoustic	warning	system 
•	 Optic	and	acoustic	Warning	System	Failure		
 memory function 
•	 Illuminated	water	and	ice	/	crushed	ice	dispenser 
•	 Automatic	ice	cube	maker,	Automatic	ice		
 cube maker 
•	 Ice	cube	output	0.9	kg	/	24	h

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:380	litres 
•	 Multi	Airflow-System 
•	 3	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	1	are		 	
 height adjustable 

•	 Homebar 
•	 3	large	door	shelves 
•	 MultiBox	with	3	compartments

Freezer Section 
•	 Net	capacity	freezer	163	l:	157	l	****	,	6	l	** 
•	 Freezing	capacity:	11	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	4	Hours 
•	 2	transparent	freezer	drawers 
•	 4	safety	glass	trays	there	of	2	height	adjustable 
•	 4	door	trays	in	the	freezing	compartment

Technical Information 
•	 4	height	adjustable	feet 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	177	cm	x	L	91	cm	x	D	72	cm 
•	 Connection	load:	374	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Accessories 
•	 1	x	connection	hose,	1	x	egg	tray

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	608	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	380	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	228	l	(-18°C	and	below) 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance. 

•	 Product	type:	2	doors 
•	 Total	unit	gross	capacity	(l):	616 
•	 Total	unit	net	capacity	(l):	560 
•	 Energy	efficiency	class		(2010/30/EC):	A++ 
•	 Energy	consumption	annual	(kWh/annum)	-	NEW		
 (2010/30/EC): 363.00 
•	 Noise	level	(dB):	42 
•	 Height	(cm):	178.7 
•	 Appliance	Width	(cm):	90.8	 
•	 Depth	(cm):	51.45 
•	 Colour.Material	door:	Inox-look

Serie | 6
KAG90AI20N
NoFrost, Free-standing-refrigerator side-
by-side Ice- and Water Dispenser and 
Home Bar Door color inox EasyClean

Serie | 4
KAN93VL30M
Side by side refregirator

Cooling Appliances Side-by-Side Cooling Appliances Tall freezer / Tall Fridge

Performance and consumption 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	No 
•	 Total	capacity:	255	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 42 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	White,	side	panels	White 
•	 vertical	bar	handle

Comfort and Safety 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 LED	electronic	control 
•	 Acoustic	warning	system 
•	 Optic	and	acoustic	Warning	System 
•	 Constant	temperature	by	intelligent	sensor		
 technology 
•	 Automatic	deactivation 
•	 Smart	door	opening	with	Air	Channel	System

Freezer Section 
•	 Freezer	capacity:	255	litres 
•	 Freezing	capacity:	20	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	25	Hours 
•	 Safety	glass 
•	 Multi	Airflow-System 
•	 4	transparent	freezer	drawers,	incl.2 
•	 Freezing	calendar

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	186	cm	x	L	60	cm	x	D	65	cm

Technical Information 
•	 Door	right	hinged,	reversible 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 door	opening	angle	90° 
•	 Transportation	handles 
•	 Connection	load:	90	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T

Accessories 
•	 2	x	cold	accumulator,	1	x	ice	cube	tray

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	255	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	255	l	(-18°C	and	below) 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance. 
•	 To	achieve	the	declared	energy	consumption,		
 the attached distanceholders have to be used. As  
 a result, the appliance depth increases by about  
 3.5 cm. The appliance used without the distance  
 holder is fully functional, but has a slightly higher  
 energy consumption.

Serie | 2
GSN36NW30M
NoFrost, Tall freezer Door color White

Performance and consumption 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	NO_FEATURE 
•	 Total	capacity:	255	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 42 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	Stainless	steel	look,		 	
 side panels Metallic chrome 
•	 alu	vertical	bar	handle

Comfort and Safety 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 LED	electronic	control 
•	 Optic	and	acoustic	Warning	System 
•	 Constant	temperature	by	intelligent	sensor		
 technology 
•	 Automatic	deactivation

Freezer Section 
•	 Freezer	capacity:	255	litres 
•	 Freezing	capacity:	20	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Multi	Airflow-System 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	25	Hours 
•	 1	ice	cube	tray	with	lid 
•	 Safety	glass 
•	 4	transparent	freezer	drawers,	incl.2 
 

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	186	cm	x	L	60	cm	x	D	65	cm

Technical Information 
•	 Door	right	hinged,	reversible 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 door	opening	angle	90° 
•	 Transportation	handles 
•	 Connection	load:	90	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T

Accessories 
•	 2	x	cold	accumulator,	1	x	ice	cube	tray

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	255	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	255	l	(-18°C	and	below) 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance. 
•	 To	achieve	the	declared	energy	consumption,		
 the attached distanceholders have to be used. As  
 a result, the appliance depth increases by about  
 3.5 cm. The appliance used without the distance  
 holder is fully functional, but has a slightly higher  
 energy consumption. 

Serie | 4
GSN36VL3PG
Door color Stainless steel look 
NoFrost, Tall freezer

Performance and consumption 
•	 Total	capacity:	389	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 41 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	Silver,	side	panels	Silver 
•	 LED	interior	light	in	fridge	section

Main Features 
•	 UV	protected	tinted	glass	door	with	alu-frame 
•	 7	segment	electronic	control 
•	 Defrost	water	outlet

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:389	litres 
•	 Automatic	defrost	in	fridge	section 
•	 9	oak-wood	worksurface,	therefrom	8	high		
 adjustabled 
•	 LED	interior	light	LED

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	185	cm	x	L	59.5	cm	x	D	60	cm

Technical Information 
•	 Total	capacity:	389	litres 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 Door	right	hinged	unchangeable 
•	 Climate	Class	ST 
 

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	389	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	389	l 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance. 
•	 To	achieve	the	declared	energy	consumption,		
 the attached distanceholders have to be used. As  
 a result, the appliance depth increases by about  
 3.5 cm. The appliance used without the distance  
 holder is fully functional, but has a slightly higher  
 energy consumption. 

Serie | 4
KSW30V80M
Tall fridge

Cooling

Performance and consumption 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	4	Energy	Stars 
	•	 Total	capacity:	682	litres 
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
 42 dB dB(A) re 1 pW

Design 
•	 Door	inox	EasyClean,	side	panels	Metallic	chrome 
•	 alu	vertical	bar	handle 
•	 LED	with	Soft	Start	in	fridge	section

Comfort and Safety 
•	 NoFrost 
•	 In-door	LCD	control 
•	 Supercool	function	with	automatic	deactivation 
•	 Automatic	deactivation 
•	 Optical	and	accoustic	door	open	warning	system 
•	 Child	lock,	Economy	setting,	Holiday	mode,		
 Fresh mode

Fridge Section 
•	 Capacity	refrigeration	zone:496	litres 
•	 Multi	Airflow-System 
•	 AirFreshfilter 
•	 4	safety	glass	shelves	of	which	3	are	height		
 adjustable 
•	 7	door	bins,	there	of	2x	dairy	compartment 
•	 Pull-out	tray	with	Breakfast	box

Freshness System 
•	 VitaFresh	plus:	keeps	food	fresh	for	up	to	
  twice as long

Freezer Section 
•	 Freezer	capacity:	186	litres 
•	 Freezing	capacity:	16	kg	in	24	hours 
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	25	Hours 
•	 2	freezer	drawers,	incl.	1	Big	Box 
•	 Freezing	calendar

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	186	cm	x	L	86	cm	x	D	81	cm

Technical Information 
•	 Door	right	hinged,	reversible 
•	 Height	adjustable	front	feet,	roles	in	the	back 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T 
•	 Connection	load:	100	W 
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Accessories 
•	 3	x	egg	tray,	2	x	ice	cube	tray	with	lid,	1	x	bottle		
 holder in door tray

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	682	l 
•	 Gross	capacity	cooling	496	l 
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	186	l	(-18°C	and	below) 
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
 Actual consumption depends on usage/position of  
 the appliance.

Serie | 6
KGN86AI30M
NoFrost, Bottom freezer
Door color inox EasyClean



Performance and consumption 
•	 Total	capacity:	301	litres	
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
	 43	dB	dB(A)	re	1	pW

Design	
•	 White	
•	 LED	Illumination	
•	 Counterbalanced	lid

Comfort and Safety 
•	 Mechanical	control

Freezer Section 
•	 Freezer	capacity:	301	litres	
•	 	Freezing	capacity:	14	kg	in	24	hours	
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	75	Hours	
•	 Removable	dividing	wall,	which	can	be	used	for		
	 collecting	defrosted	water

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	85	cm	x	L	128.5	cm	x	D	69.6	cm

Technical Information 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T	
•	 Connection	load:	75	W	
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	301	l	
•		 	capacity****	freezer:	301	l	(-18°C	and	below)	
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
	 Actual	consumption	depends	on	usage/position	of		
	 the	appliance.	

Serie | 6
GCM28VW20M
Chest Freezer White

Performance and consumption	
•	 Total	capacity:	419	litres	
•	 Airborne	acoustical	noise	emissions:		 	
	 44	dB	dB(A)	re	1	pW

Design 
•	 White	
•	 LED	Illumination	
•	 Counterbalanced	lid	
•	 Yes

Comfort and Safety 
•	 Mechanical	control

Freezer Section 
•	 Freezer	capacity:	419	litres	
•	 Freezing	capacity:	19	kg	in	24	hours	
•	 Storage	time	in	power	failure:	50	Hours	
•	 Removable	dividing	wall,	which	can	be	used	for		
	 collecting	defrosted	water

Dimensions 
•	 Dimensions:	H	82.5	cm	x	L	141.6	cm	x	D	75	cm

Technical Information 
•	 Climate	Class	SN-T	
•	 Connection	load:	131	W	
•	 Rated	Voltage	220	-	240	V

Country Specific Options 
•	 Gross	capacity,	total:	419	l	
•	 Gross	capacity****	freezer:	419	l	(-18°C	and	below)	
•	 Based	on	the	results	of	the	standard	25-hour	test.		
	 Actual	consumption	depends	on	usage/position	of		
	 the	appliance.	

Serie | 6
GCM34VW20M
Chest Freezer White

Chest	Freezers

Cooling





Save water at every load.

The water saving is all down to ActiveWater™ 
technology, which makes water work harder. Clean 
rinse water is recycled into the main wash cycle and 
water is filtered back into the wash cycle even faster, 
so less of it is needed.

With a solution that uses little energy and water to 
make life easier, it’s no wonder dishwashers are 
becoming a must have in the kitchen.



Dishwashing vs. Hand washing.

Ultimate Hygiene
Dishwashing
• Water	is	heated	up	to	75 C̊,	eliminating	nearly	100%	of	germs
• No	sponges	required

Hand washing
• High	degrees	of	hot	water	cannot	be	used	to	hand	wash	the	dishes,	

therefore not guaranteeing germ-free dishes
• Sponges	used	to	clean	encourage	the	growth	of	bacteria

Better Water and Energy Savings
Dishwashing
• 7-12	litres	of	water	is	used	for	13	place	settings
• 0.67	kWh	to	1.0	kWh	of	electricity	is	consumed	in	a	standard	Eco	50 C̊	

programme

Hand washing
• 40	litres	of	water	is	used	for	13	place	settings
• Over	twice	the	energy	is	used	for	heating	the	water	(2.6	kWh)

Save Time
Dishwashing
• Maximum	of	15	minutes	of	dishwashing	time	(13	place	settings)

Hand washing
• An	average	of	60	minutes	of	manned	dishwashing	time
        (13 place settings)

More Convenience
Dishwashing
• A	tidy	kitchen	as	the	dishes	are	collected	in	the	dishwasher

Hand washing
• A	sink	full	of	dirty	dishes	will	make	the	kitchen	untidy

Higher Safety
Dishwashing
• No	risk	of	getting	cut	by	kitchen	knives	in	foamy	dishwater

Hand washing
• High	risk	of	serious	injuries	with	kitchen	knives	hidden	in	foamy	

dishwater

It’s no surprise that using a dishwasher may seem expensive at 
first. But you’ll be surprised to know just how much energy, water 
and costs you can save in the long run with a Bosch dishwasher. 
Not only do our dishwashing solutions score on hygiene and 
convenience, but they’re the safest way to take a load off your sink 
in no time. And with our world-class energy ratings, you have a 
winner of a kitchen helper on your hands. Here are just some of the 
reasons you’ll love using a Bosch dishwasher.



ActiveWater™ technology from Bosch is a revolutionary dishwashing 
system that gets the maximum use out of each and every drop of 
water. This incredible increase in efficiency has been achieved through 
maximising water efficiency in the rinse cycles, faster heating-up, 
targeted water circulation and improved pump performance, meaning 
ActiveWater™ dishwashers use less water and less energy whilst 
increasing performance.

Less water
Our new dishwashers use only 6 litres of water to wash 13 place settings 
on a standard Eco 50 C̊ programme – every time.

Less energy
Our ActiveWater™ dishwashers not only save water, but they lead the way 
in energy consumption too. Our models use just 0.67 kWh on a standard 
50 C̊ Eco programme, which is 50% less energy than an equivalent Bosch 
dishwasher 15 years ago. Now every household can not only save money, 
but actively protect the environment too.

More performance
ActiveWater™ technology not only saves water and energy, but also 
increases the performance of the machine with faster heating-up times, 
optimum water circulation and improved pump performance. All Bosch 
ActiveWater™ dishwashers deliver an A wash and A drying performance 
every time.

Set a world record*  
in your kitchen.
The world champions in water and energy-
saving among dishwashers bear the Bosch 
logo. The revolutionary ActiveWater™ 
technology	and	Zeolith®	minerals	with	Shine	
& Dry make sure of that, for less water and 
energy consumption and more efficiency.

* 30% more economical (only 0.73 kWh/13 place settings) than the qualifying rate (1.07 kWh/13 place settings) for energy efficiency class A.

Green Technology inside
Look out for the Bosch energy 
efficiency symbol as it is there to 
help you identify our most energy 
efficient models. 



Bosch in every detail.
The features that set us apart.

Better energy & water efficiency Improved operation Enhanced safety

Zeolith®™ Drying  
— optimal drying using less energy
The energy-saving mineral: Besides saving water, 
ActiveWater™ dishwashers also reduce energy 
consumption in comparison to current models by a 
further 20%. They reduce environtment impact and 
electricity bills in the face of rising energy prices. The 
secret	of	this	energy	saving	has	a	name:	Zeolith®™	
Drying.	The	natural	silicate	mineral,	Zeolith®™,	is	
regenerated for each new rinse cycle, lasts a life time 
and never needs replacing.

Cleaning process
In the next wash cycle, the air from the dishwasher 
interior	is	heated	and	flows	through	the	Zeolith®™	
container. This releases the water stored in the 
Zeolith®™	pearls,	and	this	moisture,	together	with	the	
heated air, is then returned to the interior where it 
helps heat up the water in the process.

Drying process
Damp air is channelled out of the interior and trough 
the	Zeolith®™	container.	The	moisture	is	immediately	
absorbed	by	the	Zeolith®™	pearls	and	the	energy	
stored	in	the	Zeolith®™	is	released	in	the	form	of	heat.	
The hot, very dry air is then channelled back into the 
interior and dries the dishes.

VarioSpeed™ funcionality  
on all models with display
Research shows that consumers are oftenlooking for 
a time-saving feature to help reduce the length of the 
programme. With a Bosch dishwasher, you can have 
the option of having your dishes cleaned in the normal 
time using the standard programme or choose to 
reduce the length of the programme with VarioSpeed™ 
by approximately up to 50% without sacrificing on 
washing and drying performance.

infoLight
A Bosch dishwasher is so quiet that we designed the 
InfoLight to indicate when it’s on. The light is installed 
in the dishwasher door and works via a projection 
module.

Whisper-quiet opertion
Bosch dishwashers have been designed to be whisper-
quiet. Multiple levels of sound-proofing materials on 
the roof, sides and door of the dishwasher, combined 
with a vibration-proof base plate and a specially 
mounted motor pump, all help in reducing any noise 
while the load is being washed. The pumps and a 
closed water cycle produce less noise as the water is 
distributed equally through the spray arms.

EmotionLight™
An additional visual highlight when opening the 
door, the interior is bathed in a deep blue light: 
EmotionLight™. This beautiful play of light is produced 
(in select models) by blue LEDs that last the entire 
dishwasher lifecycle.

DosageAssist detergent system
Since most households use detergent, tablets in their 
dishwashers, the DosageAssist feature is designed to 
maximise the effectivenss. The detergent dispenser 
on Bosch ActiveWater™ dishwashers is conveniently 
located in the top-centre of the door, where it is 
protected from food remnants that drip while loading 
dishes. At the beginning of the wash cycle, the 
detergent tablet drops into the specially designed tray, 
where it dissolves evenly under control, instead of 
lodging between crockery or not dissolving completely.

Heat Exchanger
Unlike other drying systems that drawn-on polluted air 
from behind the dishwasher, all Bosch ActiveWater™ 
models collect and reuse the residual heat from the 
warm water inside the dishwasher to hygienically dry 
your dishes. A final hot rinse of water leaves residual 
heat in the tub, creating condensation along the 
cooler wall. The condensation is then drained so you’ll 
never have to release steam into the kitchen again. 
The heat exhcanger not only reduces the need to heat 
additional rinses, it also saves energy and protects 
your valuable dishes and glasses from the damaging 
effects of temperature shocks. 

AquaStop™
Patented by Bosch in 1985 and copied throughout the 
world, the Aquastop™ safety system prevents any type 
of water damage, whether at the inlet hose or because 
of a leak in the machine. This system provides 24-hour 
protection each day.

Child door and button locks
For added safety on selected models, the door can be 
locked manually to prevent children from inadvertently 
opening the door. The buttons can also be locked to 
prevent tampering during operation.

Improve flexibility
Rackmatic™
This system makes it a simple matter to adjust the 
height of the upper basket, even when it is fully 
loaded, so a large variety of plates, glasses or even 
pots can easily be accomodated.

VarioDrawer
On selected ActiveWater™ dishwashers, the 
VarioDrawer (third loading level) replaces the cutlery 
basket completely, freeing even more space in the 
bottom basket and creates a loading capacity for 15 
place settings. The varioDrawer allows for easy loading 
and unloading of cutlery, with room for espresso cups, 
larger kitchen utensils and other crockery that isn’t 
traditionally catered for in regular third loading levels. 
And what’s more, because of its unique v-shape, you 
can still load long-stem wine glasses in the upper 
basket, even with the drawer in place.

VarioFlex Plus™ — Baskets
This system offers the greatest flexibility. With the 
foldable racks, the system can be adapted to any load, 
and all items are assured a firm, secure place in the 
protective racks.

AquaSensor
The AquaSensor constantly checks the progress of the 
wash and adjusts the duration and temperature to suit 
the level of soiling. This is done through the activation 
of the Auto programmes. Simply select the programme 
of your choice and the AquaSensor will decide exactly 
the right temperature to use, how long to wash for and 
how much water should be used in the cycle.



Shine & Dry
The Shine & Dry option is designed specifically for 
plastic items like plasticware, picnicware and baby 
bottles. These items do not hold as much residual heat 
after the wash process as crockery and glassware, 
and therefore require a higher drying temperature to 
ensure they come out clean and dry.

TurboSpeed
Activating the TurboSpeed mode pre-heats the 
dishwasher for 25 minutes. Once pre-heated, a wash 
cycle can be completed in just 20 minutes making this 
our fastest wash programme. Following pre-heating, 
the 20-minute cycle can be used again and again, 
making this the perfect programme while entertaining. 
If used in conjunction with the Extra Dry option, you 
can wash and dry in just 30 minutes.

HygienePlus
Select the HygienePlus option for a hotter final rinse 
– perfect for cooking utensils, glass jars, chopping 
boards and baby bottles.

VarioSpeed Plus
The VarioSpeed Plus optionally reduces programme 
times by up to 65%, but without compromising on 
quality. So you still get hygienically clean and dry 
dishes, but in as little as half the time – ideal for busy 
households and when entertaining.

Intensive Zone
Cleans heavily soiled saucepans and fragile items at 
the same time. The bottom basket receives an extra-
intensive wash, perfect for pans, burnt casserole 
dishes and baked-on stains, whilst the top basket 
programme carries on as normal so you can load it as 
you always would, with no risk to fragile glasses.

Half load
If you don’t have enough for a full load and can’t wait, 
simply load up to half the dishwasher with crockery, 
plates, pots and pans anywhere in your dishwasher, 
select the programme temperature and press the half 
load button. The programme time is reduced and up to 
30% less water is used.

Options

Options & programmes  
to suit every need.

Programmes
Programmes  Functions  Benefits

Intensive 70 C̊ - Special programme for heavily soiled dishes
- Particularly suitable for pots and pans
- High temperature ensures highest degree of hygiene

- Excellent cleaning results, even if dishes are heavily soiled
- Pre-rinsing is not necessary
- High water temperature ensures maximum hygiene

Auto 65 C̊-75 C̊ - Programme for heavily soiled and robust dishes 
(dried-on or baked-on leftovers)

- The AquaSensor measures the level of soiling in the 
dishwasher and decides which temperature should 
be selected, 65 C̊ - 75 C̊

- It also determines whether the water should be 
changed

- Best washing result is ensured
- Saves energy and water (up to 25%), therefore reducing costs
- Easy operation

Quick Wash 65 C̊ - Programme for all washing cycles, if dishes are 
normally soiled

- Sparkling clean dishes

Auto 45 C̊ - 65 C̊ - Programme for mixed load and heavily soiled dishes
- The AquaSensor measures the level of soiling in the 

dishwasher and decides which temperature should 
be selected, 45 C̊ - 65 C̊

- It also determines whether the water should be 
changed

- Best washing result is ensured
- Saves energy and water (up to 25%), therefore reducing costs
- Easy operation

Delicate 40 C̊ - Programme for glasses and decoratively patterned 
porcelain

- Careful washing of valuable dishes (glasses and decoratively 
patterned porcelain)

Auto 35 C̊ - 45 C̊ - Programme for temperature-sensitive, slightly soiled 
dishes and cutlery

- The AquaSensor measures the level of soiling in the 
dishwasher and decides which temperature should 
be selected, 35 C̊ - 45 C̊

- It also determines whether the water should be 
changed

- Best washing result is ensured
- Saves energy and water (up to 25%), therefore reducing costs
- Easy operation

Eco 50 C̊ - Programme to reduce consumption, suitable for all 
washing cycles, if dishes are normally soiled

- Saves energy, therefore reducing costs

Quick Wash 45 C̊ - Programme for time-saving dishwashing 
(<30 minutes)

- Suitable for small loads or non-encrusted leftover 
food

- Washing temperature is around 45 C̊
- For 6 place settings only

- Cleaning efficiency label A (if not badly soiled)

Pre-rinse - Programme to pre-rinse the dishes before the main 
wash cycle

- Helps to ensure the best cleaning result before the main wash to 
prevent unpleasant smells and slightly adherent soiling

- Prevents encrustation of leftover food if dirty dishes are left in the 
dishwasher for quite a while

Bosch dishwasher design solutions.
Integrated
These dishwashers are designed 
to be fitted with a kitchen furniture 
panel to match the design of the 
kitchen. Only the control panel of the 
dishwasher is exposed. Alternatively, 
they can be fitted with a stainless 
steel front panel accessory.

Fully Integrated
These dishwashers are entirely 
concealed behind a furniture door. 
The control panel is integrated into 
the top of the door. They can also 
be fitted with a stainless steel front 
panel accessory if you desire.

Freestanding
These dishwashers can be 
installed anywhere in your kitchen. 
They have a lid, which can be 
removed if the dishwasher is being 
installed under a worktop.



With exceptional German engineering, you finally have a dishwasher that 
cares about the health of your family as much as you do. Our dishwashers 
reach temperatures of 70 degrees, eliminating germs effectively, while our 
best models consume only 6 litres of water per cycle to wash more than 
120 items. All this and more is why your family deserves a dishwasher 
that’s Bosch in every detail. 

A dishwasher that cares  
about hygiene  
as much as you do.

Bosch dishwashers eliminate 99.744% more 
germs as compared to hand washing, thus 
safeguarding the health of your family.

*For Dishwashers. Source: Euromonitor, volume sales, 2018



Freestanding Dishwashers
Dishwashers

Notes:

•	 Capacity:	12+1	place	settings	place	settings 
•	 Energy	Class:	5	Energy	Stars 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	254		
 kwhper year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
	 cycles	using	cold	water	fill	and	the	consumption	of		
 the low power modes. Actual energy consumption  
 will depend on how the appliance is used. 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme		 	
 Eco 50: 0.907 kwh 
•	 Water	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	1792		
 litres per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
 cycles. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 Consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	1792	litres		
 water per year / 254 kwh energy per year. Based on  
	 280	standard	cleaning	cycles	using	cold	water	fill		
 and the consumption of the low power modes. 
•	 Drying	efficiency	class	NO_FEATURE	on	a	scale		
	 from	G	(least	efficient)	to	A	(most	efficient) 
•	 The	information	relates	to	the	programme		Eco	50.		
 This programme is suitable to clean normally soiled  
	 tableware	and	is	the	most	efficient	programme	in		
 terms of combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time	in	programme	Eco	50:	195	min 
•	 Noise	level:	42	dB	(re	1	pW),	built-under 
•	 Noise	level	(silence	programme):	40	dB(A)	re	1	pW 
•	 Energy	consumption	when	connected	to	hot	water		
•	 8	Programme:	Intensiv	70	°C,	Auto	45-65	°C,	Eco		
	 50	°C,	Silence	50	°C,	Glas	40	°C,	1h	65	°C,	Schnell		
	 45	°C,	Vorspülen 
•	 4	special	options:	Intensive	Zone,	VarioSpeedPlus,		
 Half Load, HygienePlus 
•	 5	cleaning	temperatures 
•	 ActiveWater	hydraulic	system 
•	 DosageAssist 
•	 BLDC	motor	for	heat	and	drain	pump 
•	 AquaSensor,	Load	Sensor 
•	 Detergent	Automation 
•	 Heat	exchanger 
•	 Drying	Assistent 
•	 Alternating	spray 
•	 Regenerative	electronics 
•	 Self-cleaning	filter	system	with	3-fold		 	
	 corrugated	filter 
•	 Stainless	steel 
•	 black 

•	 Time	remaining	indicator	front 
•	 Programme	flow	display 
•	 LED	colour	on	indicators 
•	 Electronic	delay	timer:	1-24	hours 
•	 LED	salt	refill	indicator 
•	 LED	rinse	aid	refill	indicator 
•	 high	642	yes 
•	 Silver	XXL	baskets 
•	 Rackmatic	3-stage 
•	 6	foldable	plate	racks	in	top	basket 
•	 8	foldable	plate	racks	in	bottom	basket 
•	 2	lever	(long/short)	2 
•	 2	shelves	in	bottom	basket 
•	 AquaStop	-	Prevent	Water	Leakage 
•	 Childproof	control	lock 
•	 Servo-lock 
•	 Dimensions	of	the	product	(HxWxD):		 	
 84.5 x 60 x 60 cm

Serie | 6
SMS68TI20M
Freestanding - silver inox

General Specification 
•	 Freestanding	-	White 
•	 Capacity:	12+1	place	settings	place	settings 
•	 Energy	Class:	5	Energy	Stars

Technical Information 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	254		
 kwh per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
	 cycles	using	cold	water	fill	and	the	consumption	of		
 the low power modes. Actual energy consumption  
 will depend on how the appliance is used. 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme		 	
 Eco 50: 0.907 kwh 
•	 Water	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	1792		
 litres per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
 cycles. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 Consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	1792	litres		
 water per year / 254 kwh energy per year. Based on  
	 280	standard	cleaning	cycles	using	cold	water	fill		
 and the consumption of the low power modes. 
•	 The	information	relates	to	the	programme		Eco	50.		
 This programme is suitable to clean normally soiled  
	 tableware	and	is	the	most	efficient	programme	in		
 terms of combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time	in	programme	Eco	50:	195	min 
•	 Noise	level:	42	dB	(re	1	pW),	built-under 
•	 Noise	level	(silence	programme):	40	dB(A)	re	1	pW 
•	 Energy	consumption	when	connected	to	hot	water		
 in programme Eco 50: 0.7 kwh

Programmes 
•	 8	programmes:	Intensive	70	°C,	Auto	45-65	°C, 
	 Eco	50	°C,	Night	Program	50	°C,	Glass	40	°C,	Quick		
	 wash	65	°C,	Quick	wash	45	°C,	Pre-Rinse 
•	 5	Special	options:	Intensive	Zone,	VarioSpeedPlus,		
 Half Load, HygienePlus, Extra Dry

Features 
•	 Machine	Care 
•	 5	cleaning	temperatures 
•	 5-16	l 
•	 ActiveWater	hydraulic	system 

•	 DosageAssist 
•	 BLDC	motor	for	heat	and	drain	pump 
•	 AquaSensor,	Load	Sensor 
•	 Detergent	Automation 
•	 Heat	exchanger 
•	 Drying	Assistent 
•	 Alternating	spray 
•	 Regenerative	electronics 
•	 Self-cleaning	filter	system	with	3-fold		 	
	 corrugated	filter 
•	 Stainless	steel 
•	 black 
•	 Time	remaining	indicator	front 
•	 Programme	flow	display 
•	 LED	colour	on	indicators 
•	 Electronic	delay	timer:	1-24	hours 
•	 LED	salt	refill	indicator 
•	 LED	rinse	aid	refill	indicator 
•	 high	642	yes 
•	 Cutlery	drawer	2.1

Baskets and Racks 
•	 Silver	XXL	baskets 
•	 Rackmatic	3-stage 
•	 6	foldable	plate	racks	in	top	basket 
•	 8	foldable	plate	racks	in	bottom	basket 
•	 2	lever	(long/short)	2 
•	 2	shelves	in	bottom	basket 
•	 AquaStop	-	Prevent	Water	Leakage

Safety 
•	 Childproof	control	lock 
•	 Servo-lock 
•	 Dimensions	of	the	product	(HxWxD):		 	
 84.5 x 60 x 60 cm

Serie | 6
SMS68TW20M
Freestanding - White



Dishwashers Dishwashers

Programmes 
•	 Capacity:	14	place	settings	place	settings 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	239		
 kwh per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
	 cycles	using	cold	water	fill	and	the	consumption	of		
 the low power modes. Actual energy consumption  
 will depend on how the appliance is used. 
•	 Energy	Class:	5	Energy	Stars 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme		 	
 Eco 50: 0.854 kwh 
•	 Water	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2520		
 litres per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
 cycles. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 Consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2520	litres		
 water per year / 239 kwh energy per year. Based on  
	 280	standard	cleaning	cycles	using	cold	water	fill		
 and the consumption of the low power modes. 
•	 Drying	efficiency	class	NO_FEATURE	on	a	scale		
	 from	G	(least	efficient)	to	A	(most	efficient) 
•	 The	information	relates	to	the	programme		Eco	50.		
 This programme is suitable to clean normally soiled  
	 tableware	and	is	the	most	efficient	programme	in		
 terms of combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time	in	programme	Eco	50:	195	min 
•	 Noise	level:	42	dB	(re	1	pW),	built-under 
•	 40	dB 
•	 Energy	consumption	when	connected	to	hot	water		
 in programme Eco 50: 0.6 kwh 
•	 7-18	l

General Specification 
•	 8	programmes:	Intensive	70	°C,	Auto	45-65	°C, 
	 Eco	50	°C,	Night	Program	50	°C,	short	60	°C,	Glass		
	 40	°C,	Quick	wash	45	°C,	Pre-Rinse 
•	 5	Special	options:	Remote	Start,	VarioSpeedPlus,		
 Half Load, HygienePlus, Extra Dry 
•	 Home	Connect	enabled	via	WLAN 
•	 Machine	Care 
•6	cleaning	temperatures 
Features 
•	 ActiveWater	hydraulic	system 
•	 DosageAssist 

•	 BLDC	motor	for	heat	and	drain	pump 
•	 AquaSensor,	Load	Sensor 
•	 Detergent	Automation 
•	 Heat	exchanger 
•	 Alternating	spray 
•	 Regenerative	electronics 
•	 Self-cleaning	filter	system	with	3-fold		 	
	 corrugated	filter

Baskets and Racks 
•	 Push	button	top	controls 
•	 TFT	Display	inside 
•	 Acoustic	end	of	cycle	indicator 
•	 Real	Time	Clock 
•	 LED	colour	on	indicators	red/- 
•	 Electronic	delay	timer:	1-24	hours 
•	 LED	salt	refill	indicator 
•	 LED	rinse	aid	refill	indicator 
•	 Stainless	steel	Replasa-X3 
•	 high	642	yes 
•	 Cutlery	drawer	2.1

Safety 
•	 Silver	XXL	baskets 
•	 Rackmatic	3-stage 
•	 6	foldable	plate	racks	in	top	basket 
•	 8	foldable	plate	racks	in	bottom	basket 
•	 2	lever	(long/short)	2 
•	 2	shelves	in	bottom	basket 
•	 Stemware	support

Technical Information 
•	 AquaStop	-	Prevent	Water	Leakage 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Servo-lock 
•	 Stainless	steel 
•	 Dimensions	of	the	product	(HxWxD):		 	
 84.5 x 60 x 60 cm

Serie | 8
SMS88TI46M
Freestanding - silver inox

General Specification 
•	 60	cm	dishwasher 
•	 Freestanding	-	White 
•	 12	place	settings 
•	 Energy	Class:	4	Energy	Stars 
•	 Duration	of	the	left-on	mode:	NO_FEATURE 
•	 Noise	level:	48	dB	(re	1	pW),	built-under

Programmes 
•	 5	programmes: 
	 Intensive	70	°C,	Auto	45-65	°C,	Eco	50	°C,	Quick		
	 wash	45	°C,	Pre-Rinse 
•	 1	special	options:	Half	Load

Features 
•	 4	cleaning	temperatures 
•	 ActiveWater	hydraulic	system 
•	 DosageAssist 
•	 AquaSensor,	Load	Sensor 
•	 Detergent	Automation 
•	 BLDC	motor	for	heat	and	drain	pump 
•	 Stainless	steel/Polinox 
•	 Alternating	spray 
•	 Regenerative	electronics 
•	 Self-cleaning	filter	system	with	3-fold		 	
	 corrugated	filter 
•	 Time	remaining	indicator	front 
•	 LED	colour	on	indicators	red/red 
•	 Electronic	delay	timer:	1-24	hours 
•	 LED	salt	refill	indicator 
•	 LED	rinse	aid	refill	indicator 
•	 Retractable	rotary	knob 
 
Baskets and Racks 
•	 Vario	basket	system 
•	 Silver	XXL	baskets 
•	 Rackmatic	3-stage 
•	 2	foldable	plate	racks	in	bottom	basket 
•	 Cutlery	rack	in	top	basket 
•	 Cutlery	basket	in	bottom	basket 
•	 2	x	cup	shelves 
•	 AquaStop	-	Prevent	Water	Leakage

Safety 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Servo-lock 
•	 Glass	care	system

Technical Information 
•	 Dimensions	of	the	product	(HxWxD):		 	
 84.5 x 60 x 60 cm 

Serie | 4
SMS50E92GC
60 cm dishwasher
Freestanding - white

•	 12	place	settings 
•	 Energy	Class:	4	Energy	Stars 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	237		
 kwhper year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
	 cycles	using	cold	water	fill	and	the	consumption	of		
 the low power modes. Actual energy consumption  
 will depend on how the appliance is used. 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme		 	
 Eco 50: 0.846 kwh 
•	 Water	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2772		
 litres per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
 cycles. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 Consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2772	litres		
 water per year / 237 kwh energy per year. Based on  
	 280	standard	cleaning	cycles	using	cold	water	fill		
 and the consumption of the low power modes. 
•	 The	information	relates	to	the	programme		Eco	50.		
 This programme is suitable to clean normally soiled  
	 tableware	and	is	the	most	efficient	programme	in		
 terms of combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time	in	programme	Eco	50:	210	min 
•	 Noise	level:	48	dB	(re	1	pW),	built-under 
•	 5	programmes: 
	 Intensive	70	°C,	Auto	45-65	°C,	Eco	50	°C,	Quick		
	 wash	45	°C,	Pre-Rinse 
•	 1	special	options:	HygienePlus 
•	 4	cleaning	temperatures 
•	 ActiveWater	hydraulic	system 
•	 DosageAssist 
•	 BLDC	motor	for	heat	and	drain	pump 
•	 AquaSensor,	Load	Sensor 
•	 Detergent	Automation 
•	 Alternating	spray 
•	 Regenerative	electronics 
•	 Self-cleaning	filter	system	with	3-fold		 	
	 corrugated	filter 
•	 Stainless	steel/Polinox 
•	 Time	remaining	indicator	front 
•	 LED	colour	on	indicators	red/red 
•	 Electronic	delay	timer:	1-24	hours 

•	 LED	salt	refill	indicator 
•	 LED	rinse	aid	refill	indicator 
•	 Stainless	steel	Replasa-X3 
•	 Retractable	rotary	knob 
•	 Vario	basket	system 
•	 Silver	XXL	baskets 
•	 Rackmatic	3-stage 
•	 	2	foldable	plate	racks	in	bottom	basket 
•	 Cutlery	basket	in	bottom	basket 
•	 2	x	cup	shelves 
•	 Prevent	Water	Leakage 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Servo-lock 
•	 Glass	care	system 
•	 Dimensions	of	the	product	(HxWxD):	 	
 84.5 x 60 x 60 cm 

Serie | 4
SMS50D08GC
60 cm dishwasher
Freestanding - silver inox



•	 Capacity:	12+1	place	settings	place	settings 
•	 Energy	Class:	5	Energy	Stars 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	251		
 kwhper year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
	 cycles	using	cold	water	fill	and	the	consumption	of		
 the low power modes. Actual energy consumption  
 will depend on how the appliance is used. 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme		 	
 Eco 50: 0.896 kwh 
•	 Water	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2604		
 litres per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
 cycles. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 Consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2604	litres		
 water per year / 251 kwh energy per year. Based on  
	 280	standard	cleaning	cycles	using	cold	water	fill		
 and the consumption of the low power modes. 
•	 Drying	efficiency	class	NO_FEATURE	on	a	scale		
	 from	G	(least	efficient)	to	A	(most	efficient) 
•	 The	information	relates	to	the	programme		Eco	50.		
 This programme is suitable to clean normally soiled  
	 tableware	and	is	the	most	efficient	programme	in		
 terms of combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time	in	programme	Eco	50:	210	min 
•	 Noise	level:	44	dB	(re	1	pW),	built-under 
•	 7-18	l 
•	 6	programmes:	Intensive	70	°C,	Auto	45-65	°C,	Eco		
	 50	°C,	Night	Program	50	°C,	Glass	40	°C,		
 Quick wash 
•	 3	special	options:	Half	Load,	HygienePlus, 
•	 5	cleaning	temperatures 
•	 ActiveWater	hydraulic	system 
•	 DosageAssist 
•	 BLDC	motor	for	heat	and	drain	pump 
•	 AquaSensor,	Load	Sensor 
•	 Detergent	Automation 
•	 Heat	exchanger 
•	 Alternating	spray 
•	 Regenerative	electronics 
•	 Self-cleaning	filter	system	with	3-fold		 	

	 corrugated	filter 
•	 Stainless	steel 
•	 Time	remaining	indicator	front	 
•	 LED	colour	on	indicators	red/red 
•	 Electronic	delay	timer:	1-24	hours 
•	 LED	salt	refill	indicator 
•	 LED	rinse	aid	refill	indicator 
•	 Silver	XXL	baskets 
•	 Rackmatic	3-stage 
•	 2	foldable	plate	racks	in	top	basket 
•	 4	foldable	plate	racks	in	bottom	basket 
•	 2	lever	(long/short) 
•	 shelves	in	bottom	basket 
•	 AquaStop	-	Prevent	Water	Leakage 
•	 Childproof	control	lock 
•	 Servo-lock 
•	 Dimensions	of	the	product	(HxWxD):		 	
 84.5 x 60 x 60 cm 

Serie | 4
SMS46NW10M
60 cm dishwasher 
Freestanding - White

Features 
•	 Freestanding	-	silver	inox 
•	 Capacity:	12+1	place	settings	place	settings 
•	 Energy	Class:	5	Energy	Stars

Technical Information 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	251		
 kwhper year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
	 cycles	using	cold	water	fill	and	the	consumption	of		
 the low power modes. Actual energy consumption  
 will depend on how the appliance is used. 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme		 	
 Eco 50: 0.896 kwh 
•	 Power	consumption	off-mode	/	left-on	mode:		
 NO_FEATURE / NO_FEATURE 
•	 Water	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2604		
 litres per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
 cycles. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 Consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2604	litres		
 water per year / 251 kwh energy per year. Based on  
	 280	standard	cleaning	cycles	using	cold	water	fill		
 and the consumption of the low power modes. 
•	 The	information	relates	to	the	programme		Eco	50.		
 This programme is suitable to clean normally soiled  
	 tableware	and	is	the	most	efficient	programme	in		
 terms of combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time	in	programme	Eco	50:	210	min 
•	 Duration	of	the	left-on	mode:	NO_FEATURE 
•	 Noise	level:	44	dB	(re	1	pW),	built-under 
•	 7-18	l

Programmes 
•	 6	programmes:	Intensive	70	°C,	Auto	45-65	°C, 
	 Eco	50	°C,	Night	Program	50	°C,	Glass	40	°C,		
	 Quick	wash	65	°C 
•	 3	special	options:	Half	Load,	HygienePlus,	
 Extra Rinse 
•	 3	special	options:	Half	Load,	HygienePlus,

General Specification 
•	 Machine	Care 
•	 5	cleaning	temperatures 
•	 ActiveWater	hydraulic	system 
•	 DosageAssist 
•	 BLDC	motor	for	heat	and	drain	pump 
•	 AquaSensor,	Load	Sensor 
•	 Detergent	Automation 

•	 Heat	exchanger 
•	 Alternating	spray 
•	 Regenerative	electronics 
•	 Self-cleaning	filter	system	with	3-fold		 	
	 corrugated	filter 
•	 Stainless	steel 
•	 Time	remaining	indicator	front 
•	 LED	colour	on	indicators	red/red 
•	 Electronic	delay	timer:	1-24	hours 
•	 LED	salt	refill	indicator 
•	 LED	rinse	aid	refill	indicator 
•	 Stainless	steel	Replasa-X3

Baskets and Racks 
•	 Silver	XXL	baskets 
•	 Rackmatic	3-stage 
•	 2	foldable	plate	racks	in	top	basket 
•	 4	foldable	plate	racks	in	bottom	basket 
•	 2	lever	(long/short) 
•	 shelves	in	bottom	basket

Safety 
•	 AquaStop	-	Prevent	Water	Leakage 
•	 Childproof	control	lock 
•	 Servo-lock 
•	 Dimensions	of	the	product	(HxWxD):	 	
 84.5 x 60 x 60 cm

Serie | 4
SMS46NI10M
60 cm dishwasher

•	 Capacity:	12+1	place	settings	place	settings 
•	 Energy	Class:	5	Energy	Stars 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	251		
 kwh per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
	 cycles	using	cold	water	fill	and	the	consumption	of		
 the low power modes. Actual energy consumption  
 will depend on how the appliance is used. 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme		 	
 Eco 50: 0.896 kwh 
•	 Power	consumption	off-mode	/	left-on	mode:		
 NO_FEATURE / NO_FEATURE 
•	 Water	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2604		
 litres per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
 cycles. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 Consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2604	litres		
 water per year / 251 kwh energy per year. Based on  
	 280	standard	cleaning	cycles	using	cold	water	fill		
 and the consumption of the low power modes. 
•	 Drying	efficiency	class	NO_FEATURE	on	a	scale		
	 from	G	(least	efficient)	to	A	(most	efficient) 
•	 The	information	relates	to	the	programme		Eco	50.		
 This programme is suitable to clean normally soiled  
	 tableware	and	is	the	most	efficient	programme	in		
 terms of combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time	in	programme	Eco	50:	210	min 
•	 Duration	of	the	left-on	mode:	NO_FEATURE 
•	 Noise	level:	44	dB	(re	1	pW),	built-under 
•	 7	programmes:	Intensive	70	°C,	Auto	45-65	°C, 
	 Eco	50	°C,	Night	Program	50	°C,	Glass	40	°C,	Quick		
	 wash	65	°C,	Pre-Rinse 
•	 NO_FEATURE 
•	 5	cleaning	temperatures 
•	 ActiveWater	hydraulic	system 
•	 DosageAssist 
•	 BLDC	motor	for	heat	and	drain	pump 
•	 AquaSensor,	Load	Sensor 
•	 Detergent	Automation 
•	 Heat	exchanger 
•	 Alternating	spray 
•	 Regenerative	electronics 

•	 Self-cleaning	filter	system	with	3-fold		 	
	 corrugated	filter 
•	 Stainless	steel 
•	 Time	remaining	indicator	front 
•	 LED	colour	on	indicators 
•	 Electronic	delay	timer:	1-24	hours 
•	 LED	salt	refill	indicator 
•	 LED	rinse	aid	refill	indicator 
•	 Silver	XXL	baskets 
•	 Rackmatic	3-stage 
•	 2	foldable	plate	racks	in	top	basket 
•	 4	foldable	plate	racks	in	bottom	basket 
•	 Variable	cutlery	basket	in	bottom	basket 
•	 2	lever	(long/short) 
•	 AquaStop	-	Prevent	Water	Leakage 
•	 Maximum	water	inlet	temperature: 
•	 Childproof	control	lock 
•	 Servo-lock 
•	 Dimensions	of	the	product	(HxWxD):		 	
 84.5 x 60 x 60 cm 

Serie | 6
SMS67NW10M
60 cm dishwasher Freestanding
White

•	 Capacity:	12+1	place	settings	place	settings 
•	 Energy	Class:	5	Energy	Stars 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	251		
 kwh per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
	 cycles	using	cold	water	fill	and	the	consumption	of		
 the low power modes. Actual energy consumption  
 will depend on how the appliance is used. 
•	 Energy	consumption	in	programme		 	
 Eco 50: 0.896 kwh 
•	 Power	consumption	off-mode	/	left-on	mode:		
 NO_FEATURE / NO_FEATURE 
•	 Water	consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2604		
 litres per year, based on 280 standard cleaning  
 cycles. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 Consumption	in	programme	Eco	50:	2604	litres		
 water per year / 251 kwh energy per year. Based on  
	 280	standard	cleaning	cycles	using	cold	water	fill		
 and the consumption of the low power modes. 
•	 Drying	efficiency	class	NO_FEATURE	on	a	scale		
	 from	G	(least	efficient)	to	A	(most	efficient) 
•	The	information	relates	to	the	programme		Eco	50.		
 This programme is suitable to clean normally soiled  
	 tableware	and	is	the	most	efficient	programme	in		
 terms of combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time	in	programme	Eco	50:	210	min 
•	 Duration	of	the	left-on	mode:	NO_FEATURE 
•	 Noise	level:	44	dB	(re	1	pW),	built-under 
•	 7	programmes:	Intensive	70	°C,	Auto	45-65	°C, 
	 Eco	50	°C,	Night	Program	50	°C,	Glass	40	°C,	Quick		
	 wash	65	°C,	Pre-Rinse 
•	 NO_FEATURE 
•	 5	cleaning	temperatures 
•	 ActiveWater	hydraulic	system 
•	 DosageAssist 
•	 BLDC	motor	for	heat	and	drain	pump 
•	 AquaSensor,	Load	Sensor 
•	 Detergent	Automation 
•	 Heat	exchanger 
•	 Alternating	spray 
•	 Regenerative	electronics 
•	 Self-cleaning	filter	system	with	3-fold		 	
	 corrugated	filter 
•	 Stainless	steel 
•	 Time	remaining	indicator	front 
•	 LED	colour	on	indicators 
•	 Electronic	delay	timer:	1-24	hours 

•	 LED	salt	refill	indicator 
•	 LED	rinse	aid	refill	indicator 
•	 Stainless	steel	Replasa-X3 
•	 Silver	XXL	baskets 
•	 Rackmatic	3-stage 
•	 2	foldable	plate	racks	in	top	basket 
•	 4	foldable	plate	racks	in	bottom	basket 
•	 Variable	cutlery	basket	in	bottom	basket 
•	 2	lever	(long/short) 
•	 AquaStop	-	Prevent	Water	Leakage 
•	 Maximum	water	inlet	temperature: 
•	 Childproof	control	lock 
•	 Servo-lock 
•	 Dimensions	of	the	product	(HxWxD):		 	
 84.5 x 60 x 60 cm 

Serie | 6
SMS67NI10M
60 cm dishwasher Freestanding
silver inox





Notes:
Cook up a storm  
in your kitchen.



Enjoy a cooking experience 
that is a class apart.
Bosch freestanding cookers make cooking, 
baking and roasting easy and even more 
convenient. 

We believe that cooking, be it for yourself or for your loved ones, should 
be a pleasure; it should be an experience that delights you. With Bosch 
freestanding cookers, you get the reliable and long-lasting technology of the 
finest standard, which reflects on the variety of features that our cookers 
offer, making irresistible meals something that you will get used to.



Bricks of quality.
The features that set us apart.

Design
Each of the freestanding cookers offer reliable and 
enduring Bosch technology of the finest standard – 
technology that makes cooking, baking and roasting 
easy and more convenient.

Catalytic cleaning function
The inner walls of the oven feature special enamel 
plates. The enamelling is interspersed with so-called 
catalytic particles, which cause predominantly 
fat deposits to be distributed over the enamel at 
temperatures from 180 C̊. The catalytic plates must 
not be treated with oven spray, abrasive cleaning 
agents, stiff brushes or cotton waste. They should be 
cleaned with a soft sponge soaked in washing liquid.

Cooking fan
Hotair circulating - better cooking results with fan. 
Bosch heat convection system circulates the air with 
its fan quickly and evenly throughout the oven for 
better cooking performance.

German engineering
Providing you with the best quality design and 
technology.

Close door grilling
Close the door while grilling, even on high
temperatures & smoke and get better energy efficiency 
and results.

XXL oven more space for larger meals
With a capacity ranging from 67-112 litres, the Bosch 
range of freestanding cookers provide additional 
space for larger serving portions. The greater distance 
between the shelves optimises heat circulation for 
perfect cooking results. And with the choice of up 
to five different shelf levels, you’re guaranteed total 
flexibility.

Full safety system
Switches the gas off in case of unplanned flame; 
extinguishes in the ovens and hobs.

CoolTouch window
For added safety, selected Bosch freestanding cookers 
are fitted with double-glazed ventilation glass doors. 
The reflective inner glass is designed to keep heat in, 
while providing a safe-to-touch door on the outside.

Child lock
A button that inhibits all oven functions and prevents 
unwanted use. Available on select models. 

Large oven window
A perfect view of the oven interior without having to 
open the oven door. The increased viewing window 
provides more visibility and greater control of the 
cooking process.

Cooking with gas
Gas provides fast and instant cooking versatility.The 
cooktops on the freestanding cookers feature Bosch 
flame failure technology fitted to each burner. The 
stainless steel cooktop surface is fitted with removable 
cast-iron pan rests for durable performance. Electric 
cooktops with electronic touch controls, Bosch 
induction and ceramic cooktops combine great looks 
with intelligent function and design. The smooth 
ceramic glass cooktops surface is tough and durable, 
as well as being practical and easy to clean.

Electronic clock
All-in-one: Minute minder, time of day display, start/stop 
button for setting the cooking time and the option for 
entering the time when the dish should be ready.

Rapid heating
Save time at the press of a button by heating up 
to 30% faster. Once the desired temperature is 
reached, the selected heating method is automatically 
activated. Available on selected models.

Rotary split
Rotisserie - professional quality roasting and grilling 
now available at home.

Cast iron continuous pan support
Real cast iron pan support with Wok burner at center.

Easy cleaning
Removable full glass inner door makes cleaning very 
easy.

Ignition system
One hand ignition - ease of use for ignition with one 
hand.

Cavity type
Smooth cavity design - removable side wall racks for 
better and easier cleaning.



Bosch Freestanding Cookers. 
Place them wherever you want.

Design
Slim metal profile finished in black tempered glass, 
our Bosch premium gas cooktops provide a stylish and 
sleek look.

Control dials
The control dials match the design of our range of 
ovens so that you can perfectly coordinate your 
appliances.

Cast-iron supports
Cast-iron pan supports are both stylish and highly 
durable, providing solid and robust support for your 
cooking pans.

Performance
High-power, wok-style burner select gas cooktop 
models feature a powerful wok-style burner, which 
provides up to 18 Mj/h. Suitable for use with flat-based 
pans or with a wok by using the provided wok ring.

Flexible burners
All our gas cooktops feature different burner 
combinations for greater flexibility. With wok, high-
speed, standard and economy burners, you can cook 
more efficiently with the burner most suited to the size 
of the pan.

Convenience
One-hand ignition push and turn the ergonomically 
designed control knobs and the gas ignites 
automatically. As well as offering the convenience of 
only using one-hand, there is also no separate ignition 
button to clean.

Safety
Flame failure device for added safety, Bosch gas 
cooktops feature a flame failure device. This feature 
stops the supply of gas to the burners if the flame is 
extinguished.



Cooking

Cooking Appliances — Freestanding Cookers

Notes:
Cooktop: 
•	 Gas 
•	 Burners:	2	standard,	1	economy,	1	rapid 
•	 Front	left:	Rapid	burner	3	KW 
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	burner	1.7	KW 
•	 Rear	right:	Standard	burner	1.7	KW 
•	 Front	right:	Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 Two	hand	ignition	via	control	knobs 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Steel	pan	supports 
•	 Glass	cover	lid

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Gas	freestanding	cooker	with	NO_FEATURE		
 heating methods: Gas grill, Gas bottom heat 
•	 Cavity	volume:	71	l

Hook-in racks / rails 
•	 Shelf	support	rails

Comfort: 
•	 21cm	panel	(one	rail)

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	enamel	baking	tray,	1	x	grid

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Energieeffizienzklasse	(gem.	EU	Nr.	65/2014):	A 
	 Energieverbrauch	pro	Zyklus	im	konventionellen		
 Modus: 1.77 kwh 
•	 Zahl	der	Garräume:	1 
•	 	Innenraumvolumen:	71	l

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	120	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	230	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	gas:	10.5	KW 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar) 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 850 mm x 600 mm x 600 mm 
•	 Adjustable	feet”	 	
 

Serie | 2
HGA120B51M
Gas freestanding cooker

Cooktop: 
•	 Gas 
•	 Burners:	2	standard,	1	economy,	1	rapid 
•	 Front	left:	Rapid	burner	3	KW 
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	burner	1.75	KW 
•	 Rear	right:	Standard	burner	1.75	KW 
•	 Front	right:	Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 Two	hand	ignition	via	control	knobs 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Steel	pan	supports 
•	 Glass	cover	lid

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Gas	freestanding	cooker	with	2	heating	methods:		
 Gas grill, Gas bottom heat 
•	 Cavity	volume:	71	l

Hook-in racks / rails 
•	 Shelf	support	rails

Design: 
•	 Large

Comfort: 
•	 21cm	panel	(one	rail)

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	grid,	1	x	universal	pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	Energieeffizienzklasse	(gem.	EU	Nr.	65/2014):	A 
	 Energieverbrauch	pro	Zyklus	im	konventionellen		
 Modus: 1.77 kwh 
•	Zahl	der	Garräume:	1 
•	Wärmequelle:	Gas 
•	Innenraumvolumen:	71	l

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	120	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	gas:	10.5	KW 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar) 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 850 mm x 600 mm x 600 mm 
•	 Adjustable	feet

Serie | 2
HGA120B50M
Gas freestanding cooker

Cooktop: 
•	 Gas 
•	 Burners:	2	standard,	1	economy,	1	rapid 
•	 Front	left:	Rapid	burner	3	KW 
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	burner	1.75	KW 
•	 Rear	right:	Standard	burner	1.75	KW 
•	 Front	right:	Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob		 	
 via control knobs 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Steel	pan	supports 
•	 Glass	cover	lid

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Gas	freestanding	cooker	with	2	heating	methods:		
 Gas bottom heat, Gas grill, rotisserie 
•	 Cavity	volume:	71	l 
•	 Rotary	spit

Hook-in racks / rails 
•	 Shelf	support	rails

Design: 
•	 Large

Cleaning: 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door

Comfort: 
•	 21cm	panel	(one	rail)

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	alu	baking	tray,	1	x	cross	support	for	espresso,		
 1 x grid, 1 x universal pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Energieeffizienzklasse	(gem.	EU	Nr.	65/2014):	A 
	 Energieverbrauch	pro	Zyklus	im	konventionellen		
 Modus: 1.77 kwh 
•	 Zahl	der	Garräume:	1 
•	 Wärmequelle:	Gas 
•	 Innenraumvolumen:	71	l

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	120	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	gas:	10.5	KW 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar) 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 850 mm x 600 mm x 600 mm 
•	 Adjustable	feet 

Serie | 2
HGA128D50M
Gas freestanding cooker



CookingCooking

Cooktop: 
•	 Gas 
•	 Burners:	2	standard,	1	economy,	1	rapid 
•	 Front	left:	Rapid	burner	3	KW 
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	burner	1.75	KW 
•	 Rear	right:	Standard	burner	1.75	KW 
•	 Front	right:	Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob		 	
 via control knobs 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Cast	iron	pan	supports 
•	 Glass	cover	lid

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Gas	freestanding	cooker	with	2	heating	methods:		
 Gas bottom heat, Gas grill 
•	 Cavity	volume:	71	l

Hook-in racks / rails 
•	 Shelf	support	rails

Design: 
•	 Large

Cleaning: 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door

Comfort: 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 21cm	panel	(one	rail)

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	alu	baking	tray,	1	x	cross	support	for	espresso,		
 1 x grid, 1 x universal pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Energieeffizienzklasse	(gem.	EU	Nr.	65/2014):	A 
	 Energieverbrauch	pro	Zyklus	im	konventionellen		
 Modus: 1.77 kwh 
•	 Zahl	der	Garräume:	1 
•	 Wärmequelle:	Gas 
•	 Innenraumvolumen:	71	l

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	120	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	gas:	10.5	KW 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar) 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 850 mm x 600 mm x 600 mm 
•	 Adjustable	feet 

Serie | 4
HGB320E50M
Gas freestanding cooker

Cooktop: 
•	 Gas 
•	 Burners:	2	standard,	1	economy,	1	WOK 
•	 Front	left:	Wok	burner	3.3	KW 
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	burner	1.75	KW 
•	 Rear	right:	Standard	burner	1.75	KW 
•	 Front	right:	Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob	via		
 control knobs 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Cast	iron	pan	supports 
•	 Glass	cover	lid

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Gas	freestanding	cooker	with	2	heating	methods:		
 Gas grill, Gas bottom heat 
•	 Cavity	volume:	71	l

Hook-in racks / rails 
•	 Shelf	support	rails 
•	 Telescopic	rails	retrofitable

Cleaning: 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door

Comfort: 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 21cm	panel	(one	rail)

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	alu	baking	tray,	1	x	enamel	baking	tray,	1	x	cross		
 support for espresso, 1 x grid, 1 x universal pan 
 
Environment and Safety: 
•	 Energieeffizienzklasse	(gem.	EU	Nr.	65/2014):	A 
•	 Energieverbrauch	pro	Zyklus	im	konventionellen		
 Modus: 1.77 kwh 
•	 Zahl	der	Garräume:	1 
•	 Wärmequelle:	Gas 
•	 Innenraumvolumen:	71	l 
 
Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	120	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	gas:	10.8	KW 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar) 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included 
 
Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 850 mm x 600 mm x 600 mm 
•	 Adjustable	feet

Serie | 4
HGQ320I50M 
Gas freestanding cooker

Cooktop: 
•	 Gas 
•	 Burners:	2	standard,	1	economy,	1	rapid 
•	 Front	left:	Rapid	burner	3	KW 
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	burner	1.75	KW 
•	 Rear	right:	Standard	burner	1.75	KW 
•	 Front	right:	Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob	via		
 control knobs 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Cast	iron	pan	supports 
•	 Glass	cover	lid

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Gas	combination	freestanding	cooker	with		
 6 heating methods: Hot air, Top/bottom heat, 
 hot air grilling, Defrost setting 
•	 Cavity	volume:	66	l

Hook-in racks / rails 
•	 Shelf	support	rails 
•	 Telescopic	rails	retrofitable

Cleaning: 
•	 Ecolyse	features:	back	panel 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door 
 

Comfort: 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 Rapid	heating-up 
•	 21cm	panel	(one	rail)

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	enamel	baking	tray,	1	x	cross	support	for		
 espresso, 1 x grid, 1 x universal pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Child	lock

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	120	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	3.3	KW 
•	 Total	connected	load	gas:	7.5	KW 
•	 Preset	of	liquid	gas	(28-30/37mbar) 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 850 mm x 600 mm x 600 mm 
•	 Adjustable	feet

Serie | 4
HXQ38AE50M
Gas combination freestanding cooker

•	 Gas	hob 
•	 1	rapid,	2	standard,	1	economy,	1	wok	burner 
•	 Front	left:	Rapid	burner	2.9	KW 
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	burner	1.65	KW 
•	 Center:	WOK	burner	3.6	KW 
•	 Rear	right:	Standard	burner	1.65	KW 
•	 Front	right:	Economy	burner	0.9	KW 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Cast	iron	pan	supports 
•	 glass	cover	lid 
•	 Gas	oven 
•	 3	cooking	functions:	Gas	bottom	heat,	Gas	top/	
 bottom heat, Gas grill, rotisserie 
•	 Rotary	spit 
•	 Oven	interior	light 
•	 Yes 
•	 Adjustable	feet 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included 

Serie | 2
HGI12TQ50M
Range Cooker 89 cm wide - Stainless 
steel

•	 Gas	hob 
•	 1	rapid,	2	standard,	1	economy,	1	wok	burner 
•	 Front	left:	Rapid	burner	3	KW 
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	burner	1.8	KW 
•	 Center:	WOK	burner	4	KW 
•	 Rear	right:	Standard	burner	1.8	KW 
•	 Front	right:	Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Cast	iron	pan	supports 
•	 glass	cover	lid 
•	 Gas	oven 
•	 Extra	large	capacity	oven	(112	l)	with	grey	enamel 
•	 4	cooking	functions:	Gas	bottom	heat,	Gas	top/	
 bottom heat, Gas grill, rotisserie 
•	 Rotary	spit 
•	 Side 
•	 Shelf	support	rails 
•	 Oven	interior	light 
•	 Mechanical 
•	 Yes 
•	 Adjustable	feet 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included 

Serie | 2
HSG736357M
Range Cooker 90 cm wide 
Stainless steel

•	 Gas	hob 
•	 1	rapid,	2	standard,	1	economy,	1	wok	burner 
•	 Front	left:	Rapid	burner	3	KW 
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	burner	1.8	KW 
•	 Center:	WOK	burner	4	KW 
•	 Rear	right:	Standard	burner	1.8	KW 
•	 Front	right:	Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Cast	iron	pan	supports 
•	 glass	cover	lid 
•	 Gas	oven 
•	 Extra	large	capacity	oven	(112	l)	with	grey	enamel 
•	 4	cooking	functions:	Gas	bottom	heat,	Gas	top/	
 bottom heat, Gas grill, rotisserie 
•	 Rotary	spit 
•	 Catalytic	oven	cavity	(rear	and	side	walls) 
•	 Shelf	support	rails 
•	 telesc.	extension	rails	1-fold 
•	 Oven	interior	light 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 Yes 
•	 Adjustable	feet 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included 

Serie | 2
HSG738357M
Range Cooker 90 cm wide 
Stainless steel



CookingCooking

•	 Gas	hob 
•	 1	rapid,	2	standard,	1	economy,	1	wok	burner 
•	 Front	left:	Rapid	burner	2.9	KW 
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	burner	1.65	KW 
•	 Center:	WOK	burner	3.6	KW 
•	 Rear	right:	Standard	burner	1.65	KW 
•	 Front	right:	Economy	burner	0.9	KW 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 glass	cover	lid 
•	 Gas	oven 
•	 Extra	large	capacity	oven	(91	l)	with	grey	enamel 
•	 4	cooking	functions:	Gas	bottom	heat,	Gas	top/	
 bottom heat, Gas grill, rotisserie 
•	 Rotary	spit 
•	 Catalytic	oven	cavity	(rear	and	side	walls) 
•	 Shelf	support	rails 
•	 Oven	interior	light 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 Yes 
•	 Adjustable	feet 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar	included)

Serie | 4
HGK90VQ50M
Range Cooker 89 cm wide
Stainless steel

•	 Gas	hob 
•	 1	rapid,	2	standard,	1	economy,	1	wok	burner 
•	 Front	left:	Rapid	burner	2.9	KW 
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	burner	1.8	KW 
•	 Center:	WOK	burner	4	KW 
•	 Rear	right:	Standard	burner	1.8	KW 
•	 Front	right:	Economy	burner	1	KW 
•	 One-hand	ignition	via	control	knob 
•	 Full	flame	safety 
•	 Cast	iron	pan	supports 
•	 glass	cover	lid 
•	 Extra	large	capacity	oven	(112	l)	with	grey	enamel 
•	 Multifunction	oven 
•	 8	cooking	functions:	Top/bottom	heat,	Circulating		
 air, hot air grilling, Full width grill, rotisserie 
•	 Rotary	spit 
•	 Catalytic	oven	cavity	(rear	and	side	walls) 
•	 Shelf	support	rails 
•	 telesc.	extension	rails	1-fold 
•	 Oven	interior	light 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 Yes 
 Adjustable feet 
•	 Natural	gas	nozzles	(20	mbar)	included 

Serie | 8
HSB738357M
Range Cooker 90 cm wide
Stainless steel

Cooktop: 
•	 Hob	with	2	high-speed	and	2	standard	hotplates 
•	 front	left:	High	speed	plate	2	KW 
•	 rear	left:	Standard	zone	1	KW 
•	 rear	right:	Standard	zone	2	KW 
•	 front	right:	High	speed	plate	1.5	KW

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	Electric	free-standing	cooker	with	5	heating		
 methods:Top/bottom heat, Bottom heat 
•	 Cavity	volume:	71	l

Hook-in racks / rails 
•	 Shelf	support	rails

Design: 
•	 Large

Comfort: 
•	 Halogen	interior	lighting 
•	 21cm	panel	(one	rail)

Accessory: 
•	1	x	grid,	1	x	universal	pan

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	120	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	9.35	KW

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 850 mm x 600 mm x 600 mm 
•	 Adjustable	feet

Serie | 2
HQA050020Q
Electric free-standing cooker 

Cooktop: 
•	 4	HighSpeed	cooking	zones 
•	 front	left:	Standard	zone	1.2	KW 
•	 rear	left:	Standard	zone	1.8	KW 
•	 rear	right:	Standard	zone	1.2	KW 
•	 front	right:	Standard	zone	2.2	KW 
•	 4-fold	residual	heat	display

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Electric	free-standing	cooker	with	5	heating		
 methods: Top/bottom heat, Bottom heat 
•	 Cavity	volume:	71	l

Hook-in racks / rails 
•	 Shelf	support	rails 
•	 Telescopic	rails	retrofitable 
Cleaning: 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door

Comfort: 
•	 Halogen	interior	lighting 
•	 21cm	panel	(one	rail)

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	enamel	baking	tray,	1	x	grid,	1	x	universal	pan

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	120	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	9.25	KW 
 
Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 850 mm x 600 mm x 600 mm 
•	 Adjustable	feet 

Serie | 2
HKU150050M
Electric free-standing cooker

Cooktop: 
•	 4	HighSpeed	cooking	zones	including	1	dual		
 circuit zone 
•	 front	left:	Standard	zone	1.8	KW 
•	 rear	left:	Standard	zone	1.8	KW 
•	 rear	right:	Standard	zone	1.2	KW 
•	 front	right:	Dual-circuit	cooking	zone	2.2	KW 
•	 4-fold	residual	heat	display

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Electric	free-standing	cooker	with	6	 	
 heating methods: Hot air, Top/bottom heat, hot air  
 grilling, Defrost setting 
•	 Cavity	volume:	66	l

Hook-in racks / rails 
•	 Shelf	support	rails 
•	 Telescopic	rails	retrofitable

Design: 
•	 Retractable	controls

Cleaning: 
•	 Ecolyse	features:	back	panel 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door

Comfort: 
•	 mechanical 
•	 Electronic	clock 

•	 Rapid	heating-up 
•	 Halogen	interior	lighting 
•	 21cm	panel	(one	rail) 
 
Accessory: 
•	 1	x	enamel	baking	tray,	1	x	grid,	1	x	universal	pan 
 
Environment and Safety: 
•	 Child	lock 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014):	A 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	conventional		
 mode: 0.98 kwh 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	fan-forced		
 convection mode: 0.79 kwh 
•	 Number	of	cavities:	1 
•	 Heat	source:	electrical 
•	 Cavity	volume:	66	l

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	120	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	10.3	KW

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 850 mm x 600 mm x 600 mm 
•	 Adjustable	feet

Serie | 4
HKQ38A150M 
Electric free-standing cooker

Cooktop: 
•	 front	left:	Standard	zone	1.8	KW 
•	 rear	left:	Roaster	zone,	Dual-circuit	cooking		
	 zone	2.4	KW 
•	 rear	right:	Standard	zone	1.2	KW 
•	 front	right:	Dual-circuit	cooking	zone	2.2	KW 
•	 4-fold	residual	heat	display

Type of oven / heating system: 
•	 Electric	free-standing	cooker	with	8	heating		
 methods: Hot air, Top/bottom heat, hot air grilling,  
 Pizza setting, Bottom heat, Defrost setting 
•	 Cavity	volume:	66	l

Hook-in racks / rails 
•	 Shelf	support	rails 
•	 Telescopic	rails	retrofitable

Design: 
•	 Retractable	controls

Cleaning: 
•	 Ecolyse	features:	back	panel 
•	 Full	glass	inner	door

Comfort: 
•	 mechanical 
•	 Electronic	clock 
•	 Rapid	heating-up 

•	 Halogen	interior	lighting 
•	 21cm	panel	(one	rail)

Accessory: 
•	 1	x	enamel	baking	tray,	1	x	grid,	1	x	universal	pan

Environment and Safety: 
•	 Child	lock 
•	 Energy	efficiency	rating	(acc.	EU	Nr.	65/2014):	A 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	conventional		
 mode: 0.98 kwh 
•	 Energy	consumption	per	cycle	in	fan-forced		
 convection mode: 0.79 kwh 
•	 Number	of	cavities:	1 
•	 Heat	source:	electrical

Technical Info: 
•	 Length	of	mains	cable:	120	cm 
•	 Nominal	voltage:	220	-	240	V 
•	 Total	connected	load	electric:	10.9	KW

Dimensions: 
•	 Appliance	dimension	(hxwxd):		 	
 850 mm x 600 mm x 600 mm 
•	 Adjustable	feet 

Serie | 6
HKS59A20M
Electric free-standing cooker



•	 Glass	ceramic	hob	
•	 5	highSpeed	cooking	zones	including	1	dual	circuit		
	 zone	and	1	extendable	oval	zone	
•	 Front	left:	Dual-circuit	cooking	zone	0.7	KW,	2	KW	
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	zone	1.2	KW	
•	 Center:	Oval	zone	1.4	KW,	2.2	KW	
•	 Rear	right:	Standard	zone	1.8	KW	
•	 Front	right:	Standard	zone	1.2	KW	
•	 5	stage	residual	heat	indicator	
•	 Splash	guard	
•	 Large	capacity	oven	(105	l)	
•	 Multifunction	oven	
•	 9	cooking	functions:	Half	width	grill,	Circulating		
	 Air,	hot	air	grilling,	Defrost	setting,	Full	width	grill,		
	 Rotisserie,	Hot	Air	Standard,	Top/bottom	heat,		
	 Pizza	setting	
•	 Rotary	spit	
•	 Catalytic	back	and	side	liners	
•	 Shelf	support	rails	
•	 Oven	interior	light	
•	 Electronic	clock	
•	 Adjustable	feet	
	

Serie | 8
HKK99V850M 
Range Cooker 89 cm

•	 Glass	ceramic	hob	
•	 5	HighSpeed	cooking	zones	including	1	dual	circuit		
	 zone	and	1	extendable	oval	zone	
•	 Front	left:	Standard	zone	1.2	KW	
•	 Rear	left:	Standard	zone	1.8	KW	
•	 	Center:	Oval	zone	0.75	KW,	1.4	KW,	2.2	KW	
•	 Rear	right:	Dual-circuit	cooking	zone		 	
	 0.75	KW,	2.2	KW	
•	 Front	right:	Standard	zone	1.2	KW	
•	 5	stage	residual	heat	indicator	
•	 Splash	guard	
•	 Extra	large	capacity	oven	(112	l)	with	grey	enamel	
•	 Multifunction	oven	
•	 8	cooking	functions:	Full	width	grill,	Hot		
	 Air	Standard,	Top/bottom	heat,	hot	air	grilling,		
	 Rotisserie,	Circulating	Air,	Bottom	heat	&		
	 circulating	air,	Conventional	heat	ECO	
•	 Rotary	spit	
•	 Catalytic	back	and	side	liners	
•	 Shelf	support	rails	
•	 telesc.	extension	rails	1-fold	
•	 Oven	interior	light	
•	 Electronic	clock	
•	 Yes	
•	 Adjustable	feet”	 	

Serie | 8
HCB738357M
Stainless steel Range Cooker 90 cm

•	 Freestanding	
•	 User-friendly	electronics	with	push-buttons		
	 and	pop-out	control.	
•	 900	W	Microwave	
•	 5	settings:	900	W,	600W,	360W,	180W,	90W	
•	 Grill	1200	W	
•	 Combination	of	Grill	and	Microwave	power		
	 levels	360/180/90	W	
•	 8	automatic	programming	
•	 4	defrost	programs	
•	 3	cooking	programs	
•	 8	combi	programs	
•	 Memory-Function	(1	setting)	
•	 Large	digital	display	for	displaying	cooking		
	 times	and	time	of	day	
•	 Capacity	25	l	Stainless	steel	
•	 Turn	table	31.5	cm	Glass	
•	 Out	put	power	1.45	kW	
•	 Power	cord	with	plug	100	cm	

Serie | 2
HMT84G451M
Microwave oven brushed steel

Cooking	Appliances	—	Freestanding	Cookers	/	Microwave





Clothes as good as 
new, at every wash.



Notes:

The new Bosch washing machines with ActiveOxygen remove 
up to 99.99% of bacteria — even at low temperatures.

Your kid’s cuddly blanket is also
the bacteria’s favorite?
Never mind.



Bosch – Europe’s No.1* Home 
Appliances Brand.

Bosch quality.

Bosch, Europe’s No. 1 brand for major domestic appliances, is 
committed to implementing the guiding principle of the company’s 
founder,	Robert	Bosch,	which	was	that	he	would	“rather	lose	
money than trust”. Outstanding engineering, in accordance with 
a responsible, value-oriented approach, assures that Bosch 
appliances satisfy the highest customer standards, for they are 
characterised by work-saving innovations, advanced technology, 
excellent workmanship and exemplary design. 

Every Bosch washer to leave our factory 
complies with stringent standards. All 
sub-assemblies and components undergo 
thorough inspection before they are 
included in the production of your new 
Bosch washing machine. To demonstrate 
our commitment to quality, a further 2-3% 
of all production is resubmitted for quality 
audits. We stand proud by all our products 
when they leave the factory, so you have 
the confidence you’ve come to rely on when 
your appliance arrives.

Bosch washing   
innovative milestones.

1971
Washing machine with automatic 
interval feature

1972
Fully automatic washer-dryer

1986
AquaStop™ system for washing 
machines

1988
Front loader washing machine with 
fuzzy control

1997
AquaSensor system for washing 
machines

2001 
Washing machine dialogue display

2003
Washing machines with stain 
treatment table

2004 
Washing machines with inclined 
drum and capacity of up to 9 kg

2005
Extremely quiet dryer with 
protective drum structure

2006
Washing machine with 15-minute 
programme. New German 
manufactured front loader with 
automatic AntiStain feature and 
1-8 kg VarioSoft™ Drum. Washing 
and impregnation in a single 
process. 5 kg load in 60 minutes 
(power-wash)

2007
Logixx 10: 1-10 kg washer and 
1-10 kg deducted air dryer

2008
World’s most energy-efficient dryer 
through heat pump technology 
with SelfCleaning Condenser

2009
EcoSilence Drive™ motor sets 
energy benchmark: Energy 
efficiency class A — 30%. 
VarioPerfect™ washing logic. Heat 
pump tumble dryer with maximum 
energy-efficiency: A — 50%, washer-
dryer with air condensation 
technology

2010
i-DOS™: Benchmark in innovative 
dosing of detergents

2011
New premium class washing 
machines and dryers: 
HomeProfessional

2012
Washing machine 
i-DOS™ WAY32890: Winner of 
iF Product Design Award and 
honorary mention in reddot 
Design Awards: Intelligent water 
dosing, low energy and water 
consumption, quiet drive and 
AntiVibration™ side panels, and 
high quality materials.

2013
Double honours at the 2013 Lean & 
Green Efficiency Awards

2015
ActiveOxygen button kills bacteria 
and germs up to 99.999%, 
even when washed at lower 
temperatures. It does not require 
any additional chemical washing 
agents and keeps clothes gentle, 
as well as scented

*For major domestic appliances. Source: Euromonitor, volume sales, 2018



Wash like a professional.

Serie | 2
You have lots of hobbies and like to spend your free time doing things you 
enjoy, but housework is not one of them. Home appliances to you are 
utilities and not to be given much thought. They need to be dependable 
workhorses that deliver efficient value for your money. 

Such are the home appliances of Serie 2.

Serie | 4
As a family-oriented person, you have impressive organisational skills. No 
matter how chaotic things get, you stay on top of the situation and keep 
things in order. Therefore, you look for home appliances that are easy 
to operate and fully support your lifestyle. You require a brand that truly 
understands your needs.

Such are the home appliances of Serie 4.

Serie | 6
You lead an active, sustainable lifestyle. You care about real benefits 
instead of technical gadgets. You opt for a timeless design and not for 
temporary trends. You trust the experience and expertise of a brand with a 
long tradition when you buy home appliances.

Such are the home appliances of Serie 6.

Serie | 8
To you, perfection is paramount. It manifests in form, function and a 
surprising ease of use. This high expectation can be found throughout 
your home, where everything is of high quality and thought through to the 
last detail. And so are your home appliances that excel in quality results 
and stand out with first-class design. 

Such are the home appliances of Serie 8.



You can overdose or underdose. 
Or you can get the dosing just right.
The intelligent i–DOSTM  
automatic dosing system

Eliminate inaccurate dosing by hand! Thanks to 
i-DOSTM, the HomeProfessional automatically doses 
just the right amount of liquid detergent and fabric 
conditioner. You only have to fill it up once and it will 
provide the perfect dosage for an average of 20 wash 
loads. Intelligent sensors in the washing machine 
measure the load quantity, fabric type and degree of 
soiling.

Precision dosing pumps then adds the appropriate 
amount of detergent – with millilitre precision. 
This couldn’t be better for your laundry, which is 
washed thoroughly yet gently. It is also better for the 
environment: Exact dosing saves up to 7,062 litres of 
water per year*, not to mention a lot of liquid detergent.

Powerful
The precision pumps are so powerful that even 
concentrated detergents can be dosed exactly. It also 
means new detergent trends and innovations can be 
handled flexibly.

Intelligent
Once the washing machine is started, sensors record 
how much laundry is in the drum, the type of fabric 
and degree of soiling. So the washing machine 
always knows exactly how much detergent and fabric 
conditioner is required.

Precise
High-precision gear pumps convey the liquid from 
the tank to the laundry. Exactly one millilitre of liquid 
detergent is dispensed per 18 gear revolutions. This 
allows for exceptionally precise dosing.

Automatic programmes
How do you obtain perfect washing results? Simply 
press the ‘start’ button. With the two automatic 
programmes for normal or sensitive wash loads, the 
new Serie 6 i-DOSTM takes care of everything else on 
its own. The necessary amount of detergent is dosed 
automatically and the wash process is optimally 
adjusted to the demands of the particular wash load.

Economical
As only exactly the right amount of detergent is used 
and there is no possibility of insufficient or excess 
dosing, additional rinse cycles to get rid of excess 
soap suds are eliminated as well. And that saves up to 
7,062 litres of water per year*.

Convenience and flexibility
The i-DOSTM intelligent automatic dosing system is 
fully integrated into the washing machine. The larger 
i-DOSTM tank holds 1.3 litres of liquid detergent, the 
smaller of the two holds 0.5 litres of fabric conditioner 
or a second liquid detergent (e.g. for coloured 
laundry). This reserve is sufficient for an average of 
20 wash loads. You can, of course, add detergent 
manually as before, if for instance you need to use 
a special detergent, washing powder or bleaching 
agent. The tanks are not only easy and convenient to 
fill, they can also be effortlessly removed for emptying 
or cleaning purposes.

*wfk,	Institute	for	applied	science,	Untersuchungsbericht	WL	5132/10,	test	No:	“Untersuchungsberich	5132/10”
Average water consumption per year is based on 220 washing per year



Sensitive
By prolonging the maximum wash temperature, 
increasing the water level and adding an extra rinse, this 
programme reduces exposure to allergens that irritate 
sensitive skin.

Handwash wool
An exceptionally gentle woollens handwash 
programme, which runs at only 27 rpm (usual speed 
is 50 rpm) with a soft wash action and special spin 
phase that ensures everything stays in good shape.

Mixed load
A fast wash that allows mixed fabrics and colour loads 
to be safely washed together. Originally designed 
with school uniforms in mind, it is capable of handling 
up to 3 kg of washing, and is ideal for quick washes 
that might be required before a full load of laundry is 
collected.

Reduced ironing option
The laundry is tumbled gently periodically during the 
normal programme spin cycle, and then at the end of 
the spin phase, keeping laundry fluffy and tangle-free. 
The result is reduced creasing, and therefore easier 
ironing.

Pre-wash option
For especially dirty clothes, a pre-wash will loosen dirt 
and remove it from the clothes prior to the main wash.

Jog Dial
Use the dial to select any programme you like with 
effortless ease. A turn of the dial easily takes you to 
the required setting – clearly indicated by red LED 
light bars.

Sports wash
A programme for modern sports clothes with 
sportswear microfibre technology like those used for 
gym, cycling or jogging.

Tailor-made to your needs.
With Bosch, there’s a programme suited to your every need.

Programmes

AntiStain
The automatic stain option targets and eliminates the 4 most hard-to-
remove stains – cosmetics, coffee, butter/oil and blood. The washing 
machine automatically adjusts the temperature, drum action and soaking 
time to the specific stains before the selected wash programme starts.

SuperQuick 15/30
A short programme of approximately 15/30 minutes for 2 kg of lightly 
soiled washing – that’s roughly equivalent to one outfit or 10 men’s shirts. 
Packing in a wash, two rinse cycles and improved rinse spinning, this is 
one of the shortest complete washing programmes of any machine in 
the market.

DrumClean
Programme for cleaning and maintaining the drum for unmatched 
performance, every time.

Night Wash
Freely selectable programme for extremely quiet washing, so that nothing 
disturbs your good night’s sleep.



AntiVibrationTM design
The new spiral design of the side walls increases stability 
and reduces vibrations. Optimum sound insulation 
dampens noise further.

VarioPerfectTM – Eco option
If you want to save electricity, select the EcoPerfect 
option with your normal washing cycle from the 
VarioPerfect™ logic system and save up to 50% energy.

VarioPerfectTM – Speed option
If you have no time to do laundry, select the 
SpeedPerfect option with your normal washing cycle 
from the VarioPerfect™ logic system and save up to 60% 
of washing cycle time.

VarioSoftTM Drum system
The unique patented VarioSoft™ Drum system for faster, 
gentler washing is exclusively available from Bosch. 
When the drum is rotated over the steep sides, articles 
are washed more intensively in normal programmes 
– and over the flat sides, with extra care for delicate 
programmes.

Asymmetrical glass porthole
The unique porthole on the VarioSoft™ Drum also 
decisively improves washing results. The asymmetrically 
curved inner surface of the porthole gently returns 
articles to the centre of the drum, permanently 
integrating them in the wash process.

AquaPlus
With AquaPlus, a higher water level is used throughout 
the wash and rinse cycles of the chosen wash 
programmes – for the best rinsing results.

3D AquaSpa wash system
A wash and shower system for optimum washing 
results. Water enters the drum from three sides for quick 
and effective distribution. During the cycle, specially 
designed paddles scoop up the water, gently bathing the 
wash load and ensuring gentle washing and optimum 
usage of the water in the drum.

ActiveWater™  
Intelligent water management
The most intelligent water system ever, with flow sensors 
that detect the level of soiling so that only the exact 
amount is used for any load.WaveDrum

Too good and true. Bosch in every detail.
EcoSilence Drive™. The features that set us apart.

Performance
EcoSilence Drive™
(with 10 years warranty)

Advanced textile care
The ‘wave’ drop-design drum means just the right amount 
of gentle textile agitation for a perfect wash. In addition, 
the optimised paddle and drum design makes for 
precise textile movement, constant water flow and equal 
detergent distribution for perfect results every time.

Convenience
Self-cleaning detergent drawer
The self-cleaning detergent drawer has smooth walls 
and nozzles that automatically flush the two detergent 
chambers clean as water is added. This makes sure that 
the water is always clean for the follow-up rinse cycles.

Time delay 
This option allows you to programme your washing 
machine to start or finish between 1 and 24 hours after 
you set it. 

Digital display
Our washing machine features a large display that clearly 
shows the wash progress, time remaining, spin speed 
and temperature selected.

Most sophisticated sensors ever
Intelligent water flow rate sensors assess the required 
water not only by load size, but also by laundry type.This 
allows for exact control of the optimum water level.

Reload
Thanks to Bosch Reload function, forgotten laundry 
items can be added during the cycle by pressing start/
pause button. The washing machine automatically 
adjusts the water level and allows you to open the door 
so you can also add/remove big items such as bed 
sheets and towels.

Safety
AquaStop™
All Bosch washing machines are designed with safety in 
mind, from the highly pressure-resistant water supply 
hose and overflow prevention systems, to the electronic 
lock that prevents the porthole from being opened 
unintentionally mid-cycle.

Key	features

Strong
We developed one of the most powerful motors for 
the HomeProfessional: The EcoSilence Drive™, with 
extremely strong permanent magnets.

Long-lasting
Friction generates heat, which is bad for the motor. 
With the new and innovative brushless design 
concept, the EcoSilence Drive™ neither heats up nor 
wears out. Moreover, as actions speak louder than 
words, we guarantee it. For the next ten years.

Economical
EcoSilence Drive™ sets a new benchmark in economy: 

A+++. This means it is up to 32% more economical than 
an energy efficiency class A-rated appliance. After all, 
without carbon brushes, no more inhibiting friction 
is generated in the motor. Therefore, the EcoSilence 
Drive™ can use its full power to drive the washing 
machine without any energy loss.

Quiet
As there is no friction from carbon brushes, there is also 
no excessive motor noise. That makes the EcoSilence 
Drive™ one of the quietest motors in its class and the 
best example that less can indeed be more.



When space is of the essence.
What do you do when you have limited space, but still want to enjoy 
perfectly washed and dried laundry? We’re here to help. With the 
Bosch stacking kit, you can position your washing machine and dryer 
on top of each other, saving you space, while giving you unmatched 
washing results. Or you can simply bring home a Bosch washer-dryer 
and enjoy the benefits of two appliances rolled into one.

AutoDry TechnologyTM

Aided by innovative sensors, this intelligent technology 
guarantees even drying of your garments. Not only 
is your washing dried gently, it gets optimum care 
treatment too.

Wash and dry 4 kg of laundry in one go
You can wash and dry up to 5 kg of laundry without 
having to take out clothes in between cycles.

Refresh programme
Minimise creases with the innovative refresh function, 
suitable for refreshing business suits, jackets and 
trousers, or dry-clean only items that cannot be 
washed in the washing machine.



Washing machine

Automatic Washing Machines

•	 Capacity:	7	kg
•	 Max.	spin	speed:	1000	rpm
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	4	Energy	Stars
•	 EcoSilence	drive	with	10	year	warranty

Main features
•	 WaveDrum
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent
•	 ActiveWater:	water	management	system

Programmes
•	 Special	programmes:	Super15,	Delicats	/Silk,
 Wool, Easy Care, Eco

Convenience and Safety
•	 Short-stroke	buttons:	Start	/	Reload	/	Pause,	Time
 delay, Temperature, Spin speed reduction/Yes
•	 display	for	programme	progress,	temperature,	spin
 speed, remaining time and 24 h endtime delay
•	 Fully	electronic	control	dial	for	all	wash-	and
 special programs
•	 Multiple	water	protection
•	 AquaSensor	for	optimum	rinse	results:	Yes
•	 3D	AquaSpa	wash	system	with	cascade	for	faster
 water penetration
•	 Foam	detection	system

•	 Unbalanced	load	detection
•	 Self	cleaning	detergent	drawer
•	 Reload	Function:	Yes
•	 24	h	end	time	delay	/	remaining	time
•	 Metal	door	closing	hook
•	 Magnet	Lock
•	 Childproof	door	lock

•	 Capacity:	7	kg
•	 Max.	spin	speed:	1000	rpm
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	4	Energy	Stars
•	 EcoSilence	drive	with	10	year	warranty

Main features
•	 WaveDrum
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent
•	 ActiveWater:	water	management	system

Programmes
•	 Special	programmes:	Super15,	Delicats	/Silk,
 Wool, Easy Care, Eco

Convenience and Safety
•	 Short-stroke	buttons:	Start	/	Reload	/	Pause,	Time
 delay, Temperature, Spin speed reduction/Yes
•	 display	for	programme	progress,	temperature,	spin
 speed, remaining time and 24 h endtime delay
•	 Fully	electronic	control	dial	for	all	wash-	and
 special programs
•	 Multiple	water	protection
•	 AquaSensor	for	optimum	rinse	results:	Yes
•	 3D	AquaSpa	wash	system	with	cascade	for	faster
 water penetration

•	 Foam	detection	system
•	 Unbalanced	load	detection
•	 Self	cleaning	detergent	drawer
•	 Reload	Function:	Yes
•	 24	h	end	time	delay	/	remaining	time
•	 Metal	door	closing	hook
•	 Magnet	Lock
•	 Childproof	door	lock

•	 Capacity:	8	kg 
•	 Max.	spin	speed:	1000	rpm 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	4	Energy	Stars 
•	 EcoSilence	drive	with	10	year	warranty

Main features 
•	 WaveDrum 
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent 
•	 ActiveWater:	water	management	system

Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	Super15,	Delicats	/Silk,		
 Wool, Easy Care, Eco

Convenience and Safety 
•	 Short-stroke	buttons:	Start	/	Reload	/	Pause,		Time		
 delay, Temperature, Spin speed reduction/Yes 
•	 display	for	programme	progress,	temperature,	spin		
 speed, remaining time and 24 h endtime delay 
•	 Fully	electronic	control	dial	for	all	wash-	and		
 special programs 
•	 Multiple	water	protection 
•	 AquaSensor	for	optimum	rinse	results:	Yes 
•	 3D	AquaSpa	wash	system	with	cascade	for	faster		
 water penetration 

•	 Foam	detection	system 
•	 	Unbalanced	load	detection 
•	 Self	cleaning	detergent	drawer 
•	 Reload	Function:	Yes 
•	 24	h	end	time	delay	/	remaining	time 
•	 Metal	door	closing	hook 
•	 Magnet	Lock 
•	 Childproof	door	lock

Serie | 2
WAJ20170GC
Free Standing washing machine

Serie | 2
WAJ2017SGC
Free Standing washing machine

Serie | 2
WAJ20180GC
Free Standing washing machine

Notes:



•	 9kg	1200	rpm

Main features 
•	 Capacity:	9	kg 
•	 Energy	consumption	152	kWh	per	year,	based		
 on 220 standard washing cycles for cotton  
	 programmes	at	60°C	and	40°C	at	full	and	partial		
 load, and the consumption of the low power  
 modes. Actual energy consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 energy	consumption	of	the	standard	60	°C		
 cotton programme 0.92 kwh at full load and 0.6  
	 kwh	at	partial	load	and	of	the	standard	40	°C		
 cotton programme 0.42 kwh at partial load 
•	 weighted	power	consumption	off-mode	/	left-on		
 mode: 0.12 W / 0.43 W 
•	 Water	consumption	11220	litres	per	year,	based		
 on 220 standard washing cycles for cotton  
	 programmes	at	60°C	and	40°C	at	full	and	partial		
 load. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 spin-drying	efficiency	class:	B 
•	 Max.	spin	speed:	1200	rpm 
•	 Cottons	60	Eco	and	Cottons	40	Eco	are	the	 
 standard washing programmes to which the  
 information in the label relates. These programmes  
 are suitable to clean normally soiled cotton laundry  
	 and	are	the	most	efficient	programmes	in	terms	of		
 combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time:60	°C	cotton	programme	285	min		
	 at	full	load	285	min	at	partial	load	and	40	°C	cotton		
 programme 285 min partial load 
•	 Duration	of	the	left-on	mode:	15	min 
•	 Noise	level	washing	dB	(A)	re	1	pW:	51 
•	 Noise	level	spinning	dB	(A)	re	1	pW:	75

Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	Extra	Rinse	/	Starching,	dark		
	 laundry,	Drum	clean,	shirts,	sports/fitness,	quick		
 wash/mixture, Drain / Spin, AllergyPlus / Hygiene,  
 Super 15 min / Super 30 min, Duvet, wool,  
 delicates/silk

Options 
•	 varioPerfect:	time	or	energy	optimized	programs		
 with perfect wash performance 
•	 Touch	control	buttons:	Start	/	Reload	/	Pause,		
 Extra rinse, Spin speed reduction/Yes

Convenience and Safety 
•	 VarioDrum:	gentle	and	efficient	washing 
•	 32	cm	porthole,	white-black	grey	with	165°		
 opening door 
•	 Metal	door	closing	hook 
•	 Magnet	Lock 
•	 EcoSilence	Drive:	BLDC	motor 
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent 
•	 Flow-through	sensor 
•	 ActiveWater:	water	management	system 
•	 Multiple	water	protection 
•	 3D	AquaSpa	wash	system	with	cascade	for	faster		
 water penetration 
•	 infinitely	variable 
•	 Consumption	Indication:	Information	about		
 energy consumption 
•	 Fully	electronic	control	dial	for	wash	programmes,		
 temperature and special programmes 
•	 Large	LED-Display	for	programme	status		
 indication, temperature selection, max. spin  
 speed, remaining time and 24 h end time delay,  
 load recommendation and consumption indication 
•	 AquaSensor	for	optimum	rinse	results:	Yes 
•	 Foam	detection	system 
•	 Unbalanced	load	detection 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Buzzer	to	indicate	the	end	of	cycle 
•	 Divider	for	Liquid	Detergent

Technical information 
•	 Can	be	built-under 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	84.8	x	59.8	x	59	cm 
•	 Reload	function:	Be	flexible	in	adding	laundry	 
 items even after start of the wash cycle. 

Serie | 6
WAT24462GC
Automatic washing machine

Washing machine

•	 9kg	1200	rpm 
•	 Stainless	steel	front

Main features 
•	 Capacity:	9	kg 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	4	Energy	Stars 
•	 Energy	consumption	152	kWh	per	year,	based	on	 
 220 standard washing cycles for cotton  
	 programmes	at	60°C	and	40°C	at	full	and	partial		
 load, and the consumption of the low power  
 modes. Actual energy consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 energy	consumption	of	the	standard	60	°C	cotton	 
 programme 0.92 kwh at full load and 0.6 kwh  
	 at	partial	load	and	of	the	standard	40	°C	cotton		
 programme 0.42 kwh at partial load 
•	 weighted	power	consumption	off-mode	/	left-on		
 mode: 0.12 W / 0.43 W 
•	 Water	consumption	11220	litres	per	year,	based	on	 
 220 standard washing cycles for cotton  
	 programmes	at	60°C	and	40°C	at	full	and	partial	 
 load. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 spin-drying	efficiency	class:	B 
•	 Max.	spin	speed:	1200	rpm 
•	 Cottons	60	Eco	and	Cottons	40	Eco	are	the	 
 standard washing programmes to which the  
 information in the label relates. These programmes  
 are suitable to clean normally soiled cotton laundry  
	 and	are	the	most	efficient	programmes	in	terms	of		
 combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time:60	°C	cotton	programme	275	min		
	 at	full	load	270	min	at	partial	load	and	40	°C	cotton		
 programme 270 min partial load 
•	 Duration	of	the	left-on	mode:	15	min 
•	 Noise	level	washing	dB	(A)	re	1	pW:	51 
•	 Noise	level	spinning	dB	(A)	re	1	pW:	75 
•	 4	Energy	Stars	according	to	the	UAE	energy		
	 efficiency	label	with	energy	consumption	of	220		
 kwh per year and water consumption of 14829 l  
 per year 
 
Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	Single	Rinse,	dark	laundry,		
	 Drum	clean,	shirts,	sports/fitness,	quick	wash/	
 mixture, Drain / Spin, AllergyPlus / Hygiene, Super  

 15 min / Super 30 min, Duvet, wool, delicates/silk

Options 
•	 varioPerfect:	time	or	energy	optimized	programs		
 with perfect wash performance 
•	 Touch	control	buttons:	Start	/	Reload	/	Pause,	Spin		
 speed reduction/Yes

Convenience and Safety 
•	 Reload	function:	Be	flexible	in	adding	laundry	items	 
 even after the start of the wash cycle. 
•	 Drum	volume:	60	l 
•	 VarioDrum:	gentle	and	efficient	washing 
•	 32	cm	porthole,	silver	inox	with	165°	opening	door 
•	 Metal	door	closing	hook 
•	 Magnet	Lock 
•	 Ferrite-BLDC 
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent 
•	 Flow-through	sensor 
•	 ActiveWater:	water	management	system 
•	 Multiple	water	protection 
•	 3D	AquaSpa	wash	system	with	cascade	for	faster		
 water penetration 
•	 infinitely	variable 
•	 Consumption	Indication:	Information	about	energy		
 consumption 
•	 Fully	electronic	control	dial	for	wash	programmes,		
 temperature and special programmes 
•	 Large	LED-Display	for	programme	status		
 indication, temperature selection, max. spin  
 speed, remaining time and 24 h end time delay,  
 load recommendation and consumption indication 
•	 AquaSensor	for	optimum	rinse	results:	Yes 
•	 Foam	detection	system 
•	 Unbalanced	load	detection 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Buzzer	to	indicate	the	end	of	cycle 
•	 Self	cleaning	detergent	drawer 
•	 Divider	for	Liquid	Detergent

Technical information 
•	 Can	be	built-under 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	84.8	x	59.8	x	59	cm

Serie | 6
WAT2446SGC
Automatic washing machine

Main features 
•	 Capacity:	9	kg 
•	 spin-drying	efficiency	class:	B 
•	 Max.	spin	speed:	1400	rpm 
•	 Cottons	60	Eco	and	Cottons	40	Eco	are	the	 
 standard washing programmes to which the  
 information in the label relates. These programmes  
 are suitable to clean normally soiled cotton laundry  
	 and	are	the	most	efficient	programmes	in	terms	of		
 combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Noise	level	washing	dB	(A)	re	1	pW:	49 
•	 Noise	level	spinning	dB	(A)	re	1	pW:	75 
•	 5	Energy	Stars	according	to	the	UAE	energy		
	 efficiency	label	with	energy	consumption	of	199		
 kwh per year and water consumption of 14720 l  
 per year

Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	Extra	Rinse	/	Starching,	dark		
	 laundry,	Drum	clean,	shirts,	sports/fitness,	quick		
 wash/mixture, Drain / Spin, AllergyPlus / Hygiene,  
 Super 15 min / Super 30 min, Duvet, wool,  
 delicates/silk

Options 
•	 varioPerfect:	time	or	energy	optimized	programs		
 with perfect wash performance 
•	 Touch	control	buttons:	Start	/	Reload	/	Pause,		
 Reduced Ironing, Extra rinse, Spin speed  
 reduction/No

Convenience and Safety 
•	 Reload	function:	Be	flexible	in	adding	laundry	items	 
 even after the start of the wash cycle. 
•	 Drum	volume:	60	l 
•	 VarioDrum:	gentle	and	efficient	washing 
•	 32	cm	porthole,	chrome,	white	with	171°		
 opening door 
•	 Metal	door	closing	hook 
•	 Magnet	Lock 
•	 EcoSilence	Drive:	BLDC	motor 
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent 

•	 Flow-through	sensor 
•	 ActiveWater:	water	management	system 
•	 Multiple	water	protection 
•	 3D	AquaSpa	wash	system	with	cascade	for	faster		
 water penetration 
•	 infinitely	variable 
•	 Consumption	Indication:	Information	about	energy		
 consumption 
•	 Fully	electronic	control	dial	for	wash	programmes,		
 temperature and special programmes 
•	 Large	LED-Display	for	programme	status		
 indication, temperature selection, max. spin  
 speed, remaining time and 24 h end time delay,  
 load recommendation and consumption indication 
•	 AquaSensor	for	optimum	rinse	results:	Yes 
•	 Foam	detection	system 
•	 Unbalanced	load	detection 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Buzzer	to	indicate	the	end	of	cycle 
•	 Divider	for	Liquid	Detergent

Technical information 
•	 Can	be	built-under 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	84.8	x	59.8	x	59	cm 

Serie | 6
WAT28461GC
Automatic washing machine



Washing machineWashing machine

Automatic Washing MachinesAutomatic Washing Machines

Main features 
•	 Capacity:	9	kg 
•	 Max.	spin	speed:	1400	rpm 
•	 5	Energy	Stars	according	to	the	UAE	energy		
	 efficiency	label	with	energy	consumption	of	199		
 kwh per year and water consumption of 14720 l  
 per year 
•	 Noise	level	washing	dB	(A)	re	1	pW:	49 
•	 Noise	level	spinning	dB	(A)	re	1	pW:	75

Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	Extra	Rinse	/	Starching,	dark		
	 laundry,	Drum	clean,	shirts,	sports/fitness,	quick		
 wash/mixture, Drain / Spin, AllergyPlus / Hygiene,  
 Super 15 min / Super 30 min, Duvet, wool,  
 delicates/silk

Options 
•	 varioPerfect:	time	or	energy	optimized	programs		
 with perfect wash performance 
•	 varioPerfect:	time-	or	energy	optimized	programs		
 with perfect wash performance 
•	 Touch	control	buttons:	Start	/	Reload	/	Pause,		
 Reduced Ironing, Extra rinse, Spin speed  
 reduction/Yes

Convenience and Safety 
•	 VarioDrum:	gentle	and	efficient	washing 
•	 waveDrum:	for	highly	effective	and	extremely		
 gentle laundry care 
•	 32	cm	porthole,	silver	inox	with	165°	opening	door 
•	 Metal	door	closing	hook 
•	 Magnet	Lock 
•	 EcoSilence	Drive:	BLDC	motor 
•	 EcoSilence	drive	with	10	year	warranty 
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent 
•	 Sound	insulation 
•	 Flow-through	sensor 
•	 waterPerfect:	resource	gentle	water	management 
•	 ActiveWater:	water	management	system 
•	 Reload	Function:	Yes 
•	 Multiple	water	protection 
•	 3D	AquaSpa	wash	system	with	cascade	for	faster		
 water penetration 
•	 infinitely	variable 
•	 Consumption	Indication:	Information	about	energy		
 consumption 

•	 Fully	electronic	control	dial	for	wash	programmes,		
 temperature and special programmes 
•	 Large	LED-Display	for	programme	status		
 indication, temperature selection, max. spin  
 speed, remaining time and 24 h end time delay,  
 load recommendation and consumption indication 
•	 AquaSensor	for	optimum	rinse	results:	Yes 
•	 Foam	detection	system 
•	 Unbalanced	load	detection 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Buzzer	to	indicate	the	end	of	cycle 
•	 Self	cleaning	detergent	drawer 
•	 Divider	for	Liquid	Detergent

Technical information 
•	 Can	be	built-under 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	84.8	x	59.8	x	59	cm 
 

Serie | 6
WAT2848XGC
Automatic washing machine

Main features 
•	 Capacity:	9	kg 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	5	Energy	Stars 
•	 energy	consumption	of	the	standard	60	°C		
 cotton programme NO_FEATURE at full load and  
 NO_FEATURE at partial load and of the standard  
	 40	°C	cotton	programme	NO_FEATURE	at		
 partial load 
•	 weighted	power	consumption	off-mode	/	left-on		
 mode: NO_FEATURE / NO_FEATURE 
•	 Water	consumption	NO_FEATURE	litres	per	year,		
 based on 220 standard washing cycles for cotton  
	 programmes	at	60°C	and	40°C	at	full	and	partial		
 load. Actual water consumption will depend on  
 how the appliance is used. 
•	 spin-drying	efficiency	class:	B 
•	 Max.	spin	speed:	1400	rpm 
•	 Cottons	60	Eco	and	Cottons	40	Eco	are	the	 
 standard washing programmes to which the  
 information in the label relates. These programmes  
 are suitable to clean normally soiled cotton laundry  
	 and	are	the	most	efficient	programmes	in	terms	of		
 combined energy and water consumption. 
•	 Programme	time:60	°C	cotton	programme	NO_	
 FEATURE at full load NO_FEATURE at partial load  
	 and	40	°C	cotton	programme	NO_FEATURE		
 partial load 
•	 Noise	level	washing	dB	(A)	re	1	pW:	48 
•	 Noise	level	spinning	dB	(A)	re	1	pW:	73 
•	 5	Energy	Stars	according	to	the	UAE	energy		
	 efficiency	label	with	energy	consumption	of	199		
 kwh per year and water consumption of 14720 l  
 per year

Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	shirts,	sports/fitness,	quick		
 wash/mixture, AllergyPlus / Hygiene, Super 15 min  
 / Super 30 min, Duvet, Drum clean with reminder,  
 HygienicSteam Odor Removal, wool, delicates/silk

Options 
•	 varioPerfect:	time	or	energy	optimized	programs		

 with perfect wash performance 
•	 Touch	control	buttons:	Prewash,	Reduced	Ironing,	 
 Spin speed reduction, Time delay, Temperature,  
 SpeedPerfect, EcoPerfect, Start / Reload / Pause,  
 rinse hold, options, Memory, HygienicSteam- 
 Antibacteria und 24 h Time delay

Convenience and Safety 
•	 XXL	Drum	volume:	60	l 
•	 Drum	interior	light 
•	 VarioDrum:	gentle	and	efficient	washing 
•	 DrumClean	with	reminder	function 
•	 32	cm	porthole,	chrome,	white	with	171°		
 opening door 
•	 Magnet	Lock 
•	 Reload	Function:	Yes 
•	 EcoSilence	drive	with	10	year	warranty 
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent 
•	 Sound	insulation 
•	 Flow-through	sensor 
•	 ActiveWater:	water	management	system 
•	 Multiple	water	protection 
•	 infinitely	variable 
•	 Consumption	Indication:	Information	about	energy		
 and water consumption 
•	 jog	dial 
•	 Large	touch-LED-display	for	programme	status		
 indication, temperature selection, max. spin  
 speed, remaining time and 24 h end time delay,  
 load recommendation and consumption indication 
•	 Foam	detection	system 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Self	cleaning	detergent	drawer 
•	 Divider	for	Liquid	Detergent

Technical information 
•	 Can	be	built-under 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	84.8	x	59.8	x	59	cm

Serie | 6
WAT28780GC
Automatic washing machine

Main features 
•	 Capacity:	9	kg
•	 1600rpm;EcoSilenceDrive 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	4	Energy	Stars 
•	 spin-drying	efficiency	class:	A 
•	 Max.	spin	speed:	1600	rpm 
•	 Duration	of	the	left-on	mode:	15	min 
•	 Noise	level	washing	dB	(A)	re	1	pW:	48 
•	 Noise	level	spinning	dB	(A)	re	1	pW:	74

Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	shirts,	sports/fitness,	rapid		
 15 min, quick wash/mixture, AllergyPlus /  
	 Hygiene,	Cold,	30°C

Options 
•	 varioPerfect:	time	or	energy	optimized	programs		
 with perfect wash performance 
•	 Touch	control	buttons:	On/off,	Prewash,	Reduced		
 Ironing, Spin speed reduction, Time delay, Aqua  
 plus, Temperature, start/pause, SpeedPerfect,  
 EcoPerfect, stain selection und 24 h Time delay 
•	 Stain-automatic	with	4	stain	options	-	activatable		
 with standard programmes

Convenience and Safety 
•	 XXL	Drum	volume:	65	l 
•	 Drum	interior	light 
•	 VarioDrum:	gentle	and	efficient	washing 
•	 DrumClean	with	reminder	function 
•	 Large	chrome,	white	door	with	171°	opening	and		
 32cm porthole opening 
•	 Magnet	Lock 
•	 Ferrite-BLDC 
•	 EcoSilence	drive	with	10	year	warranty 
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent 
•	 Sound	insulation 
•	 Flow-through	sensor 
•	 ActiveWater:	water	management	system 
•	 Multiple	water	protection 
•	 Consumption	Indication:	Information	about	energy		
 and water consumption 
•	 control	dial	with	integrated	On-/Offmode 
•	 Large	LED-Display	for	programme	status		
 indication, temperature selection, max. spin  
 speed, remaining time and 24 h end time delay,  

 stain selection and consumption indication 
•	 Foam	detection	system 
•	 Unbalanced	load	detection 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Buzzer 
•	 Self	cleaning	detergent	drawer 
•	 Divider	for	Liquid	Detergent

Technical information 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	84.8	x	59.8	x	59	cm 
•	 Can	be	built-under 
•	 Reload	Function:	Yes

Serie | 8
WAW32560GC
Automatic washing machine

Main features 
•	 Capacity:	9	kg
•	 1600rpm 
•	 Energy	Efficiency	Class:	4	Energy	Stars 
•	 spin-drying	efficiency	class:	A 
•	 Max.	spin	speed:	1600	rpm 
•	 Duration	of	the	left-on	mode:	15	min 
•	 Noise	level	washing	dB	(A)	re	1	pW:	48 
•	 Noise	level	spinning	dB	(A)	re	1	pW:	74

Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	shirts,	sports/fitness,	rapid		
 15 min, quick wash/mixture, AllergyPlus /  
	 Hygiene,	Cold,	30°C

Options 
•	 varioPerfect:	time	or	energy	optimized	programs		
 with perfect wash performance 
•	 Touch	control	buttons:	On/off,	Prewash,	Reduced		
 Ironing, Spin speed reduction, Time delay, Aqua  
 plus, Temperature, start/pause, SpeedPerfect,  
 EcoPerfect, stain selection und 24 h Time delay 
•	 Stain-automatic	with	4	stain	options	-	activatable		
 with standard programmes

Convenience and Safety 
•	 XXL	Drum	volume:	65	l 
•	 Drum	interior	light 
•	 VarioDrum:	gentle	and	efficient	washing 
•	 DrumClean	with	reminder	function 
•	 Large	chrome,	white	door	with	171°	opening	and		
 32cm porthole opening 
•	 Magnet	Lock 
•	 Reload	Function:	Yes 
•	 Ferrite-BLDC 
•	 EcoSilence	drive	with	10	year	warranty 
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent 
•	 Sound	insulation 
•	 Flow-through	sensor 
•	 ActiveWater:	water	management	system 

•	 Multiple	water	protection 
•	 Consumption	Indication:	Information	about	energy		
 and water consumption 
•	 control	dial	with	integrated	On-/Offmode 
•	 Large	LED-Display	for	programme	status		
 indication, temperature selection, max. spin  
 speed, remaining time and 24 h end time delay,  
 stain selection and consumption indication 
•	 Foam	detection	system 
•	 Unbalanced	load	detection 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Buzzer 
•	 infinitely	variable 
•	 Self	cleaning	detergent	drawer 
•	 Divider	for	Liquid	Detergent

Technical information 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	84.8	x	59.8	x	59	cm 
•	 Can	be	built-under 

Serie | 8
WAW3256XGC
Automatic washing machine



•	 German	design	and	testing	standards 
•	 7	kg	capacity 
•	 Drum	volume:	56	l 
•	 Noise	level	washing	(dB):	65 
•	 Noise	level	spinning	(dB):	75

Programmes 
•	 Tub	Clean:	special	program	to	clean	the	tub 
•	 Soak	program:	30	mins	additional	soaking	for		
 heavily soiled textiles 
•	 special	programmes:	AllergyPlus	/	Hygiene,	Bed		
 linen, Drum clean, Pre-Soak programme, jeans,  
 Short programme / quick, Normal, sensitive

Options 
•	 Easy	Start:	start	by	one	button 
•	 SpeedPerfect:	save	up	to	20%	time	without		
 compromise 
•	 24h	delay	start 
•	 Short-stroke	buttons:	On/off,	Start	time	delay,		
 Temperature, Start / Reload / Pause, Rinse  
 plus +1+2+3, Water height, Program

Convenience and Safety 
•	 PowerWave:	innovative	impeller	and	dynamic	water		
	 flow	create	good	results 
•	 Dynamic	Water	Flow:	water	flows	in	a	effective		
 movement to the laundry 
•	 Hot/cold	water	inlet 

•	 Temperature	selector 
•	 Drain	pump 
•	 Reload	function:	Be	flexible	in	adding	laundry	items	 
 even after start of the wash cycle. 
•	 Reload	Function:	Yes 
•	 Lint	filter:	filters	lint	effectively	and	is	easy	to	clean 
•	 Power-off	memory:	automatically	restarts		
 the process 
•	 Dual	stabilizer	rings:	vibrations	are	minimized		
	 significantly 
•	 Soft	closing	glass	lid 
•	 Child-proof	lock:	program	locking

Technical information 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	96	x	55	x	61.5	cm 
•	 Mobility	handles	and	adjustable	foot 
•	 Graduator:	level	for	easier	justage 

Serie | 4
WOE701W0GC

Automatic Washer Dryer / Top Loader

•	 German	design	and	testing	standards 
•	 8	kg	capacity 
•	 Drum	volume:	64	l 
•	 Noise	level	washing	(dB):	65 
•	 Noise	level	spinning	(dB):	75

Programmes 
•	 Tub	Clean:	special	program	to	clean	the	tub 
•	 Soak	program:	30	mins	additional	soaking	for		
 heavily soiled textiles 
•	 special	programmes:	AllergyPlus	/	Hygiene,	Bed		
 linen, Drum clean, Pre-Soak programme, jeans,  
 Short programme / quick, Normal, sensitive

Options 
•	 Easy	Start:	start	by	one	button 
•	 SpeedPerfect:	save	up	to	20%	time	without		
 compromise 
•	 24h	delay	start 
•	 Short-stroke	buttons:	On/off,	Start	time	delay,		
 Temperature, Start / Reload / Pause, Rinse plus  
 +1+2+3, Water height, Program

Convenience and Safety 
•	 PowerWave:	innovative	impeller	and	dynamic	water		
	 flow	create	good	results 
•	 Dynamic	Water	Flow:	water	flows	in	a	effective		
 movement to the laundry 
•	 Hot/cold	water	inlet 

•	 Temperature	selector 
•	 Drain	pump 
•	 Reload	function:	Be	flexible	in	adding	laundry	items	 
 even after start of the wash cycle. 
•	 Reload	Function:	Yes 
•	 Lint	filter:	filters	lint	effectively	and	is	easy	to	clean 
•	 Power-off	memory:	automatically	restarts		
 the process 
•	 Dual	stabilizer	rings:	vibrations	are	minimized		
	 significantly 
•	 Soft	closing	glass	lid 
•	 Child-proof	lock:	program	locking

Technical information 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	96	x	55	x	61.5	cm 
•	 Mobility	handles	and	adjustable	foot 
•	 Graduator:	level	for	easier	justage 

Serie | 4
WOE801W0GC

•	 German	design	and	testing	standards 
•	 10	kg	capacity 
•	 Drum	volume:	83	l 
•	 Noise	level	washing	(dB):	65 
•	 Noise	level	spinning	(dB):	75

Programmes 
•	 Tub	Clean:	special	program	to	clean	the	tub 
•	 Soak	program:	30	mins	additional	soaking	for		
 heavily soiled textiles 
•	 special	programmes:	AllergyPlus	/	Hygiene,	Bed		
 linen, Drum clean, Pre-Soak programme, jeans,  
 Short programme / quick, Normal, sensitive

Options 
•	 Easy	Start:	start	by	one	button 
•	 SpeedPerfect:	save	up	to	20%	time	without		
 compromise 
•	 24h	delay	start 
•	 Short-stroke	buttons:	On/off,	Start	time	delay,		
 Temperature, Start / Reload / Pause, Rinse plus  
 +1+2+3, Water height, Program

Convenience and Safety 
•	 PowerWave	plus:	innovative	impeller	and	high		
	 dynamic	water	flow	create	perfect	results 
•	 Dynamic	Water	Flow:	water	flows	in	a	effective		
 movement to the laundry 

•	 Hot/cold	water	inlet 
•	 Temperature	selector 
•	 Drain	pump 
•	 Reload	function:	Be	flexible	in	adding	laundry	items	 
 even after start of the wash cycle. 
•	 Reload	Function:	Yes 
•	 Lint	filter:	filters	lint	effectively	and	is	easy	to	clean 
•	 Power-off	memory:	automatically	restarts		
 the process 
•	 Dual	stabilizer	rings:	vibrations	are	minimized		
	 significantly 
•	 Soft	closing	glass	lid 
•	 Child-proof	lock:	program	locking

Technical information 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	97.5	x	60.1	x	68	cm 
•	 Mobility	handles	and	adjustable	foot 
•	 Graduator:	level	for	easier	justage 

Serie | 4
WOE101S0GC

•	 German	design	and	testing	standards 
•	 13	kg	capacity 
•	 Drum	volume:	103	l 
•	 Noise	level	washing	(dB):	65 
•	 Noise	level	spinning	(dB):	75

Programmes 
•	 Memory	program:	save	your	individual	program		
 settings for easy re-use 
•	 Tub	Clean:	special	program	to	clean	the	tub 
•	 Soak	program:	30	mins	additional	soaking	for		
 heavily soiled textiles 
•	 special	programmes:	Drum	clean,	Pre-Soak		
 programme, Short programme / quick, air dry,  
 Memory 1, Normal, Soft, Strong

Options 
•	 Easy	Start:	start	by	one	button 
•	 SpeedPerfect:	save	up	to	20%	time		 	
 without compromise 
•	 24h	delay	start 
•	 Short-stroke	buttons:	On/off,	Start	time	delay,		
 Temperature, SpeedPerfect, Start / Reload /  
 Pause, Rinse plus +1+2+3, Washing time, spin time,  
 Water height, Program

Convenience and Safety 
•	 PowerWave	plus:	innovative	impeller	and	high		
	 dynamic	water	flow	create	perfect	results 

•	 Dynamic	Water	Flow:	water	flows	in	a	effective		
 movement to the laundry 
•	 EcoSilence	INVERTER:	quiet	and	long	lasting	belt-	
 free motor 
•	 Hot/cold	water	inlet 
•	 Temperature	selector 
•	 Drain	pump 
•	 Reload	function:	Be	flexible	in	adding	laundry	items	 
 even after start of the wash cycle. 
•	 Reload	Function:	Yes 
•	 Lint	filter:	filters	lint	effectively	and	is	easy	to	clean 
•	 Power-off	memory:	automatically	restarts		
 the process 
•	 Dual	stabilizer	rings:	vibrations	are	minimized		
	 significantly 
•	 Soft	closing	glass	lid 
•		 -proof	lock:	program	locking

Technical information 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	102	x	64	x	73.4	cm 
•	 Mobility	handles	and	adjustable	foot 
•	 Graduator:	level	for	easier	justage

Serie | 6
WOA135D0GC

•	 German	design	and	testing	standards 
•	 14	kg	capacity 
•	 Drum	volume:	116	l 
•	 Noise	level	washing	(dB):	65 
•	 Noise	level	spinning	(dB):	75

Programmes 
•	 Memory	program:	save	your	individual	program		
 settings for easy re-use 
•	 Tub	Clean:	special	program	to	clean	the	tub 
•	 Soak	program:	30	mins	additional	soaking	for		
 heavily soiled textiles 
•	 special	programmes:	Drum	clean,	Pre-Soak		
 programme, Short programme / quick, air dry,  
 Memory 1, Normal, Soft, Strong

Options 
•	 Easy	Start:	start	by	one	button 
•	 SpeedPerfect:	save	up	to	20%	time	without		
 compromise 
•	 24h	delay	start 
•	 Short-stroke	buttons:	On/off,	Start	time	delay,		
 Temperature, SpeedPerfect, Start / Reload /  
 Pause, Rinse plus +1+2+3, Washing time, spin time,  
 Water height, Program

Convenience and Safety 
•	 PowerWave:	innovative	impeller	and	dynamic	water		
	 flow	create	good	results 

•	 EcoSilence	INVERTER:	quiet	and	long	lasting		
 belt-free motor 
•	 Hot/cold	water	inlet 
•	 Temperature	selector 
•	 Drain	pump 
•	 Reload	function:	Be	flexible	in	adding	laundry	items	 
 even after start of the wash cycle. 
•	 Reload	Function:	Yes 
•	 Lint	filter:	filters	lint	effectively	and	is	easy	to	clean 
•	 Power-off	memory:	automatically	restarts		
 the process 
•	 Soft	closing	glass	lid 
•	 door	lock:	child-proof	locked	cover 
•	 Child-proof	lock:	program	locking

Technical information 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	102	x	68.6	x	76.5	cm 
•	 Mobility	handles	and	adjustable	foot 
•	 Graduator:	level	for	easier	justage 

Serie | 6
WOA145D0GC

Automatic Top Loader



Main features 
•	 Capacity:	7	kg 
•	 Dryer	type:	Condenser 
•	 Electronic	humidity	control 
•	 Duration	of	left-on	mode:	NO_FEATURE 
•	 The	programme	Cottons	cupboard	dry	used	at	full	 
 and partial load is the standard drying programme  
 to which the information in the label and the  
	 fiche	relates,	this	programme	is	suitable	for	drying		
	 normal	wet	cotton	laundry	and	is	the	most	efficient		
 programme in terms of energy consumption  
 for cotton. 
•	 Noise	level:	66	dB	(A)	re	1	pW

Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	sportswear,	20min	
 warm, Super 40

Options 
•	 Anti	crease	cycle	120	min	at	the	end	of	the		
 programme 
•	 Touch	control	buttons:	Start/Stop,	Low	Heat

Convenience and Safety 
•	 DUO-Tronic 
•	 Active	flow	drying	system:	Big	Galvalume	with		
 textile care structure, soft design paddles 

•	 LED	programme	progress	indicator	and		
 service notes 
•	 Fully	electronic	control	dial	for	sensor	drying		
 programmes, timed and special programmes 
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent 
•	 Protection	filter	for	condensor 
•	 Round	door,	door	hinge	on	right	white 
•	 Door	hinge:	right-hand 
•	 Metal	door	closing	hook

Technical information 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	84.2	x	59.8	x	60.1	cm 
•	 can	be	built-under

Serie | 4
WTE84106GC
Condenser dryer

Main features 
•	 Capacity:	8	kg 
•	 Dryer	type:	Condenser 
•	 Energy	efficiency	class:	B 
•	 Energy	consumption	561.0	kWh	per	year,	based	on	 
 160 drying cycles of the standard cotton  
 programme at full and partial load, and the  
 consumption of the low-power modes. Actual  
 energy consumption per cycle will depend on how  
 the appliance is used 
•	 Energy	consumption	of	the	standard	cotton	 
 programme at full load 4.63 kwh and energy  
 consumption of the standard cotton programme at  
 half load 2.61 kwh 
•	 power	consumption	in	off-mode	0.1	W	and	in	left-	
 on mode 0.75 W 
•	 Duration	of	left-on	mode:	NO_FEATURE 
•	 The	programme	Cottons	cupboard	dry	used	at	full	 
 and partial load is the standard drying programme  
 to which the information in the label and the  
	 fiche	relates,	this	programme	is	suitable	for	drying		
	 normal	wet	cotton	laundry	and	is	the	most	efficient		
 programme in terms of energy consumption  
 for cotton. 
•	 Weighted	programme	time	of	the	standard	cotton		
 programme at full and partial load: 106 min. 
•	 Programme	time	of	the	standard	cotton		
 programme at full load 137 min and programme  
 time of the standard cotton programme at partial  
 load 82 min. 
•	 Condensation	efficiency	class	B	on	a	scale	from	G		
	 (least	efficient)	to	A	(most	efficient). 
•	 standard	cotton	programme	at	full	load	88	%	and		
	 average	condensation	efficiency	of	the	standard		
 cotton programme at partial load 88 %. 
•	 Weighted	condensation	efficiency	for	the	standard		
 cotton programme at full and partial load: 88 %. 
•	 Noise	level:	65	dB	(A)	re	1	pW

Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	woollen	finish,	mix,	Time		
 program warm, Time program cold, sportswear,  
 Down wear, Super 40, Shirts 15

Options 
•	 Anti	crease	cycle	60	min	at	the	end	of	the		
 programme 
•	 Touch	control	buttons:	start/pause,	Low	Heat,		
 Signal, less ironing, 24 h Ready

Convenience and Safety 
•	 DUO-Tronic 
•	 soft	dial 
•	 Large	LED-Display	for	remaining	time	and	24	h	end		
 time delay, programme status indication, 
 special functions. 
•	 Active	flow	drying	system:	Big	Stainless	steel	with		
 textile care structure, soft design paddles 
•	 Wool	Drying	Basket 
•	 Protection	filter	for	condensor 
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent 
•	 Drum	interior	light 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Buzzer	to	indicate	the	end	of	cycle 
•	 silver-black	grey 
•	 pull-open	latch 
•	 Door

Technical information 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	84.2	x	59.8	x	59.9	cm 
•	 Can	be	built-under 

Serie | 6
WTG86400GC
Condenser dryer

Automatic Condenser Dryer

Main features 
•	 Capacity:	9	kg 
•	 Dryer	type:	Condenser 
•	 The	programme	Cottons	cupboard	dry	used	at	full	 
 and partial load is the standard drying programme  
 to which the information in the label and the  
	 fiche	relates,	this	programme	is	suitable	for	drying		
	 normal	wet	cotton	laundry	and	is	the	most	efficient		
 programme in terms of energy consumption 
 for cotton. 
•	 Noise	level:	64	dB	(A)	re	1	pW

Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	mix,	wool	drying	in	basket,		
 Time program warm, sportswear, Down wear,  
 Super 40, Shirts 15

Options 
•	 Anti	crease	cycle	120	min	at	the	end	of	the		
 programme 
•	 Touch	control	buttons:	start/pause,	Low	Heat,		
 Signal, less ironing, 24 h Ready

Convenience and Safety 
•	 DUO-Tronic 
•	 soft	dial 
•	 Large	LED-Display	for	remaining	time	and	24	h	end		

 time delay, programme status indication, special  
 functions. 
•	 Active	flow	drying	system:	Big	Stainless	steel	with		
 textile care structure, soft design paddles 
•	 Wool	Drying	Basket 
•	 Protection	filter	for	condensor 
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent 
•	 Drum	interior	light 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Buzzer	to	indicate	the	end	of	cycle 
•	 silver-black	grey 
•	 pull-open	latch 
•	 Door 
•	 Drain	set	for	condensate

Technical information 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	84.2	x	59.8	x	59.9	cm 
•	 Can	be	built-under 

Main features 
•	 Capacity:	9	kg 
•	 Dryer	type:	Condenser 
•	 Energy	efficiency	class:	B		

Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	woollen	finish,	mix,	Time		
 program warm, Time program cold, sportswear,  
 Down wear, Super 40, Shirts 15

Options 
•	 Anti	crease	cycle	60	min	at	the	end	of			
 the programme 
•	 Touch	control	buttons:	start/pause,	Low	Heat,		
 Signal, less ironing, 24 h Ready

Convenience and Safety 
•	 DUO-Tronic 
•	 soft	dial 
•	 Large	LED-Display	for	remaining	time	and	24	h	end		
 time delay, programme status indication, 
 special functions. 
•	 Active	flow	drying	system:	Big	Stainless	steel	with		
 textile care structure, soft design paddles 
•	 Wool	Drying	Basket 
•	 Protection	filter	for	condensor 
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent 

•	 Drum	interior	light 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Buzzer	to	indicate	the	end	of	cycle 
•	 Silver-black	grey 
•	 pull-open	latch

Technical information 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	84.2	x	59.8	x	59.9	cm 
•	 Can	be	built-under

Serie | 6
WTG86401GC
Condenser dryer

Serie | 6
WTG8640SGC
Free Standing dryer

Main features 
•	 Capacity:	9	kg 
•	 Dryer	type:	Condenser	with	heat	pump	technology 
•	 Energy	efficiency	class:	A++ 
•	 Energy	consumption	259.0	kWh	per	year,	based	on	 
 160 drying cycles of the standard cotton  
 programme at full and partial load, and the  
 consumption of the low-power modes. Actual  
 energy consumption per cycle will depend on how  
 the appliance is used 
•	 Energy	consumption	of	the	standard	cotton	 
 programme at full load 2.06 kwh and energy  
 consumption of the standard cotton programme at  
 half load 1.24 kwh 
•	 power	consumption	in	off-mode	0.1	W	and	in	left- 
 on mode 0.1 W 
•	 Duration	of	left-on	mode:	30	min 
•	 The	programme	Cottons	cupboard	dry	used	at	full	 
 and partial load is the standard drying programme  
 to which the information in the label and the  
	 fiche	relates,	this	programme	is	suitable	for	drying	 
	 normal	wet	cotton	laundry	and	is	the	most	efficient	 
 programme in terms of energy consumption  
 for cotton. 
•	 Weighted	programme	time	of	the	standard	cotton		
 programme at full and partial load: 133 min. 
•	 Programme	time	of	the	standard	cotton		
 programme at full load 166 min and programme  
 time of the standard cotton programme at partial  
 load 108 min. 
•	 Condensation	efficiency	class	A	on	a	scale	from	G		
	 (least	efficient)	to	A	(most	efficient). 
•	 standard	cotton	programme	at	full	load	91	%	and		
	 average	condensation	efficiency	of	the	standard		
 cotton programme at partial load 91 %. 
•	 Weighted	condensation	efficiency	for	the	standard		
 cotton programme at full and partial load: 91 %. 
•	 Noise	level:	64	dB	(A)	re	1	pW 
 
Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	mix,	wool	drying	in	basket,		
 towels, Time program warm, Time program cold,  
 sportswear, Down wear, Super 40, shirts/blouses

Options 
•	 Home	Connect:	Remote	Monitoring	and	Control 
•	 Anti	crease	cycle	120	min	at	the	end	of		
 the programme 
•	 Touch	control	buttons:	start/pause,	Low	Heat,		
 Signal, Drying aim, 24 h Ready in

Convenience and Safety 
•	 SelfCleaning	Condenser 
•	 DUO-Tronic 
•	 control	dial	with	integrated	On-/Offmode 
•	 Large	LED-Display	for	remaining	time	and	24	h	end		
 time delay, programme status indication,  
 special functions. 
•	 Active	flow	drying	system:	Big	Stainless	steel	with		
 textile care structure, soft design paddles 
•	 Wool	Drying	Basket 
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent 
•	 Drum	interior	light 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Buzzer	to	indicate	the	end	of	cycle 
•	 chrome,	blackgrey 
•	 pull-open	latch 
•	 Door 
•	 Drain	set	for	condensate

Technical information 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	84.2	x	59.8	x	59.9	cm 
•	 Can	be	built-under 

Serie | 8
WTWH7560GC

Automatic Condenser Dryer / Washer Dryer



•	 wash&dry	8/5kg 
•	 Stainless	steel	front

Main features 
•	 Label:	A	/	A 
•	 electricityconsumption	wash	and	dry	4	kwh,		
 waterconsumption wash and dry 105 l in label-/ 
 normprogramme 
•	 Capacity:	8	kg	washing	-	5	kg	drying 
•	 Drum	volume:	56	l 
•	 Non-stop	wash	and	dry	programme	5	kg 
•	 Spin	speed	selection	1500	to	400	rpm 
•	 Noise	level	washing	(dB):	52 
•	 Noise	level	spinning	(dB):	74 
•	 Noise	level	drying	(db):	59

Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	mixture,	rapid	15	min,	Cold,		
	 Standard	cold	-	40°C 
•	 Drying-option	for	special	programmes	washing 
•	 Special	programme:

Options 
•	 Touch	control	buttons:	Drying

Convenience and Safety 
•	 Multiple	water	protection 
•	 Large	LED	display	for	programme	status	indication,		
 temperature, spin speed, remaining time and 24  
 hour time delay 
•	 Ferrite-BLDC 
•	 Flow-through	sensor 
•	 Fully	electronic	control	dial	for	all	wash-	and		
 special programs 
•	 VarioSoft	Drum 
•	 ActiveWater:	water	management	system 
•	 Foam	detection	system 
•	 Unbalanced	load	detection 
•	 Buzzer	to	indicate	the	end	of	cycle 
•	 AquaSensor	for	optimum	rinse	results:	Yes 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 32	cm	porthole,	chrome,	blackgrey	with	180°		
 opening door 
•	 Porthole	with	glass	cover 
•	 side	opening	door,	hinge	left 

•	 Metal	door	closing	hook 
•	 Magnet	Lock

Technical information 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	84.8	x	59.8	x	59	cm 
•	 Can	be	built-under 
 

Serie | 6
WVG30460GC
Automatic washer dryer

•	 wash&dry	8/5kg 
•	 Stainless	steel	front

Main features 
•	 Label:	B	/	A 
•	 electricityconsumption	wash	and	dry	6.48	kwh,		
 waterconsumption wash and dry 118 l in label-/ 
 normprogramme 
•	 Capacity:	8	kg	washing	-	5	kg	drying 
•	 Non-stop	wash	and	dry	programme	5	kg

Programmes 
•	 Special	programmes:	mixture,	rapid	15	min,	Cold,		
	 Standard	cold	-	40°C 
•	 Drying-option	for	special	programmes	washing 
•	 Special	programme:

Options 
•	 Touch	control	buttons:	Drying

Convenience and Safety 
•	 Multiple	water	protection 
•	 Large	LED	display	for	programme	status	indication,		
 temperature, spin speed, remaining time and 24  
 hour time delay 
•	 Fully	electronic	control	dial	for	all	wash-	and		
 special programs 
•	 VarioSoft	Drum 
•	 ActiveWater:	water	management	system 
•	 Foam	detection	system 
•	 Unbalanced	load	detection 
•	 Buzzer	to	indicate	the	end	of	cycle 
•	 AquaSensor	for	optimum	rinse	results:	Yes 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 32	cm	porthole,	silver-black	grey	with	180°		
 opening door 
•	 Porthole	with	glass	cover 
•	 side	opening	door,	hinge	left 
•	 Metal	door	closing	hook 
•	 Magnet	Lock

Technical information 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W	x	D):	84.8	x	59.8	x	59	cm 
•	 Can	be	built-under 

Serie | 6
WVG3046SGC
Automatic washer dryer

Automatic Washer Dryer

•	 Wash&Dry	10/6kg 
•	 Stainless	steel	front 
 
Main features 
•	 Capacity:	10	kg	washing	-	6	kg	drying 
•	 Drum	volume:	70	l 
•	 Non-stop	wash	and	dry	programme	6	kg 
•	 Spin	speed	selection	1400	to	400	rpm 
•	 Noise	level	washing	(dB):	47 
•	 Noise	level	spinning	(dB):	71 
•	 Noise	level	drying	(db):	61

Programmes 
•	 Standard	programmes	for	washing:	cottons,	easy		
 care, delicates/silk, wool / hand wash 
•	 Special	programmes	washing:	AllergyPlus	/		
 Hygiene, down, Drum clean with reminder, rapid  
	 15	min,	shirts,	mixture,	MyTime,	sports/fitness,		
 rinse/spin/drain 
•	 Most	common	washing	programmes	can	be	used		
 as solo-drying programme or as washing and  
 drying in one go programme 
•	 standard	programmes	for	drying:	cotton,	easy	care 
•	 Special	programmes	drying:	Refresh,	My	Time,		
 Wash & Dry 60’

Options 
•	 varioPerfect:	time	or	energy	optimized	programs		
 with perfect wash performance 
•	 options	washing:	1	-	3	add.	rinse	cycles,	Easy	iron,		
 EcoPerfect, HygieneCare, Child lock, Memory,  
 Night Wash / Silent Wash, SpeedPerfect, Prewash,  
 Water plus 
•	 options	drying:	Iron	dry,	Eco,	Night	Dry/Silent	Dry,		
 Solo Dry, Speed, Cupboard dry, Cupboard dry+,  
 Wash + Dry 
•	 Options	drying	for	the	most	washing	programmes 
•	 Timed	programmes,	Autodry

Convenience and Safety 
•	 Reload	function:	Be	flexible	in	adding	laundry	items	 
 even after start of the wash cycle. 
•	 ECARF	Seal	of	Quality:	allergy-friendly	product 
•	 exceptional	convenience	thanks	to	the	inclined		
 ergonomic control panel 
•	 Multiple	water	protection 
•	 Ferrite-BLDC 
•	 EcoSilence	drive	with	10	year	warranty 
•	 Fully	electronic	control	(metal	dial)	for	all	wash-		
 and special programs 
•	 Large	touch-LED-display	for	programme	status		
 indication, temperature selection, max. spin  
 speed, remaining time and 24 h end time delay,  
 load recommendation and consumption indication 
•	 WaveDrum 
•	 Drum	interior	light 
•	 integrated	32	cm	porthole,	chrome,	blackgrey		
	 with	130°	opening	door 
•	 ActiveWater:	water	management	system 
•	 AntiVibration	Design:	More	stable	and	silent 
•	 Sound	insulation 
•	 Sound	insulation	by	additional	damping	material 
•	 Foam	detection	system 
•	 Unbalanced	load	detection 
•	 Buzzer	to	indicate	the	end	of	cycle 
•	 yes 
•	 Childproof	door	lock 
•	 Porthole	with	glass	cover 
•	 side	opening	door,	hinge	left 
•	 Metal	door	closing	hook 
•	 Magnet	Lock

Technical information 
•	 Can	be	built-under 
•	 Dimensions	(H	x	W):	84.8	cm	x	59.8	cm 
•	 Appliance	depth:	62.0	cm 
•	 Appliance	depth	incl.	door:	65.4	cm 
•	 Appliance	depth	with	open	door:	114.2	cm

Serie | 6
WDU28560GC
Automatic washer dryer

Automatic Washer Dryer






